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II. ABSTRACT

The electrodynamic levitation of picoliter-volume charged droplets at atmospheric

pressure was coupled to offline matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight

mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS) in an effort to develop new strategies regarding

the analysis of biomolecules by soft ionization mass spectrometry. Commercial

piezoelectric droplet dispensers were modified with a DC electrode to induce net

charges of 5-500 fC onto dispensed droplets containing biomolecules, enabling in-house

designed and constructed double-ring electrodynamic balances (EDB) to trap the

droplets at atmospheric pressure. Two strategies were developed to eject droplets from

the EDB and deliver them to a location on a MALDI target with ±5 urn precision.

Evaporation of volatile solvents from the levitated droplets and multiple droplet co

deposition facilitated routine detection of attomole levels of biomolecules by MALDI-MS.

The ejection order of charged droplets from the EDB was determined to correlate with

the droplet's m/z and thus, in conjunction with offline MALDI-MS, the experiment can be

considered a novel variation of tandem mass spectrometry. This experimental approach

was used to elucidate differential chemical processing within levitated charged droplets

reaction vessels defying electroneutrality. Crystal nucleation and growth of a MALDI

matrix/peptide mixture was found to be dependent on the net charge carried by the

droplet. Next, as a result of attempts to analyze arrays of urn diameter MALDI sample

spots created using the EDB method, hereafter termed wall-less sample preparation

(WaSP), a hypothesis regarding the single laser simultaneous irradiation of adjacent

sample spots was devised and tested, resulting in numerous multiplexed sample spot

analysis approaches. A high potential for a broad impact on the science of mass

spectrometry exists in this approach because any technique capable of preparing

adjacent sample spots of sufficient proximity can be used to take advantage of the new
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mass calibration methodology and protocols for studying gas phase ion-molecule

reactions. To further the biomolecular aspect of WaSP development, the domain

dissociation model of activation of an amphitropic membrane protein was studied by

limited proteolysis and MALDI-MS using dried droplet and capillary liquid

chromatography sample preparation strategies, resulting in new information regarding

the autoinhibition mechanism of the protein. Finally, the peptides produced in the limited

proteolytic digests were used to verify the applicability of WaSP strategies in the analysis

of biomolecules by MALDI-MS. Overall, the new analytical strategy of WaSP has proven

itself to be a powerful new enabling technology for MALDI-MS and holds promise for

coupling with alternative analytical strategies.
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VIII. PREFACE

As with most ambitious goal setting, especially of the scientific nature,

one must maintain an open mind with respect to the path leading

towards the final goal. Often the side routes can reveal hidden gems

along the way if one is careful enough to rub the dirt off them and

polish them up a bit. The secret lies in knowing which stone is worth

picking up to spend time polishing it. I feel fortunate in that some of

the stones I picked up along the paths I have taken were worth

cleaning off.

In looking back on the path that my research has followed, I find myself honoured

to have had the opportunity to be involved in the community of scientists interested in

soft ionization and mass spectrometry. It has been very exciting to be involved in this

fascinating field during its most rapid state of evolution (the 51 st American Society for

Mass Spectrometry Meeting on mass spectrometry and allied topics held in Montreal in

May 2003 had a record registration of >4000 attendees) as well as during the time that

soft ionization's early pioneers were officially recognized by the Nobel committee (2002

Chemistry Nobel Prize: John Fenn (electrospray ionization) and Koichi Tanaka (matrix

assisted laser desorption/ionization)).

The original goal of my research was to utilize soft ionization to monitor reactions

involving biomolecules contained in single charged droplets, enabling the chemical

reactivity of a biomolecular system in a unique environment to be probed. This would

develop my skills in analytical method development, focusing on instrument design as

well as the theory and application of soft ionization mass spectrometry to the study of

biomolecules. Immediately, the development of analytical methodology to manipulate

the droplets and to detect the miniscule quantities of analyte within the single droplets
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took the forefront. This exposed me to a fascinating set of literature regarding charged

droplet trajectory control using electrodynamic levitation with the goal of studying

chemistry inside single levitated droplets using laser spectroscopy. It became very clear

that unique experiments could result from the coupling of this electrodynamic levitation

technology with soft ionization. Achieving this goal has proven very fruitful. My efforts in

this regard resulted in an analytical tool whose tremendous potential with respect to the

number and diversity of applications with which it can be applied was recognized by

publication as an accelerated article in Analytical Chemistry. Because of the nature of

the analytical development, several "spin-off' ideas (stones rubbed clean) were also

generated. Additionally, AI Haddrell, a Ph. D. student in the Agnes group that I trained to

use the EDB , has published two manuscripts describing work performed using the

electrodynamic levitation station I developed and has moved on to design, build, and

apply his own station to intriguing experiments involving the interaction of single particles

with single lung epithelial cells (Le. dose-response studies at the single cell level).

While developing the analytical methodology, potential biochemical systems to

study within the single droplets were considered. We turned to our colleagues and

developed a collaborative project with Dr. Rosemary Cornell of the Department of

Molecular Biology and Biochemistry at SFU. Upon study of her previous work on a

membrane phosphoprotein (CCT), I quickly realized that we could learn a great deal of

information about CCT using mass spectrometric approaches and thus much effort in

conjunction with Dr. Cornell was directed towards achieving this goal. In the end, the

complex mixtures of peptides produced from limited proteolytic digestions of CCT were

also used to test some of the analytical capabilities of the technology I was developing.

This helped establish the potential for impact of this new methodology on both

fundamental and applied research involving particle levitation, soft ionization, and mass

spectrometry.
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Thesis Structure

In chapter 1 is provided an overview of the history, the concepts and the practice

of particle levitation, soft ionization, and mass spectrometry pertinent to this thesis - with

a general audience in mind. It also provides some insight into my own personal

experiences that lead to me being interested in research that ties the three together.

The main content of this thesis consists of a collection of manuscripts published,

submitted for publication, or in the final stages prior to submission. The first section of

each chapter is a statement that places the chapter in context. While each chapter has

its own experimental section, all references have been listed at the very end of the

thesis. Chapter 2 describes the first attempts at levitating a collection of droplets that

contain biomolecules and then collecting them onto a target plate for subsequent matrix

assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS) analysis. Some of

the initial challenges are discussed here and it was found that including the matrix with

the analyte would be the method of choice for attempting to detect small absolute

amount of analyte. This set up the work reported in chapter 3, the demonstration of

protein and peptide analyses of sample spots prepared by wall-less sample preparation

(WaSP) as well as the formation of arrays from the collections of droplets in the

electrodynamic balance (EDB). In this chapter the effects of sample loading on

sensitivity is also explored. Studies that further elucidated the mechanism of droplet

ejection from the EDB are described in chapter 4. These experiments show that the

EDB can be used to filter the droplets based on their mass-to-charge. When coupled

with MALDI-MS analysis of the biomolecules contained inside the droplets, this can be

considered a novel tandem mass spectrometry experiment. This chapter also describes

in detail the methods by which the net excess charge is induced into the droplets and

how its magnitude can promote co-crystallization of the MALDI matrix and peptides

contained within the droplets. In chapter 5 the observations of ion-induced nucleation in
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levitated droplets are further explored. The first "spin-off' experiments derived from the

work presented in chapters 2-4, are described in chapter 6. Because the droplets can

be deposited onto the MALOI plate in such close proximity, multiple droplets can be

irradiated by the laser simultaneously. Hypothetical scenarios and corresponding

experiments I developed to delineate the analytical utility of such methodology, including

a new method to study ion-molecule reactions occurring in the gas-phase between two

desorption plumes are described. In chapter 7 the application of simultaneous

irradiation of adjacent sample spots described in chapter 6 to the calibration of MALO1

TOF-MS spectra is investigated. Also discussed is the potential to use this technology

to combat the effects of signal suppression on low abundance peptides in the MALOI

process. While the work reported in the first 7 chapters focuses on experiments

introducing WaSP and experiments inspired by its use, the next section focuses on the

use of MALOI-TOF-MS to study the structure and function of an amphitropic membrane

phosphoprotein in collaboration with Or. Cornell. In chapter 8 the use of limited

proteolysis as a probe of protein structure is introduced. These principles are then

applied to study the inactive soluble form of cytidine 5'-triphosphate:phosphocholine

cytidylyltransferase (CCT). Work reported in chapter 9 describes the use of a prototype

device that couples capillary liquid chromatography (LC) with offline MALOI-MS to

analyze peptides produced by limited proteolysis of a mutant of CCT, and its active and

inactive forms, respectively. These experiments created significant new knowledge with

respect to the domain dissociation model of CCT activation. In chapter 11, the potential

of coupling LC to MALOI using WaSP is explored. WaSP was used to concentrate CCT

peptides that were separated using capillary LC prior to MALOI-TOF-MS. Finally, the

last chapter will discuss WaSP in light of the proteomics driven environment of modern

biological mass spectrometry and suggest future directions for this research.
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CHAPTER 1

1 Particle Levitation, Soft Ionization and Mass Spectrometry

Ievitatevle-vo-stat', vb -tated; -tat-lng to rise or cause to rise in the air in seeming
defiance of gravitation. - lev-i-ta-tion', -Ie-vo-sta-shon',

Webster's New Complete Dictionary, Smithmark Publishers, New York, NY, 1995

Crowds mystified.

Gasps of disbelief and wonderment released.

As noted by E. James Davis in his review "The History of Single Particle

Levitation", 1 the popular notion of levitation often conjures visions of magicians

performing mystical illusions of "levitating" an assistant off of a table. Scientifically, the

term levitation is applied with a similar connotation and in this sense may conjure visions

of magnetically levitated high-speed trains or low temperature superconductors. A wide

array of levitation technology has been developed, such as optical/" or acoustic

levitation," and applied to a large number of challenges in the chemistry and physics of

aerosol particles, including gas/particle chemical reactlons.P" particle size and charge

measurements.'? 11 and crystal growth.12
-
15 In the next section I will provide some

historical background on what I have perceived as the key events that lead to the

development of the electrodynamic levitation technology employed throughout this

thesis.

1.1 SELECTED MOMENTS IN THE HISTORY OF PARTICLE LEVITATION

First a note on terminology: with respect to literature concerning electrodynamic

levitation, the term particle refers to both liquid droplets and solid particles. This
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convention will be followed throughout this thesis and thus the terms will be used

interchangeably, however almost all work was exclusively performed with liquid droplets.

One of the first and certainly most well-known particle levitation experiments, the

Millikan Oil-Drop Experiment, was actually preceded by a report from Robert A. Millikan

himself in 1909 at the 79th Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science in Winnipeg, Manitoba." In this work, water droplets were briefly suspended in

static electric fields to determine the numerical value of the elementary charge. To

overcome the persistent problem of evaporation, he later published in Physical Review

experiments using charged oil droplets.": 18 For these experiments Millikan was

awarded the Nobel prize for Physics in 1923, initiating great interest in single isolated

droplet style experiments.

Fast-forward to 1998: Picture a young undergraduate student atop Burnaby

Mountain spending a summer in a small room with no windows working for hours at a

time trying to figure out how a three-dimensional quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer

(ITMS) works. Yes, this was my first exposure to the idea of particle levitation. In fact, I

was doing research with Dr. Agnes and the "particles" being levitated were actually gas

phase ions of polymers trapped under vacuum in the electric fields of the ITMS.

Studying the manipulation of gas phase ions using the trapping fields of this device

fascinated me as an undergraduate and seeded my current interest in mass

spectrometry. In addition it laid the groundwork for my Ph. D. thesis work because it

gave me the ability, as one of those fascinated audience members, to "suspend my

disbelief' and, instead of just shrugging it off, it allowed me to believe that levitation was

a useful scientific tool. Fittingly, the ITMS was a very important step in the history of

micrometer-sized particle levitation.
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1.1.1 The Paul Trap

Introduced in 1956 by Paul and Steinwedel, 19,20 some of the first work using the

quadrupole ion trap (Paul trap) to study stored ions was performed by Dehrnelt." In

1989 Paul and Dehmelt shared the Nobel Prize in Physics for their work. Operating at a

pressure of -0.1-1 mTorr, the ion trap uses a radiofrequency (RF) AC waveform applied

to a ring electrode to impart a restoring force onto ions that are introduced into the field.

This restoring force causes the ions to be trapped as a "cloud" in the centre of the

device. Because the centre is an open, partially evacuated space, the ions are being

levitated. To collect a mass spectrum of the ions trapped, a supplementary AC voltage

is applied to a second set of electrodes that "cap" the ring electrode on the top and

bottom. This causes ions of a specific mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) to be ejected from the

device through a hole in one of the capping electrodes to a detector.

The success of the Paul trap stimulated interest in developing devices capable of

trapping more massive particles and droplets. The ion trap mass spectrometer uses RF

potentials to trap ions with m/z of up to -5,000. The frequency required for stable

trapping depends on the mobility of the trapped particle and thus by changing the

frequencies applied to the trap electrodes, particles of different mobilities can be

levitated. For instance, 20 urn diameter particles can be trapped using -60 Hz and 1.0

urn diameter particles can be trapped using -200 Hz. Application of these principles

resulted in a device called a bihyperboloidal electrodynamic balance (EDB)22 that

enabled single urn-diameter charged aerosol particles or droplets to be levitated at

atmospheric pressure using electric fields. Named after the configuration of the

electrodes, the bihyperboloidal design was essentially identical to the Paul trap electrode

design. Many other configurations have since been demonstrated.': 23, 24 The most

important characteristic of these devices was that they imparted both axial and radial
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restorat ion forces on the charged particles , providing an extra element of control over

the particle's trajectory that was not in the Millikan experiments.

1.1.2 The Double-ring Electrodynamic Balance

Most significant to the research described in this thes is is the design

characterized by Davis, Buehler, and Ward in 1990: the double-ring EDB (Figure 1.1).25.

26 A relatively simple form of the EDB, it cons ists of a pair of paralle l rings (AC

electrode) and a pair of discs (DC electrodes) above and below the parallel rings. Its

open design has proven useful for radioactivity measurements and Raman

spectroscopy," periodic drag force and particle size measurements," trapping multiple

particle arrays," and light scatterinq. "

z

l-+VdC

~--VdC

Figure 1.1 The double-ring electrodynamic balance
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The first step in any levitation experiment is creating the object to be levitated. In

most EDB work this is performed using some form of a droplet dispensing device. In this

thesis, piezoceramic-based droplet dispensers were used exclusively (Figure 1.2).

When an appropriate waveform is applied to a concentric piezoelectric ceramic

surrounding a glass solution reservoir, the ceramic compresses the solution reservoir,

causing some of the liquid contained within it to be expelled out of the reservoir's orifice,

typically 20-200 11m in diameter. This results in a collection of -1012_1018 molecules held

together by their surface tension forces as a droplet of -200-1000 pL. This isolated

droplet now exists in the gas phase and carries a certain kinetic energy. To levitate the

droplet, its kinetic energy, and gravitation forces set upon it, must be overcome. This is

achieved by using electric fields to manipulate the droplet's trajectory. For the droplet to

be manipulated by the electric fields it must therefore also carry a net excess charge.

This is achieved by placing a ring electrode a few mm away from the droplet dispenser's

orifice and applying to it a DC potential (Figure 1.2). An image charge is induced into

the liquid in the droplet dispenser's orifice that is opposite in polarity to the DC potential

applied to the induction electrode. The dispensed droplet then carries net excess

charge and thus can be controlled by electric fields.

The general description of motion of a droplet of mass m and charge q within an

EDB is provided by the differential equations,

md2z1dt2 =-KJ dzldt + q(EAC,z + EDC,z) - mg eqn. 1

and

md2r/dt2 = -KJ dr/dt + qEAC,r eqn. 2

where z and r are coordinates in the vertical and radial direction (as indicated in

Figure 1.1), EAC,z and EAC,r represent components of the AC electrical field and Eoc,z the

DC field. The Stokesian drag coefficient, Kd, = -6na,llId[1 + F(Kn)] where the F(Kn) , a
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function of the Knudsen number , is the Cunningham correction factor." This term is

typically less than 0.02 and is very often neglected , yielding the more recognizable

Stokes term -6m3J.1 for a droplet of radius a in a fluid of viscosity J.1. The shape factor K is

unity for a sphere. Each of these two differential equations is transposable into a

modified Mathieu equation. The resulting stability regions of these equations , analogous

to the a-q space of a Paul trap, have been described by Wuerker et al.22 Aardahl et al.

have modelled the electric fields in a double-ring EDB28
, 31 using the commercially

available software SIMION.32

Net excess charge
induced on droplet is

I

opposite in polarity
to induction electrode,
typically 5 to 1000 fC

Computer controlled piezoceramic
(DC -140 to +140 V, 0 to 1000 Hz or

droplet-on-demand)

-----~. --_ . :

To EDB Induction electrode
_. orifice (1-3 mm
~----. ~ diameter)

Sample
solution ---+

inlet

3 mmI ;+:J
Glass tip, A

30-80 urn orifice

Induction electrode
(-500 to +500 V)

Figure 1.2 Charged droplet dispensing device (not to scale)

A significant aspect of research utilizing electrodynamic levitation is that the

focus has always been on probing the physics or chemistry of the droplet or particle

while it was levitated.1, 8, 33-45 Therefore , great effort has been directed toward

understanding the physics of motion within the EDB so that lasers could be directed

toward a stably levitated particle for a sufficient period of time to perform measurements.
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This strategy sets limitations with respect to the types of measurements that can be

performed on the particles. For example, Raman spectroscopy of levitated droplets only

enables specific functional groups of an analyte to be monitored whereas ideally , the

processing of a complex mixture of analytes would be monitored simultaneously." 9. 3B

As a step towards this goal, I set out to develop the means to reproducibly eject, and

capture onto a target , single particles that were levitated in an EDB. This would be

accomplished by modifying the EDB so that one of the DC electrodes would become a

remote target (Figure 1.3). This would enable characterization of droplets containing

biomolecules by an array of analytical tools that could result in a deeper understanding

of chemical processes occurring within the levitated particles as well as new analytical

strategies. A significant challenge in accounting for the chemistry occurring in such

small volumes is that the absolute numbers of anyone type of analyte molecule inside

each droplet would be typically on the femtomole or lower level. Clearly a highly

sensitive technique would be required .

droplet generator

Induction Electrode

AC (trapping) field :DC field:
Offsets gravity

Used to control
the vertical (z)
position of the

droplets

l
c: 1x-.:

Target Plate

double-ring
EDB

v

Source of restoring
force on droplet

towards the center
of the EDB

Figure 1.3 Modification of the EDB to collect levitated droplets onto a remote target.
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Through timely circumstance, Dr. Mario Pinto had recently acquired a mass

spectrometer capable of detecting femtomole quantities of biomolecules from solid

sample spots. Thus, focus was turned to the development of a method to reproducibly

control the trajectories of the charged droplets such that the detection of their

biomolecular components by this mass spectrometer was possible.

1.2 MASS SPECTROMETRY

The application of mass spectrometry to the study of biomolecules has

experienced an aggressive period of growth and popularization in the last 20 years,

helping mass spectrometry rapidly evolve into one of the most dynamic, powerful, and

influential instrumental techniques in practice today. Work performed before 1960 on

the development of ion trajectory manipulation through instruments from the ion source

to the detector produced several different mass analyzer strategies that were applied

with varying degrees of success. These included the magnetic sector, time-of-flight,

linear and three-dimensional quadrupole devices. This platform of technology provided

a solid basis for the ensuing rapid development that was stimulated through

technological developments and a series of experiments culminating in the 1980's. Like

many analytical tools that rely on electronics for operation, data acquisition, and data

processing this has coincided with the rapid development of powerful computing

capabilities. However, mass spectrometry has had a second, and arguably more

influential, development that has fueled its rapid development: soft ionization. For

example, as a result of soft ionization many new instrument designs emerged to take

advantage of the special properties of these ion sources. To gain a full appreciation of

the virtues of soft ionization, the basics of mass spectrometry must be described first.
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A mass spectrometer is an analytical instrument that measures the mass-to-

charge ratio (m/z) of gas-phase ions. Data is typically output as a mass spectrum, a plot

of ion signal intensity (proportional to the number of ions impinging upon the detector)

against m/z. If the charge state of the ion is known, the mass of the ion can be

determined. Chemistry is essentially the science of atoms, molecules and their

interactions so a mass spectrometer is a valuable tool for chemists because by

measuring the mass of the molecule of interest, a crucial piece of information regarding

the chemistry of the molecule is obtained that can be used for identification purposes.

DetectorIon source
I.....- --JH Mass analyzer H'- _

Figure 1.4 The three parts of a generic mass spectrometer - modern instruments include
a computer to gather and analyze data.

A mass spectrometer is divided into three components: an ion source, a mass

analyzer, and a detector (Figure 1.4). The mass analyzer and the detector are typically

held under high vacuum to increase the mean free path of the ions. Without the

necessary vacuum, collision and scattering losses or unwanted reactions can occur

between the gas phase ions and other gas phase molecules. The ion source, on the

other hand, can operate anywhere from elevated pressures to those under which the

mass analyzer and detector are operated.

1.2.1 The Role of the Ion Source

In general, the source of the gas phase ions dictates the nature of the steps used

to analyze those ions by mass spectrometry because it impacts the energy distribution of

the ions as well as their identity and availability. Once the ions are in the gas phase and

under the control of the electric fields inside the mass spectrometer, the physics of their
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motion is very well understood and can be modeled using the software SIMION 32 The

challenge lies in the fact that when a chemist wants to know the mass of a specific

molecule that has been synthesized, for example, the molecules are usually dissolved in

a solution or exist as a crystalline solid, they are not in the gas phase under vacuum and

are rarely ions.

An ion source is required to convert the molecules of interest into gas phase ions

and thus plays a crucial role in determining the type of experiments in which the mass

spectrometer is used. Naturally, analytes that are normally in the gaseous state are

advantageous because they only need to be ionized. For decades ion sources for mass

spectrometers could only accommodate small volatile species. Thus mass spectrometry

was restricted to the realm of the sciences concerned with atoms and small molecules.

Larger compounds, such as intact proteins, could not be characterized using mass

spectrometry. For that reason, research involving ion sources capable of creating gas

phase ions from larger molecules was a very high priority.

One of the most common and certainly the most traditionally taught ion source is

electron impact lonlzatlon.": 47 It is worth spending some time discussing this ion source

to lay the groundwork for comparison with the soft ion sources discussed later. Electron

impact is most commonly associated with gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC

MS). In this instrument, a liquid sample of multiple analytes is volatilized inside of an

injection port that is held at a temperature above the boiling point of the solvents and

analytes contained in the sample. Carried onto a GC column by a flow of He gas, the

analytes are separated based on their boiling points and their interaction with the

stationary phase of the column. The isolated gas phase analytes then exit the column

into a vacuum chamber. An electron gun generates electrons and accelerates them, to

typically 70 eV, towards the column exit. These electrons interact with the neutral gas
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phase analyte molecules (M) by stripping an electron from them to create energetically

unstable radical cations that rapidly dissociate.

M + e ~ MO

+ +2e- eqn. 3

M
O

++ e ~ EE+ (even ion) + R
O

(radical) eqn.4a

~ OE"+ (odd ion) + N (molecule) eqn.4b

The even and odd ions can in turn, undergo fragmentation. This process renders

the original population of neutral gas phase analyte molecules into a collection of radical

cation fragments reminiscent of the original molecule's structure. These fragment ions

are accelerated into the mass spectrometer using electric fields and then m/z analyzed

to create a mass spectrum. Although a highly destructive ionization source, electron

impact has carved a niche in the analysis of low molecular weight volatile molecules

because the fragmentation of the ions produced is reproducible. This lead to the

development of databases of ion fragmentation spectra that could be used, in

conjunction with GC-MS data, to identify components of complex mixtures.

It is important to note that in the GC-MS experiment there were two separate

steps in converting the analyte molecules from their original sample state to become gas

phase ions, first they were volatilized and then they were ionized. The fundamental

requirement for species to be gaseous proved challenging for the growing demand in the

1950's to study biomolecules using mass spectrometry. One experiment designed to

take advantage of the power of the GC-MS was the amino acid sequence determination

of a protein. Proteins were cleaved into smaller peptides and then derivatized to make

them volatile enough to be amenable to GC-MS analysis. Had the intact protein been

injected into a GC-MS, the results would have been catastrophic because proteins are

thermally labile and would be rapidly destroyed. The previously described GC-MS

methodology could be used to sequence the protein but rarely is there enough protein to

perform such an experiment and the molecular weight limitations become a severe
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impediment, especially when attempting to identify the 10,000-100,000 proteins that may

be expressed from a single cell under a certain stimulus. Furthermore, the derivatization

methods were often less than satisfactory because the derivatization increased the

molecular weight and complexity of the sample. In order for mass spectrometry to

become more applicable to the demands of modern structural biological challenges and

their high degree of complexity, improvements in the ion source had to be achieved.

1.3 SOFT IONIZATION

On the molecular scale, to coerce thermally labile molecules into the gas phase

as intact ions or as intact neutral molecules for subsequent ionization is not a trivial task

because often the energy involved is sufficient to dissociate the molecular bonds.

Techniques capable of generating gas phase ions of intact biomolecules have been

dubbed "soft" ionization techniques. In the 1980's the development of two different soft

sources for the generation of intact biomolecular ions, electrospray (ES) ioruzation'" and

matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI)49-52 revolutionized the field of mass

spectrometry. This, in turn, is producing a dramatic impact on existing fields involving

biomacromolecular study while contributing to the development of new fields such as

bioinformatics and proteomlcs.P'" One of the most telling signs of the rapid proliferation

of this technology is that in following the demands of life scientists, instrumentation

manufacturers have developed a myriad of mass analyzers and hybrid mass analyzers"

for use in conjunction with these two ion sources, even though the fundamentals of their

mechanisms of ion generation are still not entirely understood.P" 59

The reason why the development of soft ion sources is so important is that soft

ionization facilitates the manipulation of thermally labile molecules (including

biomacromolecules and polymers) as intact gas phase ions by the electric and magnetic

fields of mass spectrometers. In other words, with respect to the analyte molecules they
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are non-destructive ion sources , unlike electron impact ionization, which is destructive.

Molecular or pseudo-molecular ions (i.e. adducts with H+ or Na+) are generated instead

of fragmentations . The two primarily used soft ion sources, MALOI and ES, create ions

from the solid/liquid and liquid phase , respectively. The soft ion source applied in this

thesis is MALOI so a detailed description of the technique is given below.

Mix analyte,e , with MALOI matrix,

apply mixture to MALOI plate, solvent
evaporation causes co-crystallization

Ions detected by TOF-MS

In-plume proton transfer from
matrix creates pseudo
molecular analyte ions

----~- ':. -

Matrix molecules desorb/ablate from
surface, carrying analyte ions

irradiate with a UV laser under vacuum Matrix molecules absorb energy
from the nanosecond pulse

Figure 1.5 The steps involved in the MALDI generation of intact gas phase ions of
biomolecules for TOF-MS detection.

1.3.1 Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDI)

Again, it is worth revisiting the histor ical development of this ion source to

achieve a greater understanding of its development and its role in mass spectrometry
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applications. In my opinion, the key experiment that defines MALOI as we apply it today

was that performed by Karas, Bachmann, and Hillenkamp in 1985.50 At the time laser

desorption ionization, direct vaporization and ionization of solid materials and metals

using focused laser pulses, was commonplace yet too destructive to be applied to large

organic molecules. While studying the desorption (266 nm) of tryptophan and alanine

co-crystalline mixtures, pseudo-molecular ion signals were observed in the mass

spectrum for both tryptophan and alanine. Of significance was that the laser irradiance

was ten times lower than that required to obtain a spectrum from a sample of alanine

alone. It was suggested that the tryptophan was acting like an absorbing matrix for the

nonabsorbing alanine and that some form of "matrix-assisted" laser desorption had

occurred. Influenced by work from Tanaka et al,49 this experiment was expanded by

Karas and Hillenkamp to the study of larger molecules and more effective matrix

molecules, eventually leading to the demonstration of the detection of ions of proteins

>10,000 Oa by the method they termed MALO!.51, 52,60,61

Much effort has been directed towards sample preparation procedures for

MALOI55, 62-67 but in most instances the standard approach of a "dried droplet" remains

most commonly used (Figure 1.5). The general procedure consists of mixing the matrix

and analyte solution together (with >1000 molar excess of matrix), depositing an aliquot

onto a surface and allowing it to air dry. For a 1 ul, aliquot this generally forms a -1.5

mm diameter sample spot. Figure 1.5 summarizes the general steps involved in the

creation of gas phase ions of biomolecules by MALO!. First of all the compound to be

analyzed is mixed with a small organic molecule that acts as the matrix in MALO!. In

Table 1.1 is listed some of the chemical matrices that are commonly used today. Clear

similarities in their chemical structure imply that a systematic dependence on matrix

properties must exist, though none have yet been elucidated. The field of matrix

development is still active but the tremendous success of this ion source's performance
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has driven most of the development into their applications. Some recent matrix

developments include the use of ionic liqulds'" and desorption/ionization on silicon

(010S).69,70

Table 1.1 Common MALOI matrices.

Name

a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid

feru1ic acid
(4-hydroxy-3-methoxycinnamic

acid)

sinapinic acid
(3,5-dimethoxy-4

hydroxycinnamic acid)

gentisic acid
(2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid)

2,4,6-trihydroxyacetophenone

3-hydroxypico1inic acid (3
hydroxy-2-pyridinecarboxylic

acid)

Molecular
Structure

~"
HO~ i

N

r"<,

/,~'-°OH

1#
HO

0,

HOyvlOH

~H

R
~
" OH

# OH
N

o

Molecular
Formula

Monoisotopic
Mass [M+Ht

190.05

195.07

225.08

155.03

186.16

140.03

The properties of a MALOI matrix that have been deemed important are that it

can be dissolved in a solvent amenable to the analyte of interest, it absorbs the desired

laser wavelengths [typically 337 nm of nitrogen lasers (inexpensive), or at 1-10 urn for IR

lasers (more expensive)], it causes no chemical modifications of the analyte of interest

upon mixing, and it has sufficient vacuum stability.62, 65-67, 71, 72 For the MALOI process to

be successful, the analyte is co-crystamzed'" 74 from a solution dilute in analyte but

highly concentrated with matrix molecules, typically 1,000 to 20,000 matrix molecules

per analyte molecule or the analyte is sorbed to the surface of a matrix crystal."
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Once co-crystallized, the sample is irradiated by intense ns laser pulses. The

matrix absorbs the energy of the laser pulse, causing rapid heating of the crystals.

Sublimation/ablation and expansion of the matrix crystals carries intact analyte into the

gas phase.": 77 The large abundance of the matrix molecules relative to the analyte

molecules results in the analyte maintaining a low degree of internal energy during the

laser irradiation step. Within the resulting plume, the analyte molecules are believed to

be collisionally cooled and ionized." Ions can be formed in the plume by direct laser

generation or secondary ion molecule reactions.P" 79-81 The most important reaction is

proton transfer from the MALOI matrix. Neutral gas phase peptides and proteins have

proton affinities (>900 kJ/mol) that are greater than those of typical MALOI matrices

(850-900 kJ/mol). Thus, in-plume proton transfer reactions are very efficient.

MH+ + A ---t M + AW eqn. 5

Ions that were preformed in the co-crystallized solid matrixlanalyte mixture and

carried into the gas phase by the matrix sublimation can also be detected." Note the

difference in ion formation mechanisms between equation 5 and 3&4. Because MALOI

does not rely on radical cation formation to generate gas phase ions, the likelihood of ion

fragmentation decreases dramatically.

The high dilution of the analyte within the MALOI matrix molecules is also

believed to be necessary for isolation of the analyte to prevent its aggregation, thereby

decreasing the likelihood of nonspecific cluster tormatlon." For very large proteins, the

matrix to analyte ratio generally must be increased even higher because a great deal of

matrix must be sublimated per protein to actually carry the protein into the gas phase.

In fact, analysis of the actual material that is ablated/desorbed from the matrixlanalyte

co-crystallite has shown much of it is in the form of large particles on the order of 10

1000 nm in diameter." This strongly suggests the notion of analyte ions being "carried"

into the gas phase as an aggregate with matrix molecules that later decomposes to
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reveal the intact protonated analyte molecule." Furthermore, radioactivity assays have

shown that after repeated laser shots until no more ion signal is obtainable, there

remained 70% of the analyte still in the solid sample." Couple this with the fact that the

majority of the analyte is desorbed as a neutral compound, there is great gain to be had

by making the ionization efficiency higher. This shows that the efficiency of sample

consumption is very low and that lower detection limits should be obtainable if this

efficiency is increased.

As a consequence of the high degree of unutilized sample in a MALDI

experiment, research has been directed toward the creation of smaller sample spotS.86
-
91

If the sample spot that is being analyzed is made smaller without degrading the density

of analyte that is cocrystallized, a significant advantage over bulk methodology is

achieved. Sample consumption will decrease, leaving more sample left over for

subsequent analyses. This is a very important factor, especially when dealing with

precious biomolecular samples. Discussion regarding the advances in MALDI sample

preparation with respect to small sample spot generation will be reserved to later

chapters.

1.3.2 Time-or-Flight Mass Spectrometry

Even though there are many different types of mass analyzers, for the work in

this thesis the mass analyzers used were time-of-flight (TOF) so its operation will be

described in detail. First proposed by William E. Stephens," the TOF mass analyzer" is

perhaps the simplest of all mass analyzers in construction and operation, yet provides

very powerful features such as an "unlimited" mass range and simultaneous observation

of the entire mass range without scanning. Thorough reviews of TOF-MS operation"

and development applied to biomolecular analysis have been published." Ions

produced in the source region, such as by MALDI, are typically accelerated into the field-
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free region of the TOF tube by a voltage pulse applied to a grid marking the entrance to

the TOF tube. In principle, all of the ions are accelerated by the same pulse voltage so

they acquire the same energy KE =qV, where q =magnitude of ion charge and V is the

magnitude of the accelerating voltage pulse. Thus ions of different masses attain

different velocities (see Table 1.2 for an example).

Table 1.2 Demonstration of flight time differences for two ions of different mass
ION I 2
Mass M M/2

Kinetic energy KE
Velocity VI = (2KE/M) 1/2 V2 = (4KE/M)I/2

Length ofTOF tube D
Time of flight tl = D(M/2KE)I/2 t2 = D(M/4KE)I/2

Lighter ions travel more rapidly than heavier ions and thus have shorter times of

travel down the TOF tube to the detector (V1<V2 and t2<t1 in Table 1.2). The total flight

time of the ions is measured by coinciding the detector's initial response with the pulse

voltage used to extract the ions from the ion source. By calibrating the flight time with an

ion of known m/z, the m/z of the unknown ions can be determined. Unfortunately, not all

ions are formed identically so the TOFaxis reflects many ion properties other than its

mass, including uncertainties in the time of ion formation," its initial kinetic energy and

initial location of this ion in the extraction field,97 and metastable ion fraqrnentation."

These factors can decrease resolution by causing ions of the same mass to arrive at the

detector with different times.

To help overcome these limitations, two techniques were developed that

increased TOF mass spectrometry's applicability to biomolecule analysis by increasing

the attainable resolution." (1) Time-lagged focusing 100 or delayed extraction101-103 of

ions and (2) the reflectron or ion rnlrror.l": 105 Delayed extraction works on a principle of

introducing a time delay after the laser is pulsed before the extraction pulse is applied to

accelerate the ions into the TOF tube. This corrects for initial kinetic energy distributions
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of the ions formed in the plume by allowing the ions to drift in the field free region of the

ion source. For example, ions of the same mass that have different initial kinetic

energies will be focused on the detector more efficiently because the ion with a larger

kinetic energy is accelerated less due to its closer proximity to the extraction grid. In

Figure 1.6 is shown the effect of increasing the delay time before extracting the ions

from the ion source while operating in linear mode. Continuous mode is when the

instrument is operated without a delay time. Note that there is an optimal value for the

delay time for the two ions shown. For a 50 ns delay time the resolution [(ion m/z)/(full

width at half maximum)] - 2600. This optimal delay time changes for ions of different

m/z. All of the spectra were collected with a single calibration file applied so the shift in

ion m/z with change in delay time is also very apparent, even between a 10 and 50 ns

delay time. This observation emphasizes the importance of performing proper

calibration of the ion's time of flight to achieve accurate m/z measurements.

30x103
-,

~ ~
1500 ns

25

~ ~ 1000 ns
~ 20
"iii

f\s:::::

f\.Q) 200 ns-c 15]ro l ls:::::
Cl 50 nsCi5 10

5
Delay Time =10 ns

Continuous
0

1040 1060 1080 1100 1120
m/z

Figure 1.6 MALDI-TOF mass spectra of two sodium ion adducts of polyethylene glycol
collected with varied delayed times before ion extraction.

The reflectron was introduced to reduce kinetic energy distributions of ions after

they have entered the TOF tube. The general principle is to reverse the kinetic energy
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distribution upon itself using an ion mirror that reflects the ions from their original path in

a new direction towards a detector. In doing so, ions that were accelerated out of the ion

source at different velocities are focused on the detector with a smaller ~t. The result is

an increase in resolution (m/arn =U2~t) with some loss of sensitivity. In Figure 1.7 is

shown a TOF mass spectrum of a peptide, adrenocorticotropic hormone fragment 18-39,

collected on an instrument equipped with both delayed extraction and a reflectron. The

peptide was detected as the protonated adduct with a monoisotopic mass of 2465.199

Da. The resolution of this ion was -8500, sufficient to allow the stable isotopic pattern of

the peptide to be resolved.

1.3.3 Putting Together the Pieces

While the soft ionization sources for mass spectrometry and electrodynamic

droplet levitation may seem to be disparate areas of study, by implementing

electrodynamic particle manipulation with the end goal of mass spectrometric particle

composition analysis via soft ionization, a connection will be established here.

Somewhat ironically, the very tool being used to electrodynamically manipulate the

particles for subsequent mass spectrometric analysis actually turned out to be capable

of functioning as a mass-to-charge filtering device itself, creating a novel variation of

tandem mass spectrometry (Chapter 4). Overall my thesis will lay the groundwork that

bridges the gap between these seemingly disparate areas of study, intertwining them

into a unique approach to the study and application of soft ionization sources for

biomolecule analysis.
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Figure 1.7 A mass spectrum collected from a sample spot containing of 430 amol of the
peptide adrenocorticotropic hormone fragment 18-39. Both delayed extraction and a
refl ectron were employed. Ions <1000 Da were created from the MALDI matrix.
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CHAPTER 2

2 MALDI-TOF-MS Analysis of Droplets Prepared in an
Electrodynamic Balance: "Wall-less" Sample Preparation

2.1 CONTEXT

A version of this chapter was published in Analytical Chemistry as an

Accelerated Article (Bogan, M. J. and Agnes, G. R. Anal. Chern. 2002, 74, 489-496). It

introduces the new analytical tool Wall-less Sample Preparation as applied to the

preparation of sample spots for MALOI-TOF-MS.

2.2 ABSTRACT

Methodology enabling mass spectral analysis of the composition of droplet(s)

prepared in an electrodynamic balance (EOB) by matrix-assisted laser

desorption/ionization (MALOI) is described. The DC field surrounding the

L

electrodynamic balance was manipulated to eject single droplets at a time from the EOB

thereby causing their deposition onto a MALOI sample plate pre-coated with matrix.

When the laser was directed onto the droplet(s) and held stationary, marked gains in the

signal-to-noise (S/N) and signal-to-background (S/B) were realized with each

subsequent mass spectrum due to the suppression of matrix cluster ion formation.

Optical microscopy of the plate, after 1,024 laser shots were fired at eight droplets that

had been deposited one on top of the other, revealed a residual island of droplet matter

(area -3.1 x10-9 m2
) inside the region where the crystalline matrix had been ablated away

within the laser spot (area -1.6x1 0-8 rrr'), Removing the pre-dried crystalline matrix layer

and, instead, adding matrix into the starting solution was found to be a more effective

means of suppressing matrix cluster ion formation. The chemical composition of the

droplet(s) prepared in the EOB is discussed with regard to sample pre-concentration, the
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images of the laser spot after MALOI, matrix cluster ion suppression, and the possibility

for improved quantitation and detection limits by MALO1-TOF-MS.

2.3 INTRODUCTION

Sensitivity improvements for MALOI-TOF-MS have been reported through the

use of ink-jet droplet generators.88, 89, 91,106 These microdispensing devices are capable

of creating small sample spots that reduce the need to search for hot spot areas within a

large sample spot. Because small sample spot size is a necessity for realizing

maximum sensitivity in MALOI-TOF-MS,87, 107, 108 efforts have been made to reduce the

spread of sample material on a surface by confining the dispensed droplets into

micromachined wells and increasing the rate of solvent evaporation by directing a

stream of N2 over the wells or even heating the MALOI plate." The driving force behind

such endeavors is that sub-attomole sensitivity and the ability to manipulate sample

material before and after the separation steps remain key factors that are restricting the

developmental pace of mass spectrometry-based methodologies for proteomtcs.l"

A different approach would be to allow solvent evaporation in the wall-less

environment of a levitated droplet of sample material to decrease the size of the droplet

before deposition. This would directly pre-concentrate the material in the droplet and

create smaller sample spot sizes. Utilizing this evaporation step, which occurs in a

matter of seconds, would save a great deal of time because it replaces the need to

create micromachined surfaces or perform any post-deposition procedures. To achieve

this, we inserted an electrodynamic balance between the droplet generator and the

deposition plate to temporarily levitate droplets while their solvent evaporated. Features

of this technology are its ability to control the number of droplets levitated (sample

loading) and the droplet levitation period (extent of desolvation), its ability to precisely

deposit droplets onto a spatially well-defined position on a MALOI-sample plate, and its
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glycerol induced suppression of matrix cluster ions that facilitates analysis of molecules

<1000 Da.

The 'droplet-on-demand' mode of ink-jet printing technology entails the use of a

piezoelectric actuator to cause a volume change of a fluid filled reservoir that has

attached to it an orifice."? By tuning the amplitude and duration of the voltage pulse

applied to the actuator and the diameter of the nozzle for the viscosity of the sample

solution in the reservoir, uniform droplets ranging in size from 15-100 IJm in radius can

be generated on demand."! 112

The electrodynamic balance (EDB) is an atmospheric pressure version of the

Paul trap113. 114 that can be used to levitate particles (either solid or liquid) carrying net

charge, and its origin can be traced to the Millikan oil drop experiment." An AC

waveform at 30-1,000 Hz, 0-3,000 VO-p effects radial restoration of the particle's position

to the center of the EDB and a DC potential in the vertical orientation offsets the

gravitational force on the particle.' The DC field can also be increased to cause the

ejection of particles from the EDB.35 The two-ring electrode configuration of an EDB35

used in this work facilitates ready accessibility to view the levitated particles, and their

facile injection and ejection from the EDB. Multiple particles can be levitated

simultaneously in an EDB, though for precise physical or chemical measurement of a

particle parameter it is common that only one particle is levitated because its position

can be maintained at the null point of the balance." Experiments performed on single

particles levitated in an EDB include time-resolved Raman spectroscopy.!" absorption

spectroscopy.!" particle sizing, mass measurement,": 117 photochemical

polyrnerization.!" particle encapsulation," solvent evaporation rate determinatton.'!"!"

and chemistry relevant to atmospheric aerosols.P 36,122,123

The sample manipulation strategy being introduced here can be considered a

variation of the microspot sample preparation technique for MALDI-TOF-MS developed
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by Li et al.86, 8?, 124 The primary difference is that here, electric fields are used to

manipulate the spatial position of sample material in a wall-less environment, whereas in

Li's microspot technique, a nanoliter chemistry station is used to manipulate sub

nanoliter volumes of sample using translation stages and changes in capillary pressure.

Li's recent investigation of the fundamental detection limit in MALOI suggests that

sample preparation methods leading to smaller sample spot size have the potential to

decrease the detection limit of MALOI even further if the analyte density can be

maintarned." However, the handling of picoliter volumes using capillaries with very

small inner diameters becomes problematic because of capillary tension forces." The

preparation of sample microspots for MALOI-TOF-MS analysis as presented here may

prove to be an important step in decreasing the detection limit of MALOI-TOF-MS.

2.4 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.4. 1 Chemicals

Chenodeoxycholic acid diacetate methyl ester and leucine enkephalin were

purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. The only matrix used in this work was a-cyano-4

hydroxycinnamic acid (HCCA) (Aldrich). Reagent grade NaCI, NaOH, methanol, and

glycerol were purchased from SOH.

The results from two types of sample preparation strategies are presented.

These strategies are differentiated simply by whether or not the starting solution

contained matrix or not. In the first type, the matrix was pre-coated onto the MALOI

plate using the procedure described below. The second sample preparation procedure

involved the addition of the matrix directly to the starting solution. In both cases, the

several minutes the droplets were levitated was more than sufficient to allow the volatile

solvent (methanol) to evaporate.
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2.4.2 Droplet Generation and Levitation

A droplet-on-demand generator (Uni-photon Systems, mode l 201, Brook lyn, NY)

was fitted with an in-house constructed nozzle (40 11m dlameterj. !" A positive DC

potenti al on an induction electrode positioned 5 mm above the nozzle tip imparted a net

negative charge onto each droplet. This droplet generator and the MALDI plate were

posit ioned below and above the EDB, respectively (Figure 2.1). This assembly was

housed inside a plexiglass chamber (12" x 8" x 10") to minimize convective loss of

droplets from the EDB.

Loser

MALDI Plate

Droplet »>

Generator

Ring Electrodes
./

z

~r

-, Induction
Electrode

Figure 2.1 A schematic of the droplet levi tati on chamber housing the droplet generato r
and EDB. The inset depicts the orientation of each electrode, where A =B =H =6 mm, and
the r-z coordinate system.

The characteristics of EDB droplet levitation are well understood. ' Our EDB was

constructed using copper wire (0.9 mm in diameter) that was shaped into 2 cm diameter

rings mounted parallel at a separation distance of 6 rnrn." No DC potentia l was applied

directly across the EDB ring electrodes. The vertical positions of droplets in the EDB

were manipulated by the DC potentials applied to the induction electrode and MALDI

plate. The amplitude of the AC potent ial (60 Hz) applied to the ring electrodes (in phase)
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ranged from 1,000 to 2,700 Va_po The droplets in the EDB were illuminated via forward

scattering by a 4 mW green HeNe laser.

Images of droplets in the EDB were acquired with a digital camera focused

through a single microscope objective lens. The motion of a levitated droplet was at 60

Hz, the same frequency as the AC waveform applied to the ring electrodes of the EDB.

The frequency of oscillation of the droplet's trajectory was faster than the shutter speed

of the camera, thus the droplets levitated in the EDB appear in these images as streaks.

Images of the deposited droplets were acquired by focusing a digital camera through a

microscope. The magnification factor is noted for each figure.

2.4.3 Offline Droplet Mass Spectrometry

Each droplet analysis was performed by centering, and holding the N2 laser spot

fixed on a single position over the site of droplet deposition. Mass spectra were

collected with a delayed acquisition time of 25 us, and displayed as the average of 256

laser shots (uscans) unless otherwise indicated. Threshold ionization laser intensities

required when analyzing the glycerol droplets were typically -25% higher than those

required for detection of the same analyte using typical thin matrix layer preparation

methodology.

For the droplets deposited onto a pre-dried matrix surface, first a solution of

0.090 M u-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid was prepared in methanol/acetone (60:40,

v/v). A micropipette was used to deliver 10 III of this solution onto a stainless steel

MALDI plate that had no sample wells. Exposure of this wetted surface to the laboratory

air was sufficient to form a coating of matrix (-3.1 crrr') on the surface of the MALDI

plate. Droplets within the EDB were deposited onto this prepared surface and then the
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MALDI plate was removed from the EDB chamber. Mass spectra were collected on a

Perseptive Biosystems Voyager-DE MALDI-TOF-MS.

2.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.5.1 Droplet Preparation and Sample Pre-concentration in the EDB

A pure methanol droplet with an initial radius of 48 11m will completely evaporate

in <2.5 seconds when trapped in our EDB.126, 127 Extended periods of levitation of a

droplet can be achieved through the addition of surface active organic material, 119,128 a

solvent of low volatility such as glycerol,120. 126 or dissolved solids119 to the starting

solution.

Ray and coworkers studied the evaporation of water from glycerol droplets in air

streams of humidity ranging from 10 to 80 %.120 In that work no matter the initial

water:glycerol % by volume in the droplet, it reached an equilibrium composition in their

EDB of 8:92 % water:glycerol at 30% relative humidity. In our work, all starting solutions

contained 92:8 % by volume methanol:glycerol and by analogy, these droplets lost

virtually all methanol within the first few seconds of levitation. This evaporation

essentially reverses the percent volume compositions leaving behind a droplet

containing glycerol plus any non-volatile solutes added to the starting solution. For

example, at the time of ejection from the droplet generator twenty 48 11m droplets (-460

pL each) have a total volume of 9200 pL. If their initial composition is 92:8

methanol:glycerol % by volume, there is -8500 pL of methanol and -740 pL glycerol. If

we assume that none of the glycerol evaporates upon levitation and that the final droplet

composition is -8:92 methanol:glycerol % by volume, the final total volume would be

-800 pL after methanol evaporation. This corresponds to 40 pL per droplet and thus,

when compared to the original droplet volume, the non-volatile solutes in the droplet will
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have been concentrated by a factor of 11.5. An increased concentration factor can be

achieved by adjusting the composition of the solution used to create the initial droplet.

This inherent evaporative process occurs within seconds of droplet generation

and serves to remove the majority of the volatile solvent before deposition. This

facilitates the deposition of droplets much smaller than the original droplets produced

from the droplet generator, leading to smaller overall deposited sample spot sizes. An

advantage of this feature of the wall-less sample preparation method in an EDB arises

when considering the interfacing of separation methods to piezoelectric droplet

generation.89• 91, 129 Higher sample flow rates can be accommodated without

compromising sample spot sizes because the vast majority of the volatile solvent is

evaporated away before sample deposition.

In addition to extending the lifetime of a droplet in the EDB, the glycerol was also

beneficial in the MALDI-TOF-MS stage of the experiment. As described by Sze et al.,

glycerol fluidizes the matrix and solutes and this greatly assists in improving laser shot

to-shot signal intensity reprooucibllity."? More discussion of the role of this glycerol

matrix solution is presented later.

2.5.2 Droplet Deposition from an EDB

Images of the trajectories of 11 droplets levitated in the EDB are presented in

Figure 2.2. In the sequence A to C, the DC potential applied to the induction electrode

(+125 V) and the AC trapping potential (1150 Vo-p) were held constant while the DC

potential applied to the MALDI plate was increased from +225 V to +300 V. The

droplets, net negatively charged, were increasingly attracted toward the MALDI plate as

evidenced by movement of their median position of levitation from below the midpoint of

the balance (Figure 2.2A), to increasingly higher positions above the midpoint of the

EDB (Figure 2.2B-2.2C).
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Figure 2.2 An image of 11 negatively charged droplets levitated within the ri ngs of the
EDB (image magnification was 5). The DC potential app lied to the MALDI deposit ion plate
was (A) +150 V, (B) +200 V, and (C) +300 V. The two horizontal lines are the ring electrodes
of the EDB.

In figure 2.2B there is a single droplet that adopts a trajectory that is parallel to

the z-axis at r=O. This droplet attains the greatest maximum vertical displacement of all

the droplets levitated. Further increasing the DC potential on the MALDI plate caused

this droplet to reach a maximum vertical position that was well above the top ring

electrode of the EDB (Figure 2.2C). This droplet , with the largest amplitude of motion ,

had the highest m/z of the droplets in the EDB. Though the parameters for the droplet

generator were not varied during the creation of these droplets (Figure 2.2), there were
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small variances in the initial size and net charge on each droplet generated , resulting in

a range of m/z for the resulting droplet s stored in the EDB. A further increase in the DC

potential applied to the MALDI plate caused this droplet whose displacement was along

the z-axis at r=O to escape the trapping field of the EDB and deposit onto the MALDI

plate. With deposition of this droplet, the space charge induced by it onto the other

droplets in the EDB was removed , and the position of the droplet with the next highest

m/z in the EDB was able to relax to then occupy the central position in the EDB. Further

increases of the DC potential applied to the MALDI plate were used to remove each

droplet, one at a time from the EDB along the z-axis at r=O such that they were

deposited one atop the other.

Figure 2.3 Images of the MALOI plate, pre-coated in matrix , after (A) seven droplets were
deposited onto the MALOI plate with a single potential pu lse of +850 V (magnification 20
times) and (8) after twenty droplets were deposited by ramping the potential manually to
allow each droplet to be deposited one at a ti me (magnificati on 25 t imes).

Droplet removal from the EDB by a single large increase in the DC potential

applied to the MALDI plate caused near instantaneous removal of the droplets from the

EDB. In doing so, the relative positions of the levitated droplets at the instant of the

application of the DC potential pulse became printed onto the MALDI plate (Figure 2.3A)

as a result of space charge. For example, ejection of 7 droplets simultaneously resulted

in the droplets depositing over an area of 1.8x10-2 cm2 with minimum droplet-to-droplet

separation >100 urn. In contrast, adopting the procedure described above to remove
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one droplet at a time from the EOB along the z-axis at r=O wherein the DC potential on

the MALOI plate was slowly ramped to a higher potential , enabled the deposition of all

droplets (in this example 20) from the EOB onto a spot size <3.1 x1 0-4 crrr' on the MALOI

plate (Figure 2.3B).

Up to 51 droplets have been trapped simultaneously and successfully deposited

one by one atop of one another. This data demonstrates that the inherent space charge

induced trajectories of multiple droplets levitated in an EOB did not interfere with

sequential droplet deposition on to a single spot. Most importantly, this spatially well

defined deposition technique provides small sample spot sizes required for high

sensitivity MALOI applications.

2.5.3 Offline MALDI- TOF-MS Analysis of Deposited Droplets

Eight droplets that had been levitated were deposited one-by-one on top of each

other onto the MALOI plate over top of a layer of matrix. Images of the droplets after

1024 firings of the laser are shown in Figure 2.4. The left-hand image shows a small

dark region where the laser had been directed above position-marker #65. The

remaining lighter area in this image is the thin coating of matrix. The right-hand image in

(Figure 2.4) shows the laser spot at higher magnification . The remnants of the

deposited droplets appear to have formed a single droplet positioned within the dark

region . The laser spot size is defined by the dark region because it is the clean stainless

steel MALOI plate exposed by ablation of the matrix layer. The glycerol droplet

deposited on top of the matrix was masking the ablation of the matrix below it while the

free matrix around it was removed into the gas phase. The presence of matrix

remaining below the droplet in this image was confirmed by the inability to create intact
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ions from a droplet without an underlying layer of matrix pre-coated onto the MALOI

plate.

Figure 2.4 An image taken after 1,024 laser firings were directed towards eight droplets
deposited on top of one another on the MALOI plate (magnification 20 times). The image
on the right shows the dimensions of the droplet (1) remaining on the stainless steel (2)
surrounded by crystalline matrix (3) (magnification 125 times).

Before analysis , the deposited droplets were comprised of glycerol plus any non-

volatile solutes that were in the starting solution . At atmospheric pressure and room

temperature , this glycerol droplet existed for many hours, but once in the vacuum

chamber of the mass spectrometer the glycero l was pumped away over a comparat ively

short tirne.!" In the strategy used in this work , the laser was fired immediately upon

insertion of the plate into the vacuum chamber so the glycerol remaining on the plate

assisted in fluidizing the solutes within the drop let between firings of the laser,130-133

improving signal reproducibility between laser shots. Alternative ly, if the firing of the

laser were to be delayed until after the glycero l had been pumped away, there would

remain a thin, and concentrated , layer of non-volatile solutes that were present in the

starting solution. We are present ly investigating this strategy as it may improve

sensitivity (see Chapter 3).
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Laser shot numbers in excess of 1,024 at the droplet 'island' yielded mass

spectra that were remarkably devoid of matrix cluster peaks in the low mass-to-charge

range. This effect was also observed with the deposition of a single droplet deposited

atop a layer of matrix (Figure 2.5). The starting solution used to create that droplet

contained the ester at 1.0x10-3 M, or 460 fmol in a droplet of initial radius of -48 J.1m. The

concentration of NaOH in the starting solution was 2x10-3 M. The starting solution was

used immediately after preparation, and there was no detectable hydrolysis product in it.

The droplet created from this solution was levitated for 9 hours and 50 minutes. Based

on the signal intensity ratio, the composition of the droplet that was then deposited was

-300 fmol ester ([CH3COOR + Na'], mlz =513) and -160 fmol of its hydrolysis product

([ROH + Na+], mlz = 471). Therefore, all hydrolysis product observed in Figure 2.5 was

formed by base hydrolysis within the droplet during the period of tevttatlon.!" The

possible loss of solutes due to droplet Coulomb fission during the first few seconds of

the droplet levitation period were dlsreqarded.?"

The series of spectra (A to F) displayed in Figure 2.5 were obtained from

sequential groups of 256 laser shots (with uniform settings) and show the steady

decrease in the signal intensity of matrix cluster ion peaks. In spectrum A (laser shot #

1-256), the SIN and SIB for the sodium adduct of the ester were 100 and 70

respectively. These values improved to 590 and 640, respectively, in spectrum F (laser

shot # 1281-1536). Further increases in the SIN and SIB, to 1,800 and 2,700

respectively, were realized in the spectrum averaged from laser shot numbers 3580

3836 (data not shown). Data collection was not continued beyond 3836 laser shots, so

we cannot report how many laser shots can be made before analyte signals are no

longer detectable using this sample preparation methodology.

A detailed examination of the spectra presented in Figure 2.5 provided evidence

for a qualitative mechanism through which matrix cluster ions were suppressed. In
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addition, there appears to be two classes of background ions attributable to the matrix

that were able to be distinguished based on their respective signal behaviours in the

mass spectra. One class that will be identified as type I was comprised of combinations

of intact molecules and fragments of the matrix clustered with cation(s). The second

class, type II, was comprised of intact matrix molecules (n =1, 2, 3,...) clustered around

cation(s). Spectrum A is from the first 256 laser shots and, because the size of the

deposited droplet was smaller than the laser spot size, there were many background

ions of type I at very low signal intensity «0.2) and of type II (proton, sodium, and

potassium ion adducts) at high relative signal intensity (>0.2). The identities of all type II

ions are assignable according to the formula defined by Keller and Li for matrix cluster

ion identiflcation.P"

4

IIa [ROH + Na"]

(F)

(E)

(0)

(C)

(8)

(A)

450 500 550 600 1350
m/z

Figure 2.5 Consecutive mass spectra (A-F) collected from a single laser spot within which
a single droplet had been deposited. Type II (see text) background matrix cluster ions
[(2HCCA - 2W) + 3(Na+)] at mlz =445 and [(3HCCA - 3W) + 4(Na+)] at mlz 656 are indicated
as peaks lIa and lib, respectively. Each spectrum has been normalized to the signal
intensity of the sodium adduct of the ester at m/z = 513 ([CHaCOOR + Na1).

In spectrum B, with the removal of the majority of the free matrix surrounding the

droplet within the laser spot, background ions of type lover the entire m/z region
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decreased in abundance. Type II (protonated) ions at m/z - 440 and between m/z =

550-650 began to decrease in abundance, while the background ions identified as Iia

(m/z = 445) and lib (m/z = 656) grew in intensity. The background matrix cluster ions

labelled lIa and lib in Figure 2.5 have lost (n) protons and formed adducts with (n+1)

sodium ions, where (n) is the number of matrix molecules in the cluster. The increase in

signal intensity of the Iia and lib ions and the decrease in signal intensity of the

protonated type II ions (for example, the cluster of three matrix molecules with a single

proton at m/z =568) can be explained by the large concentration of sodium hydroxide in

the droplet relative to the free matrix. The basic conditions of the droplet increase the

propensity of the matrix to become deprotonated and therefore, once the bulk matrix

surrounding the droplet had been removed, the major cluster ions observed were all

deprotonated. After 1280 laser shots (spectrum E), the signal intensity of all background

ions had decreased dramatically, yet the sodium ion adduct of the ester and its

hydrolysis product remained at high signal intensity. In spectrum F, the signal intensity

of the background matrix ions had nearly disappeared, leaving a very clean spectrum

with only analyte ion peaks at high signal intensity. There is the possibility of exploiting

these changes in the observed matrix cluster ions as a sensitive probe of the unique

chemical environment of droplets and particles with net charge.

The matrix suppression effect that lead to the increase in analyte SIN and SIB

with laser shot number in the spectra displayed in Figure 2.5 was due to the presence of

the glycerol in the oroplet.!" When a glycerol-containing droplet was deposited onto the

matrix surface, the formation of matrix ions was eventually suppressed because a

glycerol-matrix solution132 had formed within the glycerol droplet. To explain the analyte

signal intensity observed upon initially firing the laser the local structure of the droplet on

the thin matrix layer must be considered again. Evaporation near the edges of the
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droplet will leave a small amount of matrix with analyte deposited on top of it, providing

an immediate source of analyte ion intensity.

At present we can only make a speculation as to the mechanism of the formation

and suppression of the Iia and lib matrix cluster ions. The matrix is only slightly soluble

in qlycerol."" Thus, when the droplet is deposited onto the pre-dried matrix layer we can

assume that almost no matrix was incorporated into the glycerol. However, upon

irradiation by the MALOI laser, the matrix underneath the droplet may still gain enough

energy to desorb from the surface. Now, instead of desorbing into the gas-phase and

carrying the analyte with it, both become incorporated into the glycerol. As the number

of laser shots increased, the heat and mixing induced by the energy of the laser, in

combination with diffusion through the qlycerol'": 131, 132, 136 increased the amount of

matrix that reached the glycerol's surface until it eventually becomes sufficient for

desorption from the glycerol. Note that the matrix molecules that have been

incorporated into the glycerol are no longer in the crystalline phase, thereby decreasing

the propensity for matrix cluster ion formation. Experiments to probe this proposed

mechanism of matrix incorporation into glycerol, and the matrix cluster ion suppression,

must be designed if glycerol remains as the nonvolatile solvent used to prepare sample

spots by this wall-less sample preparation method.

2.5.4 Detection of a Small Peptide Using Wall-less Sample Preparation

A starting solution comprised of 2x10-4 Mester, 2x10-6 M leucine enkephalin, and

2x10-5 M NaCI in methanol:glycerol at 92:8 % by volume was made. The ester acted as

an internal check during MALOI-TOF-MS to ensure the laser was directed at the

deposited droplets. Figure 2.6A shows the mass spectrum collected from six droplets

that were deposited atop one another to form a single droplet on top of a layer of pre-
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dried crystalline matrix. Each droplet contained -93 fmol ester and -0.930 fmol of

leucine enkephalin. Both species were cationized by a sodium ion, and their SIN were

230 and 83 respectively. It is noted that protonated leucine enkephalin was observed in

the mass spectrum from a droplet of this same starting solution with a zero second

levitation period. The propensity for the peptide to form adducts with cations other than

protons after a levitation period was likely a result of the unique chemical environment

afforded by the levitated droplet, and investigations of this phenomenon are ongoing.

Note that both type I and II matrix cluster ions are present in Figure 2.6A. This is

because there was insufficient leucine enkephalin present to enable waiting until all free

matrix surrounding the deposited droplets had been ablated away. Such a process may

limit the detection capabilities of this method. Another drawback of waiting minutes for

the hundreds of laser firings to completely ablate the free matrix is its impact on the duty

cycle, specifically when high throughput is required.

2.5.5 Incorporating the Matrix into the Droplet to Suppress Matrix Cluster Ions

To circumvent these issues, either the matrix layer had to be reduced to the size

of the deposited droplet or the matrix had to be contained within the droplet to minimize

the amount of free matrix present." A smaller crystalline layer below the droplet would

reduce the amount of free matrix present but would still require a period of time before

matrix molecules were incorporated in the glycerol to form a glycerol-matrix solution.

The suppression of background ions observed in Figure 2.5F suggested that droplets

containing the matrix within would more optimally minimize matrix cluster ion formation

for all laser shot numbers because no excess matrix would surround the sample spot

created. The inherent pre-concentration of sample in our wall-less method of preparing

a microspot enables us to use low initial concentrations of matrix in the starting solution
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and thereby avoid the problems associated with matrix crystallization interfering with

droplet production." To illustrate this, six droplets, each containing -5 fmol ester, were

created from a starting solution that contained 9.0x10-5 M matrix and 97:3

methanol:glycerol % by volume. These droplets were levitated for several minutes

before depositing them on top of each other on a freshly cleaned stainless steel MALOI

plate.
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Figure 2.6 (A) A mass spectrum (69 uscans) collected from six glycerol droplets that had
been deposited one on top of the other on top of a pre-dried layer of matrix. Each droplet
contained -93 fmol ester and -930 amol leucine enkephalin (LE). The peaks labeled lIa
and lib are background matrix cluster ions, as defined in Figure 2.5. (B) A mass spectrum
collected from six glycerol droplets deposited one on top of the other on to a clean MALOI
plate. Each contained -4.6 fmol of ester and -417 fmol matrix. (C) The full mass spectrum
collected from the same six droplets from (B) showing no matrix cluster ions of type II with
n>2.

The MALOI-TOF-MS spectrum collected from the residue created by these six

deposited droplets is shown in Figure 2.68. There were no matrix ions of type I or II

observed in the spectrum from the first 256 laser shots. The large signal intensity at m/z
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<450 was the result of employing the low mass gate to increase sensitivity. The acetone

cluster ion arises because the MALOI plate was washed with acetone before the

droplets were deposited onto the plate. A full mass spectrum with no mass gate Figure

2.6C) shows low signal intensities of single intact matrix molecules (type II, n=1), but no

type I, or type II where n > 1 background matrix ions. Note that the most intense signal

in Figure 2.6C was the sodium ion adduct of acetone. This peak arose because the

plate was washed with acetone. By simply washing with de-ionized water and air drying,

this peak as well as the peak assigned as [CH3COOR + Na" + CH3COCH3] can be

eliminated.

These results suggest that the formation of background matrix cluster ions with

two or more matrix molecules arises primarily from regions of crystallized matrix

molecules. The signal intensity of such ions were dramatically reduced by adding

glycerol and matrix to the starting solution, so that in the deposited droplet, there was

less chance for matrix crystallization. This observation has utility in the detection of

small molecules by MALOI-TOF-MS, because it effectively removes matrix cluster ions

that otherwise dominate the background, or cause chemical interference.69
, 134

The poor reproducibility of MALOI, due to the non-uniformity of the matrix/analyte

crystallization process creating a highly variable fine structure in the target surface, is

known as a major limiting factor in the use of MALOI in quantitative determinatlons.!"

Upon laser irradiation, a thin crystalline layer of matrix suffers from localized depletion of

matrix, rendering that area unable to further desorb analyte. Ring et a/. have shown that

relative to a solid crystalline matrix layer, a matrix solution provides a more reproducible

signal with laser shot nurnber.!" By using the EOB to prepare droplets for analysis, the

glycerol-matrix solution formed provides a much more uniform matrix from which to

desorb. A total of 1087 laser shots were fired at the residue of the six droplets shown in

Figure 2.6B before the SIN decayed below 10. The large number of uscans collected
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from the small amount of material in the collection of six droplets was a consequence of

the fluid matrix present in the microspots. By analyzing liquid microspots we achieved a

sensitive and stable source of ions by MALO!.

We speculate that with further investigation into the effects of residual droplet

size, matrix content, analyte, and reduction of the diameter of the laser spot, we can

achieve lower absolute detection limits and improved quantitation with MALO 1-TOF-MS

by using the deposition of droplets from an EDB as the sample preparation procedure.

As an example of what may be expected from this technology, the data in Figure 2.6B

shows the average of consecutive uscan numbers 318-573 whereas the full spectrum in

Figure 2.6C was the average of uscan numbers 610-865. The inset of Figure 2.6C

shows that the sodiated ester, with SIN and SIB of 60 and 95 respectively, was still

detectable after a large number of laser shots had been fired at the droplet residues.

During the preparation of this manuscript, Keller and Li demonstrated the

detection of 25,000 molecules of the peptide substance P by MALDI-TOF-MS.87 Their

investigations into the fundamental detection limits in MALOI suggested that if the

sample spot area is further decreased while maintaining ~ five analyte molecules per

/lm2
, the detection limit will be lowered. To do this using his nanoliter chemistry

station.": 124 smaller capillary sizes can be used to create smaller droplet sizes. As they

point out, handling of picoliter volumes becomes problematic in smaller inner diameter

capillaries because of the higher surface-to-volume ratio that leads to stronger tension

forces. We believe that the EDB provides a solution to this problem by offering a wall

less sample preparation procedure that is not limited by capillary tension forces. Work in

progress in our laboratory has shown that systematic changes in the composition of the

starting solution can lead to the formation of levitated droplets that have decreased size,

and also that solid particles of matrix and analyte can also be formed in the EDB with
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subsequent analysis by MALDI-TOF-MS (see Chapter 3). Detection of -10 amol of

myoglobin in a single droplet (data not shown) has been achieved and further

investigations of the application of wall-less sample preparation to protein analysis are

ongoing.

2.6 CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated controlled manipulations of droplets that were levitated in

an EDB. Deposition of the droplets onto a spatially well-defined area enabled

measurement of their solute composition by MALDI-TOF-MS. The addition of glycerol to

the starting solution caused an increase in SIN and SIB ratio with increasing laser shot

numbers (up to at least 4,000 laser shots). Removal of the pre-dried matrix layer on the

MALDI plate and the addition of matrix to the starting solution proved a more effective

means of suppressing matrix cluster ion formation at low laser shot numbers because

the excess crystalline matrix surrounding the sample spot created was removed.

Further investigation of the droplet composition on sensitivity and quantitation is

underway (see Chapter 3). In terms of future applications, sample preparation using an

EDB may find utility in interfacing separation methods to MALDI-TOF-MS because of the

inherent sample pre-concentration mechanism (see Chapter 10).
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CHAPTER 3

3 Wall-less sample preparation of urn-slzed sample spots for
femtomole detection limits of proteins from liquid based UV
MALOI matrices

3.1 CONTEXT

A version of this chapter was published in the Journal of the American Society for

Mass Spectrometry Bogan, M. J.; Agnes, G. R.; J. Am. Soc. Mass. Spectrom. 2004, 15,

486-495. It further investigates the potential for WaSP to be used as a sample

preparation device for MALDI-TOF-MS, exploring its application to peptides and

proteins.

3.2 ABSTRACT

Previously, we introduced wall-less sample preparation (WaSP), technology that

involves the use of an electrodynamic balance (EDB) to prepare urn-slzed sample spots

for analysis by matrix-assi sted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass

spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS). In that work we demonstrated the detection of

femtomole quantities of a low molecular weight peptide and a hydrophob ic ester (both
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<600amu). Here we use WaSP to help test the hypothesis that the use of small sample

spot sizes and an instrument equipped with delayed extraction would increase the

analytical utility of liquid sample spots for peptide and protein (>2500 amu) analysis by

UV-MALOI-TOF-MS (Sze et al., J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 1998, 9, 166-174). To

optimize the creation of urn-sized sample spots by WaSP, optical microscopy and mass

spectrometry were used to investigate nonvolatile solute concentration effects on droplet

fission and sample spot size, modifications of the EOB electric field to control droplet

ejection, and the use of multiple droplet deposition to increase sample loading. Also

described is a rapid deposition mode of operation of WaSP that allows single droplets

generated at 1 Hz to be levitated briefly (-500 ms) before being ejected autonomously

and deposited as a concentrated sample spot. One hundred glycerol droplets (270 pL

each, 27 nL total), each containing 32 amol lysozyme, were deposited on top of each

other to create a single sample spot. Using a mass spectrometer equipped with delayed

extraction to analyze this sample spot, we verified Sze et al.'s hypothesis by achieving

detection limits three orders of magnitude below that previously observed for the

detection of a protein by UV-MALOI-TOF-MS with a chemical-doped liquid matrix sample

preparation.

3.3 INTRODUCTION

MALOI has helped revolutionize the study of biomolecules by mass spectrometry

due, in part, to its ability to create primarily singly charged and intact analyte ions from a

sample spot composed of, most commonly, a solid matrix within which the analyte was

co-crystallized. Liquid matrices developed for UV-MALOI have been shown to have

some useful characteristics, such as increased shot-to-shot reproducibility, but are not

commonly used because of adduct formation, relatively poor resolution, and higher
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detection limits.132
. 138-142 Based on their studies of a chemical-doped glycerol matrix that

enabled picomole sensitivities for proteins prepared as a 2 ul, sample spot, Sze et a/.

speculated that the use of smaller matrix droplets and delayed-ion extraction could

improve the analytical utility of matrix solutlons.!" Here we report the results of

experiments designed to test their hypothesis.

The major challenges in attaining sample spots with small diameters « 100 urn)

include the manipulation of sub-nanoliter volumes and the spreading of solution upon

deposition. Consequently, several researchers have developed dedicated approaches

for sample deposition and/or used pre-structured sample supports including the use of

piezoelectric droplet deposition.l'" 143, 144 heated sample plates," filling micromachined

picoliter vials using a glass micropipette.!" hydrophilic sample anchors on hydrophobic

surfaces.l'" picoliter synnqes," and vacuum deposition of a liquid exiting a capitlary.!":

146 All of these techniques result in the formation of solid matrix sample spots and rely

on changing the surroundings into or onto which a droplet or liquid stream was deposited

thus requiring some form of pre-structured sample support, heat source, or a sub

atmospheric pressure chamber.

We have previously identified the use of an electrodynamic balance (EDB)

coupled with a piezoelectric droplet generator as an alternative approach for preparing

urn-sized sample spots for MAlDI-TOF-MS analysis.!" The EDB is a quadrupole ion

trap, or Paul trap.l" that uses a combination of DC and AC potentials applied to

electrodes to levitate charged liquid droplets of sub-nanoliter volumes at atmospheric

pressure. 1 The droplets are generally created from a solution that contains a low

volatility component, such as 99:1 methanol and glycerol. While the droplet is trapped in

the EDB, rapid evaporative mass transfer of the most volatile cornponent.l" methanol,

leaves behind a viscous droplet residue consisting of mainly glycerol and any dissolved
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solids. This residue is then ejected from the EOB, by modifying the electric field, and is

collected on a MAlOI plate for offline analysis. Our first application of this technology

was focused on the analysis of small molecules «600 amu). The detection of 1 fmol of

leucine enkephalin and 5 fmol of chenodeoxycholic acid diacetate methyl ester in single

droplets that also contained -420 fmol of an organic MAlOI matrix molecule was

dernonstrated.!" Therefore, WaSP was a natural fit to test Sze et al.'s hypothesis

because it uses glycerol-based droplets to create urn-sized sample spots. Here, we

report the findings of studies of the parameters impacting optimal sample spot creation

by WaSP. We demonstrate that the use of urn-sized liquid sample spots created by

WaSP from <30 nl of a solution containing biomolecules of molecular masses> 2500

amu produces lower detection limits relative to a sample spot created from 2 ul, of the

same solution, increasing the analytical utility of matrix solutions.

Table 3.1 Composition of solutions loaded into the droplet generator to create droplets
that were processed into sample spots using WaSP.

Analyte MALDI matrix
Solvent Composition

Solution
(% by vol.)*

protein or
Cone. Chromophore

Cone.
glycerol H2O ACN TFA

peptide (mM)
Ia lysozyme 10 IlM CHCA 9.0 0% 0.03 %
Ib lysozyme 10 IlM CHCA 9.0 0.8% 0.03 %
Ie lysozyme 10IlM CHCA 9.0 3.6% 0.03 %
II lysozyme 10 IlM sinapinic acid 9.0 0.9% 1% 1% 0.03 %

IlIa lysozyme 120nM sinapinic acid 9.0 0.9% 1% 1% 0.03 %
I1Ib ACTH (18-39) 200nM CHCA 9.0 0.9% 0.03%
IVa 8.0%
IVb 2.8 %

* all solutions were prepared in spectro grade methanol

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL

3.4.1 Materials

Glycerol and spectro grade methanol were purchased from BOH (Montreal,

Canada). The MAlOI matrices a-cyano-4-hydroxy cinnamic acid (CHCA) and 3,5-

dimethoxy cinnamic acid (sinapinic acid), lysozyme, adrenocorticotropic hormone
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(ACTH) 18-39, trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), and acetonitrile (ACN) were purchased from

Sigma (St. Louis, Mi). All chemicals were used without further purification. Solutions

were prepared in spectro grade methanol as described in Table 3.1.

3.4.2 Droplet Generation and Levitation

For all studies in this chapter a piezoelectric droplet-on-demand generator (Uni

photon Systems, model 201, Brooklyn, NY), fitted with an in-house constructed nozzle

(40 IJm diameter) was used for droplet qeneration.!" This device has an internal

reservoir of - 3 mL. By contrast, the volume of each droplet produced is on the order of

300 pL and thus the amount of sample wasted is very large. We have since purchased

droplet dispensing systems requiring only 5 ul., At this stage of development we are not

concerned with the source of the droplet that will be manipulated by WaSP because

many commercially available devices exist. A DC potential applied to an induction

electrode positioned 5 mm above the nozzle imparted an image charge of opposite

polarity onto the droplet formed when a voltage pulse was applied to the piezoceramic

inside the droplet generator. By setting the induction electrode potential between 0 

250 V, the magnitude of the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of the droplets levitated in the

EDB could be varied. To minimize the disturbance of the trajectories of levitated

droplets, the droplet generator, the ring electrodes of the EDB, and the MALDI plate

were enclosed in a plexiglass chamber to eliminate air convection in the laboratory

(Figure 3.1). The EDB consisted of two copper wire (0.9 mm diameter) rings (2 cm

diameter) mounted parallel at a separation distance of 6 mm.147 The amplitude of the 60

Hz AC potential applied to the ring electrodes (ACtrap) , in phase, ranged from 500 to

2,700 Vo-p. The vertical positions of droplets in the EDB were manipulated by the DC

potentials applied to the induction electrode and the MALDI plate. Droplets levitated in

the EDB were illuminated via forward scattering by a 4 mW green HeNe laser (Uniphase
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model 1676, Manteca, California). Images of levitated droplets were collected by

focusing a digital camera through a microscope objective to the center of the ring

electrodes.

urn tra nsla uon stage t\IALDI Plate

:\ ,j,.- Elcctrodvnamic
H~I ;:::::=::;:!-.... - [3 I - R':>-- -4' : - a ancc mg
13 f<: Electrodes

lnducuo n electrode
dro plet generator

A=H =B= 6m m

,/
I

Figure 3.1 The configuration of the droplet generator , EDB, and MALDI plate that
constitutes the WaSP apparatus . The sample spots created by depositing , onto a MALDI
plate, droplets created from solution la (0 % glycerol): (A) Droplets that did not pass
through an EDB and (B) droplets that had been processed by an EDB. (C) The sample
spots created by droplets processed by an EDB created from solution Ib (0.8 % glycerol).
The number of droplets deposited at each position is indicated.

3.4.3 Mass Spectrometry

All mass spectra were collected from liquid sample spots (unless otherwise

noted) after removing the target plate from the droplet levitation chamber and inserting it

into a MALDI-TOF-MS (Perseptive Biosystems Voyager-DE, Framingham, MA, USA).

Lysozyme mass spectra were collected with the accelerating voltage = 25 kV, grid

voltage =88.0 %, guide wire voltage =0.030 %, delay time =350 ns, N2 laser power set

at 500 flJ/pulse , and the low mass gate set at 10 kDa. For each sample , the laser was

focused at a single position and not moved for the duration of the analysis (the laser spot
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size has previously been determined to be 190 IJ.m x 80 IJ.m). The number of laser shots

collected is indicated on each mass spectrum. The ACTH 18-39 mass spectrum was

the average of 69 laser shots and that data was collected with the accelerating voltage =

20 kV, grid voltage = 93.7 %, guide wire voltage = 0.010 %, delay time = 50 ns, N2 laser

power set at 380 IJ.J/pulse, and the low mass gate set at 800 Oa. A mass standard kit

(MS-CAL 1, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was used on a daily basis for external mass

calibration. Unless otherwise noted, mass spectral data were not smoothed. Signal-to

noise ratios (SIN) were calculated as the peak height divided by one standard deviation

of the background signal, the average signal observed over 300 data points adjacent to

the peak of interest. Signal-to-background ratios (SIB) were calculated as the signal

divided by the average background signal.

3.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.5. 1 The Role of the Low Volatility Solvent on Sample Spot Preparation

Here we illustrate, using both optical (Figure 3.1) and mass spectral (Figure 3.2)

observations, the advantages and disadvantages of adding a low volatility solvent, such

as glycerol, to the sample solution when using WaSP to prepare urn-sized sample spots.

Solution la (Table 1), containing 9 mM CHCA and 10 IJ.M lysozyme, was loaded into the

droplet generator and 24 droplets were deposited directly onto the MALOI plate in a

single position (co-deposited) without using an EOB. A second spot, positioned 1500

IJ.m from the first, was created from 50 co-deposited droplets. Upon impact with the

MALOI plate, the liquid from each -270 pL droplet spread across the surface radially

from the impact point, ultimately creating two non-uniform -520 IJ.m diameter spots of co

crystallized CHCA and lysozyme when the methanol evaporated (Figure 3.1A).
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Next, 100 droplets created from solution la were directed through the center of

the double ring electrodes (2700 Vo-p ) of an EOB one-at-a-time and levitated for < 500

ms before deposition on the MALOI plate. The majority of the sample material, denoted

by a black arrow in Figure 3.1 B, accumulated as a single sample spot of co-crystallized

CHCA and lysozyme -125 11m in diameter. That spot size would suggest a 20 times

reduction in area relative to the spot size from the 24 droplets deposited that were not

passed through the EOB. However, Figure 3.1B also revealed that not all the sample

material was deposited in this spot, spreading as far as 750 11m away. We believe that

the droplets became electrostatically unstable during transit through the EOB causing

them to undergo Coulomb fission,150 resulting in the spreading of material observed.
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Figure 3.2 Consecutive mass spectra recorded by firing the laser at the sample spot
created by 24 droplets deposited after being levitated in an EDB. The initial droplets were
created from solutions la, Ib, or Ic which all contained 10 J1M lysozyme and (A) 0 %, (B) 0.8
%, or (C) 3.6 % glycerol by volume, respectively. Next, consecutive mass spectra were
collected from dried 0.5 J1L droplets of solutions (D) la and (E) Ib, deposited using a 2 J1L
micropipette. Indicated are the laser shot numbers in the consecutive sequence that were
averaged to create the mass spectra displayed and the total volume of sample consumed.

In support of these visual observations, the SIN of the protonated lysozyme ion in

the mass spectra collected from this type of spot was poor (Figure 3.2A). Based on
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knowledge gained from electrospray mass spectrometry analysis of proteins contained

in methanol-based charged droplets 151, we speculate that the surface active nature of

the lysozyme caused it to be ejected from the droplet during the fission process.

Therefore, when the mass spectra were collected from droplets that had fissioned, a

poor signal for lysozyme was obtained because the laser spot size was only 190 urn x

80 urn and much of the material was outside the laser spot. Note, however, that signals

for the matrix were still very prominent (not shown).

To achieve the goal of creating small concentrated sample spots droplet fission

must be eliminated. The amount of net excess charge a droplet can carry is directly

proportional to the square root of its surface tension151 so by increasing the droplet's

surface tension the tendency to undergo fission can be reduced. A new solution was

made that contained 0.8 % glycerol by volume (solution Ib, Table 3.1). Collections of 50

and 100 droplets of this solution were deposited at different positions on the MALOI plate

following a brief levitation period in the EOB (Figure 3.1C). Fission was eliminated

because the highly volatile methanol had evaporated to leave behind a residual levitated

droplet consisting almost entirely of glycerol. Having increased each droplet's surface

tension, they retained all of their net charge and were deposited within an area -200 urn

in diameter without a single droplet undergoing fission (Figure 3.1 C). The increased

analyte density was reflected in the mass spectrum of lysozyme by a 500 % increase in

the total integrated signal observed relative to that prepared without glycerol (Figure

3.2B). If the percentage of glycerol by volume was increased to 3.6 % (solution Ic, Table

3.1) the average mass of the lysozyme was shifted to >15 kOa and the resolution

decreased (Figure 3.2C, note y-axis). The integrated peak area was within 7 % of that

observed for droplets created from solution Ib, implying that all the lysozyme was
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retained within the glycerol droplets. The shift in mass of the lysozyme peak was due to

adduct formation.

To further investigate the impact of glycerol, two sets of 24 droplets created from

solution Ib were deposited. After insertion of the plate in to the vacuum chamber, the

first set was analyzed as soon as possible and the second was analyzed after drying

under vacuum (-2x10-7 Torr) for 30 minutes. The resolution for lysozyme from the dried

sample (M/~m = 50, where M = mass of ion and ~m = full width at half maximum)

improved by 3.6 times that measured for the sample analyzed immediately (M/~m =14).

This implied that, due to glycerol evaporation, the composition of the chemical-doped

liquid matrix sample spot was changing under vacuum with time and that glycerol itself,

or its impact on desorption plume dynamics, was likely the source of the poor resolution

obtained. These observations are reminiscent of studies of IR-MAlDI using glycerol as

a matrix where resolution characteristics typically two to three times lower than solid

state matrices were observed. There, the poor resolution has been attributed to

changes in plume dynamics152 and thus, in our case, a similar effect may occur when the

quantity of glycerol present increased. Glycerol is generally considered to be a

contaminant in UV-MAlDI. In corroboration, the total integrated signal for lysozyme

collected from a single laser position of a 0.5 III dried droplet deposited by a 2 III

micropipette from solution Ib was only 22 % of the signal observed from a 0.5 III dried

droplet prepared from solution la (Figure 3.2D,E). However, when comparing the

spectra obtained from solution la after preparation by WaSP (6.5 nl consumed, Figure

3.2B) to the sample prepared by micropipette (500 nl consumed, Figure 3.2E), a

marked increase in SIN and signal longevity was observed. The benefits observed from

processing a sample solution of interest using WaSP provides impetus for further
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investigation of the use of WaSP with varied sample deposition characteristics as well as

different matrices and analytes.

3.5.2 The Role of Electrode Potentials on Droplet Ejection from an EDB

To further optimize the preparation of urn-sized sample spots by WaSP, we took

advantage of the low volatility of glycerol to create droplets that could be levitated in the

EOB for long periods of time (hours, if required). This enabled us to devise a set of

experiments that would optimize the reproducibility of droplet trajectory manipulation in,

and droplet ejection from, the EOB so that accurate and reproducible droplet deposition

could be achieved. All experiments performed in this, and the following section, used

droplets created from a solution containing 8 % glycerol (solution IVa).

3.5.2.1 Deposition/Balance Potential vs. AC Trapping Potential (ACtrap)

A single negatively charged droplet was formed with 75 V applied to the induction

electrode (induction potential during droplet formation (IPf)) and the MALOI plate

potential held at a V. The droplet was trapped in the electric field of the EOB created

from ACtrap amplitudes set at a fixed value ranging from 700 to 2100 Vo-p and then the

balance potential (BP) was measured by increasing the DC potential applied to the

MALOI plate until the droplet was focused as a single spot in the center of the EOB's two

ring electrodes (the null point). The deposition potential (OP) was defined as the

voltage applied to the MALOI plate necessary to eject the droplet from the EOB because,

once ejected, the particle deposited on the MALOI plate.

The OP increased as ACtrap increased (Figure 3.3A) because the magnitude of

the electric field acting to restore the droplet at the center of the EOB increased. This

data concurs with the observation by Wuerker et al. that a particle array can be
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compressed towards the null point by increasing ACtrap.22 The BP was independent of

ACtrap because only the DC potentials were required to offset the force of gravity. Figure

3.3A displays the data for a single IPI _ Droplets produced at IPI =25, 50, 100, 125, 150,

175, 200, and 225 Veach produced similar trends for BP and DP.
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Figure 3.3 The DC potential applied to the MALDI plate required to balance at the null
point (BP, filled squares), and eject (DP, open squares) a single droplet from the EDB as a
function of (A) the ACtrap with IPf fixed at 75 V, (B) the DC potential applied to the
induction electrode with ACtrap fixed at 960 Vo-P and IPf fixed at 100 V, and (C) the induction
potential applied during droplet formation. Lastly, (D) the DP of the first droplet from a
population of n similarly created droplets levitated in the EDB as a function of n was
plotted. Each data point is the average of values measured for seven or more droplets
created from solution IVa and the error bars represent one standard deviation.

3.5.2.2 Deposition/Balance Potential vs. Induction Electrode Potential (IP)

A droplet (IPI =100 V) was trapped at ACtrap=960 Vo-p and while it was levitated,

the potential of the induction electrode was adjusted to a value between 25-200 V. The

BP and DP were then measured for the droplet, as described above. For droplets with

the same nominal m/z and trapped at the same ACtrap, both the DP and BP increased as
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IP became increasingly positive (Figure 3.3B). Because the droplet carried net charge of

opposite polarity to IP it experienced a greater attractive force toward the induction

electrode as IP increased. The DP and BP converged at IP > 150 V because the

levitated droplet's m/z placed it near the edge of the a-q stability region. Droplets

created with IP > 230 V could not be stably levitated.

3.5.2.3 Deposition/Balance Potential VS. Induction Potential During Droplet

Formation (IPf)

A single droplet was created with IPt between 25 and 200 V, and levitated at

ACtrap = 1150 Vo_p. Next, the potential of the induction electrode was set to 100 V and

the BP and DP of the droplet were measured. DP increased and BP decreased

proportionally with increased IPt until IPt ~ 110 V (Figure 3.3C). The dashed lines in

Figure 3.3C are not linear fits of the data and serve only as a guide to emphasize the BP

and DP trends. All of the droplets used in this study were created with identical

amplitudes applied to the piezoelectric ceramic in the droplet generator, implying each

had the same nominal mass. Therefore, as IPt increased a larger net charge was

induced onto each droplet so the m/z of the droplet decreased. Up until IPt ~ 110 V the

droplets with lower m/z (higher mobility) experienced a stronger restoring force at any

given fixed ACtrap, and thus a deeper trapping potential well depth. Therefore, as IPt

increased, a lower BP was required to balance the droplet, yet a higher DP was required

to eject it from the EDB.

Beyond IPt = 110 V DP and BP deviated from the previously noted trend. We

believe the source of the deviation was droplet Coulomb fission and that the data for BP

and DP when IPt > 110 V was acquired for the largest secondary droplet that remained

trapped in the EDB. The erratic behavior in the BP and DP can then be attributed to
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variability in the amount of charge ejected from the droplets during fission, and possibly

the additional factor that the secondary droplet was closer to the edge of the a-q stability

region. These results coincided with the observed effects of Coulomb fission on droplet

deposition accuracy (Figure 3.1B) and the associated mass spectra as discussed

previously (Figure 3.2A).

3.5.2.4 Deposition Potential VS. Number of Droplets Trapped

A population of n droplets (n = 1, 2, 3, 6, 10), all created with IPf = 100 V, were

trapped in the EOB. The OP required to eject the first droplet from each population was

measured at constant ACtrap and was found to decrease as n increased (Figure 3.30).

The electrostatic repulsion between droplets in the EOB introduces space charqe." This

perturbation of the trapping potential well depth of the levitated droplets increased in

severity as n increased, whereas the relative perturbation with the addition of each

droplet to the population decreased as n increased. This was rationalized by the fact

that there is an upper threshold for n, beyond which no more droplets can be added to

the population. The largest population able to be levitated was 50 droplets.

3.5.3 The Role of Multiple Droplet Co-deposition

Ideally, we want to be able to create collections of concentrated sample spots at

known positions on a MALOI plate for rapid analysis of the sample without searching for

hot spots. To develop this capability we coupled our previously described procedure for

ejecting a single droplet at a time from a population levitated in the EOB147 with a

translatable MALOI plate. Basically, from a population of droplets trapped in the EOB,

one droplet at a time was ejected by using an attractive potential applied to the MALOI

plate. The position of the MALOI plate relative to the EOB remained stationary or was
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changed in between each droplet ejection event, thereby enabling multiple droplet co-

deposition or the creation of an array of deposited drop lets, respective ly.

Figure 3.4 Digital images of arrays of deposited droplets on a MALDI plate prepared from
a population of (A) 7 droplets created from solution IVa (8.0 % glycerol) and (B) 9 droplets
created from solution IVb (2.8 % glycerol). (C) An array of deposited droplets on a MALDI
plate created from solution Ib (0.8 % glycerol) and prepared using rapid deposition of a
single droplet at a time (see text). For A-C, the numbers denote the order of droplet
ejection from the EDB, each deposited one at a time.

Figure 3.4A is a picture of an array of depos ited droplets 50 IJm in diameter

created from solution IVa. When the center-to-center (c-c) spacing was decreased to

<100 urn, the propensity for two adjacent droplets to coalesce increased. Next, an array

was formed from nine droplets created from a starting solution (IVb) that contained 2.8

% glycerol in methanol (Figure 3.48). Droplets 1-3 were depos ited individually at a c-c

separation distance of 75 IJm and had a depos ited diamete r of 17 urn, Droplets 4-9

were deposited as two droplets per deposition pos ition , at 75 IJm spacing , beginning 150

urn from droplet 3. This created the three larger samp le spot sizes (50 IJ m diameter) in

the upper half of Figure 3.48 . This demonstrated the flexibility in both the number of

droplets deposited at anyone position and the spacing between the site of deposition

available with this technology , as well as the ability to create higher density arrays by

using a lower concentration of glycerol to create smaller drop lets.
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Figure 3.5 Consecutive mass spectra collected from solution II, containing 10 J.lM
lysozyme and 0.9 % glycerol, prepared as a (A) 0.5 JJl dried droplet delivered by a 2 J.lL
micropipette or as (B) 1, (C) 24, (0) 50, or (E) 100 droplets by WaSP. Indicated are the laser
shot numbers in the consecutive sequence that were averaged to create the mass spectra
displayed and the total volume of sample consumed.

In forming arrays of droplets using WaSP, once levitated, the population of

droplets can be trapped for a delay time from seconds to hours in length before they are

deposited, depending on droplet evaporation rates. For rapid sample concentration on

the MALOI plate, we found that this time can be reduced to - 500 ms. Single droplets

were created (IPf = 20 V) at a frequency of 1 Hz while ACtrap = 2700 V with the potential

applied to the MALOI plate set at 200 V. This caused each droplet to be briefly trapped

in the EOB, allowing the methanol to evaporate. In <1 s each droplet escaped the

electric field of the EOB and was ejected along the z axis at x =y =O. By moving the

MALOI plate between each droplet generation event, an array of deposited droplets was

formed. For example, using solution II (10 /lM lysozyme and 0.9 % glycerol), six

droplets were deposited at intervals of 100 urn (Figure 3.4C). The MALOI plate was

moved 200 urn after the sixth droplet had been deposited, and then another six droplets
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were deposited at intervals of 50 urn, All of the droplets spaced with 100 urn intervals

were deposited without coalescence whereas two of the droplets from the more closely

spaced array coalesced, suggesting that 50 urn was near the lower limit of the c-c

spacing capabilities of this technique under these conditions. The accuracy of droplet

deposition using both the rapid deposition and single droplet deposition from a

population, was measured by comparing the final position of the deposited droplets with

their expected positions, yielding an average variation of ± 5 urn. A major source of this

variation may have been the manual micrometer translation of the MAlOI plate. Work is

ongoing to improve the accuracy and flexibility of this procedure by introducing

computerized control of the MALOI plate translation and the potentials applied to the

EOB electrodes, all synchronized to the droplet generation event but will not be reported

in this thesis.

Once the array making capabilities were satisfactory, we could use them to

investigate the impact of sample loading on mass spectra. Collections of droplets (1, 24,

50, and 100) prepared by rapid deposition from a methanol solution containing 10 IlM

lysozyme and 0.9 % glycerol (solution II) were analyzed and compared to a sample of

the same solution prepared as a 0.5 III dried droplet (Figure 3.5). Using the same laser

power setting, the ion signals detected from consecutive sets of 8 laser shots were

averaged to produce the mass spectra. As the number of droplets deposited was

increased from 1 to 100 the SIN for Iyzozyme in the spectrum created from the average

of the first 8 laser shots increased from 25 to 169 and the signal-to-background ratio

(SIB) increased from 3 to 36, respectively. Furthermore, after 40 laser shots had been

fired at the 24 droplet sample the SIN = 2 and the SIB = 9 whereas for the 100 droplet

sample, even after 56 laser shots the SIN = 4 and SIB = 18, reflecting a marked gain in

the longevity of the signal with increased sample loading. In conjunction, the total
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integrated signal increased by a factor of 25 when comparing the single droplet versus

the 100 droplets.

It is important to note that if the laser was moved or a higher power setting was

applied to the laser after the collection of mass spectra in Figure 3.5, high lysozyme

signal intensities were re-established for the 24-100 droplet samples. For a collection of

100 droplets of solution II, 3200 laser shots could be fired in total before the entire

sample was consumed. This implied that the non-linear increase in total integrated

signal with number of droplets deposited was because all of the droplets were not

irradiated within the spot size of the focused laser. Nonetheless, multiple droplet co

deposition was found to be effective in improving detection capabilities and therefore this

approach will be used when attempting to detect samples of low concentration.

3.5.4 Detection of fmol Quantities of a Peptide or Protein from um-sized Liquid

Sample Spots

At its present state the combined capabilities of WaSP to preconcentrate and

increase sample loading have enabled the detection of lysozyme (SIN =98, resolution =

26) in a 120 nM starting solution (solution lila) when 100 droplets were co-deposited

(Figure 3.6A). Assuming 40 urn radius (270 pL) droplets initially, the 32 amol of

lysozyme in each droplet was concentrated by a factor of -120 after each droplet shrunk

to -2.2 pL. In addition, by depositing 100 droplets onto the plate in the same spot, the

sample loading was increased by 100 times to a total of 3.2 fmol deposited. However,

recall that, because the laser remained stationary and the sample spot created from the

100 droplets was larger than the laser spot diameter, the entire sample was not

irradiated so not all of the 3.2 fmol was available for detection. WaSP was also used to

detect ACTH 18-39 (SIN =35, resolution =500) from 46 co-deposited droplets of a 200
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nM solution (1IIb), corresponding to 53 amol per droplet and a total of 5.3 fmol deposited

(Figure 3.6B). In both of these samples when the matrix concentration was decreased

by an order of magnitude, no lysozyme or ACTH 18-39 was detected.
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Figure 3.6 The mass spectra collected from (A) 100 WaSP co-deposited droplets of
solution ilia each containing 32 amol lysozyme (total volume consumed = 27 nL, total
analyte deposited =3.2 fmol) and (B) 46 WaSP co-deposited droplets of solution IIIb, each
containing 53 amol ACTH (18-39) (total volume consumed =12 nL, total analyte deposited
=5.3 fmol). Both mass spectra were smoothed with a boxcar average of 5 points.

The matrices used were classified as chemical-doped liquid matrices by Sze et

al. when they developed a CHCA-doped glycerol matrix that enabled picomole

sensitivities for proteins from a 2 III sample spot.l" In their conclusion they

hypothesized that lower detection limits could be attained using smaller sample spots

and delayed extraction. By using WaSP to deposit one hundred 270 pl droplets and

using a mass spectrometer equipped with delayed extraction, we have verified their

hypotheses by demonstrating detection limits three orders of magnitude below that

previously observed for the detection of a protein by UV-MAlDI-TOF-MS with a CHCA-

doped liquid matrix sample preparation while consuming only 27 nl of sample. In

addition, glycerol is commonly used as a matrix for IR-MAlDI,152 suggesting another

avenue of future application for urn-sized sample spots created by WaSP.
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For comparison, another example of a chemical-doped liquid matrix developed

by Williams and Fenselau, p-nitroaniline/glycerol, was found to be better suited for

sugars and oligonucleotides than peptides, as supported by detection limits of 800 fmol

for the conserved N-Iinked oligosaccharide trimannosyl core, 56 fmol for the

oligonucleotide hexamer GAATTC, and 5 pmol for insulin.!" A positive-ion MAlDI

spectrum of 95 pmol of carbonic anhydrase with a resolution similar to that obtained with

sinapinic acid and 2,5 dihydroxybenzoic acid was also reported. However, it was

mentioned that adduct formation occurred with holo-metallothionein, hen egg white

lysozyme, and cytochrome c which consequently decreased resolution. Although no

mass spectra displaying this effect were included, we suspect that the adduction was

similar to what we have observed here and thus was likely also due to glycerol. In

contrast, they reported that the sugars and oligonucleotides did not experience this

adduction problem so analyses of those classes of compounds are another potential

application of WaSP using chemical-doped liquid matrices.

In terms of the analysis of lysozyme in samples prepared by WaSP, similar

adduct formation problems lead to less resolved signals, and decreased longevity of a

lysozyme signal relative to that obtainable from the same solution deposited as a 0.5 III

droplet using a 2 III micropipette (Figure 3.5A and 3.5C) when sinapinic acid was used

as the matrix. However, for samples prepared in the same manner but using CHCA as

the matrix we observed better resolution and signal longevity for WaSP sample spots

(Figure 3.2E and 3.28). These conflicting results reveal that there are complex issues

yet to be resolved in the application of WaSP to the UV-MAlDI of samples containing

proteins, perhaps leading to unforeseen benefits in the future. We speculate that

improvements in mass spectral resolutions and reduced detection limits may be

obtained with WaSP by making optimal modifications and/or substitutions in droplet
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composition and matrix choice that circumvent droplet Coulomb fission while avoiding

adverse effects on MS performance. Approaches being investigated include

modifications of this chemical-doped liquid matrix system or the use of an entirely

different one, such as a chemical liquid matrix. The most intriguing set of candidates at

this point is the suite of ionic liquid matrices that were recently introduced."

3.6 CONCLUSION

Several key chemical and instrumental parameters in the creation of urn-sized

droplets using WaSP have been described in detail. Droplet delivery at 1 Hz by WaSP

was used to create sample spots of high analyte density by co-depositing up to 100

droplets in a region whose size is on the same order as the spot size of the laser output

used to analyze them. Such urn-sized sample spots were then shown to increase the

analytical utility of liquid-based MALDI matrices, resulting in lower detection limits of

peptides and proteins while consuming < 30 nanoliters of sample. Overall, the features

of WaSP investigated here and the new developments described emphasize the

versatility of the technology for the preparation of sample spots for UV-MALDI-TOF-MS

and suggests further investigations of its use with other liquid matrix systems, IR lasers,

and its potential as a preconcentration device prior to offline MALDI-TOF-MS will be

valuable.
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CHAPTER 4

4 Promotion of a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid and Peptide
Co-crystallization within Levitated Droplets with Net Charge

MALDI-MS
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4.1 CONTEXT

A version of this chapter was submitted to the Journal of the American Society

for Mass Spectrometry on June 8th
, 2004. The abilities of the EOB to filter droplets as a

function of their mass-to-charge ratio are explored . This methodology is used to probe

the effect of MALOI matrix/peptide cocrystallization in droplets of varied net charge. The

experiment represented in Figure 4.3 was performed by Samuel Bakhoum.

4.2 ABSTRACT

Many reactions occur as a result of charge imbalance within or between reactive

species in reaction vessels that have zero net charge. Here, the effect of reaction vessel

net charge on chemical processes taking place within it was studied . Evidence is

presented that control of the magnitude of the net charge contained in a levitated droplet

can be used to promote co-crystallization of an organic acid, a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic

acid (CHCA) , with one or more peptides. This phenomenon was elucidated using an off-
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line variation of the tandem mass spectrometry theme (MSn
) that was developed and

applied herein. The first stage of mass spectrometry involved mass-to-charge (m/z)

separation by deposition of levitated droplets from an electrodynamic balance onto a

substrate, forming an array of droplet residues ordered from highest to lowest m/z. This

capability allowed simultaneous levitation with subsequent separation of a population of

droplets created from a single starting solution but each having varied magnitudes of net

charge. The abundance of CHCA crystals formed within the levitated droplet residues,

now archived as an array, was characterized using light microscopy, and the interaction

of peptides with the CHCA crystals by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass

spectrometry (MALDI-MS), constituting the second stage of MS.

4.3 INTRODUCTION

The physics of droplets that possess net charge is a subject that continues to

receive considerable theoretical and experimental attention 140 years after initial

independent studies by Lord Kelvin and Lord Rayleigh.29, 34. 150, 153-156 Less well

characterized is the condensed phase chemistry that could occur within such droplets as

a result of the net charge that is localized in the diffuse layer at the droplet-air interface,

creating there an electric potential. 157, 158 Such chemistry could be rich. For instance,

mass spectrometry studies of cluster ions released from charged droplets in an

electrospray have identified shifts in chemical equilibria and the formation of preferred

nanocrystalline structures.159-163

Introduced herein is a variation of tandem mass spectrometry (MSn
) , two or more

successive stages of mass-to-charge separation of ionized species, developed around

electrodynamic levitation technology 1,26,35 that enables characterization of chemistry that

occurred within levitated droplets as a function of the magnitude of their net charge.
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Droplets were dispensed from a solution containing a MALOI matrix and one or more

peptides. Following a brief period of levitation in an electrodynamic balance (EDB), the

droplets were sorted by their order of deposition onto a substrate (MS1
) . Solids that had

formed within the levitated droplet residues were then characterized using MALDI-MS

(MS2
) . In applying MALDI-MS for the detection of intact biomolecules, it is understood

that the key to their detection is that they are either co-crystallized with a matrix or

sorbed onto the surface of matrix crystals." The detection of peptide ions from the

solids was therefore indicative of favourable peptide interaction with matrix crystals.

This variation of MSn is unusual. Firstly, MS1 involves m/z filtering at atmospheric

pressure of droplets with net charge and as such these entities can be considered

massive ions by MS standards (m/z -101°). Secondly, the two stages of MS are off-line.

The m/z filtered droplets from MS1 are collected on a plate prior to the insertion of that

plate into a MALDI-MS instrument for MS2
. In applying EDB-MALDI-MS, we will present

evidence to support the conclusion that during the period of time droplets were levitated,

CHCA/peptide co-crystallization was promoted dependent on the magnitude of the

droplet's net charge.

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL

The apparatus for levitation of droplets is depicted in Figure 4.1. The steps

involved in the methodology used to create the droplets and filter them according to their

mass-to-charge ratio is described individually below.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of the droplet levitation chamber. (A) droplet dispenser, (8) copper
induction electrode, (C) double-r ing electrodynamic balance, (0) translatable target plate
(MALOI plate or glass sl ide) , (E) grounded aluminum chamber. Inset: (1) IPI.50V and (2)
IPI.150Vdroplets lev itated simultaneously.

4.4. 1 Dispensing of Droplets with Net Charge

Droplets were created at a rate of 1 Hz using a piezoelectric droplet-on-

demand dispenser (Microfab technolog ies Ltd., Plano , Texas ) fitted with a 40 11m

diameter orifice (Figure 4.2). Two starting solutions were used in the co-crystallization

studies. A single component peptide solution was prepared by mixing 40 III of acetone,

100 III of a saturated solution of CHCA in 50:50 aceton itrile (ACN):0.1% trifluoroacetic

acid (TFA) in H20 , 60 III 20 % glycerol in H20 , and 50 III of 10 11M adrenocorticotropic

hormone fragment 18-39 (ACTH) in H20 (0.1% TFA) . A multi-component peptide

solution composed of 40 frnol/ul, angiotens ion II and bradyk inin, 4 frnol/ul, angiotension

I, 0.2 mg/ml CHCA , 20 % methanol , 20 % ACN, 1.5 % glycerol and 0.6 % TFA in H20

was also prepared. An aliquot of the starting solutions was loaded into the - 5 III

reservoir of the droplet dispenser using a 10.00 III automatic pipette .
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Figure 4.2 The mean net excess charge carried by a single droplet as a function of the
amplitude of the DC potential applied to the induction electrode and the waveform applied
to the droplet dispenser. Data points for droplets dispensed with ±10 V (open squares),
±20 V (filled circles), and ±30 V (filled squares) applied to the droplet dispenser
piezoceramic were the average of 100 droplets dispensed at 100 Hz (±10 V) or single
droplet (0.5 Hz, ±20 V and ±30 V) values, respectively. The solid lines are linear fits of the
data (R2 > 0.99). The inset, not to scale, depicts the orientation of the glass-tipped droplet
dispenser (A) with respect to the copper induction electrode (B). The polarity of the
charge induced on the forming droplet is opposite the polarity of the DC potential applied
to the induction electrode.

A time dependent waveform was then applied to the cylindrical piezoceramic

element bonded to the outside of the liquid sample reservoir of the droplet dispenser to

cause a momentary constr iction of the piezoceramic. The resulting pressure wave

inside the liquid reservoir forced a jet of liquid from the orifice of the droplet dispenser.
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An electrode, referred to as the induction electrode, was positioned 3 mm from

the orifice of the droplet dispenser. Variation of the DC potential applied to the induction

electrode (IPf , the induction potential during droplet formation) proportionally varied the

magnitude of the image charge imparted onto the jet of liquid, such that when the jet of

liquid collapsed, a droplet that had net charge resulted. The induction electrode had a 2

mm diameter hole that had been aligned directly overtop the orifice of the droplet

dispenser. Droplets were directed through the hole in the induction electrode and into

the center of an electrodynamic balance.

4.4.2 Measurement of Initial Droplet Net Charge and Volume

The net excess charge carried by single droplets was measured by removing the

electrodynamic balance, and dispensing the droplets directly onto a stainless steel plate.

The plate was connected to the measurement lead of an electrometer (6517a, Keithley

Instruments, Cleveland, Ohio), and for these measurements, the droplet dispenser and

the stainless steel plate were housed inside a Faraday Cage. Within the Faraday cage,

the background charge fluctuation on the plate as measured by the electrometer

decreased by several orders of magnitude to +/- 5 fC.

The total volume of each droplet dispensed was determined using liquid

scintillation. A 100 III stock solution containing 3.7 MBq 32p labeled orthophosphate in a

mixture of 89.2 % water, 10 % methanol, and 0.8 % glycerol was prepared. 5.00 III of

this solution was loaded into the droplet dispenser and single droplets dispensed directly

into liquid scintillation vials. To calibrate the radionuclide decay count rate from the vials

into which single droplets were dispensed, a 1.000 ± 0.005 III aliquot of the 32p in

glycerol stock solution was also hand-pipetted into a scintillation vial. 2 ml of

scintillation cocktail (Amersham Biosciences) was added to all of the scintillation vials
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and then they were vortexed for 30 seconds. All activity measurements from single

droplets and stock solution aliquots were performed using a liquid scintillation counter

(LKB Wallac 1217 RackBeta, Fisher Scientific, Montreal, Quebec). Each measurement

had an integration time of 10 minutes. Safety precautions: working with 32p requires the

use of plexiglass shielding, a Geiger-MOeller counter, and swipe tests in the working

area to monitor for possible spills.

4.4.3 Droplet Levitation

An electrodynamic balance (EDB) uses DC and AC potentials applied to

electrodes to levitate micrometer size entities that have net charpe." The EDB is a

three-dimensional quadrupole ion trap, or Paul trap, that can be operated at pressures

up to several atmospheres. Equations that describe ion motion within these devices are

known.l'" The ring electrodes of the EDB were fabricated using two copper wires (0.9

mm diameter) shaped into 2 cm diameter rings and mounted parallel at a separation

distance of 6 mm. A sine wave ranging in amplitude from 500 to 2,700 Vo-p at 60 Hz was

applied to the ring electrodes (ACtrap) , in phase. The induction electrode, critically

necessary in the formation of droplets with net charge, also served as the top electrode

of the EDB, and the bottom electrode of the EDB was a flat plate, referred to as the

deposition plate. DC potentials were applied to these two electrodes to manipulate the

vertical location of the levitated droplets. A 4 mW green HeNe laser (Uniphase model

1676, Manteca, California) was used to illuminate the droplets levitated inside the EDB,

and images of them were collected by focusing a digital camera through a microscope

objective to the center of the ring electrodes.

A noteworthy characteristic of an EDB is that the time scale of the levitation can

be set to vary from milliseconds to days, provided the droplet's m/z remains within the
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EDB's region of stability. Either static or programmed changes in the potentials applied

to the electrodes comprising the EDB could be used to cause the droplet to be ejected

when its m/z reaches a certain critical value, or those potentials can be set to retain the

droplet within the EDB indefinitely. Importantly, the ejection of each droplet from the

EDB can be controlled, and each droplet can be deposited at a known location on a

substrate which allows subsequent manipulation and characterization of it.164

Furthermore, translation of the substrate plate between droplet deposition events allows

arrays of droplet residues to be formed.!" and it will be shown that they are ordered

according to the m/z of the levitated droplet residues.

4.4.4 Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Mass Spectrometry

MALDI-MS spectra of the components in individual or co-deposited droplet

residues, referred to as sample spots on the substrate, were acquired using two different

time-of-flight instruments. The instruments were a Voyager-DE (Perseptive Biosystems,

Framingham, MA, USA) and a MALDI-LR (Waters Technologies Inc., Manchester, UK).

In all cases, the output of the focussed laser was positioned overtop each spot prior to

firing the laser.':" The irradiation energy of the laser was varied by adjusting the position

of a neutral density filter placed in the path of the laser output. Each MALDI-MS

spectrum is the sum of all ions detected from the indicated number of laser shots fired.

4.5 RESULTS

Droplets were created from starting solutions whose solvent composition

contained a large percentage of volatile solvent. Within seconds of the instant of each

droplet dispensing event, the volatile solvents evaporated from the levitated droplet.!"

During that period of time, the droplet's mass decreased by one to three orders of
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magnitude dependent on the starting solution composition and the environmental

conditions in the levitation chamber.

4.5.1 Observation of MALDI Matrix/Peptide Co-crystallization in Levitated

Droplet Residues

Preliminary studies to characterize the effect of the droplet's net charge on

chemistry occurring within them yielded large differences in both number of crystals

observed and in the detection of peptide ions in the droplet residues by MALDI-MS. For

the results presented here, the starting solution that contained a single peptide was used

to generate 10 droplets that were each levitated for 5 minutes prior to depositing them at

separate locations on a substrate. When viewed using an optical microscope, four of the

residues that had been produced with IPt =90 V (referred to hereafter as IPt ,90v ) and

identified as insets A-D in Figure 4.3 had CHCA solids observable within the pool of the

residual glycerol solvent that collectively was the levitated droplet residue. MALDI-MS

spectra were then acquired from a sample spot prepared by co-depositing 10 IPt,90v

droplet residues, yet no ion signals were detected that could be attributed to ACTH or a

fragment thereof (Figure 4.3).

The experiment was performed again with droplets that had been created with IPt

=170 V (IPt,17OV) . Images of four of these residues collected using an optical microscope

are identified as insets E-H in Figure 4.3. There were substantially more CHCA solids in

the residues levitated IPt, 170 v droplets as compared to the abundance of solids in the

residues of levitated IPf, 90 V droplets. Characterization of a sample spot created from 10

co-deposited IPt, 170 v droplet residues by MALDI-MS detected large signals for the intact

peptide ACTH, m/z = [ACTH + H+] = 2465.2 (Figure 4.3). The ion signals detected in the

region of m/z = 2480 - 2730 were ACTH containing clusters with cations Na", K+ and
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solvent molecules . With respect to solid abundances and ion counts, similar results

were obtained in levitated droplets with the polarity of the net charge reversed.
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Figure 4.3 The ACTH ion signal intensity detected from 32 laser shots directed at two
discrete sample spots prepared from 10 IPI,170V and 10 IPI,90v droplets respectively. To
collect each mass spectrum the laser was directed at the 10 droplets deposited on top of
one another and held stationary while the laser was pulsed because all ten droplets fit
within the laser spot diameter. The data constituting each mass spectrum were subjected
to a boxcar average of 5 points for smoothing purposes and no background subtraction or
x-v offset was performed. Inset: images of single glycerol droplet residues created from
10 IPI,90v (A-D) or IPI,170V droplets (E-H), all levitated in the EDB for 2 minutes and deposited
onto a glass slide. The solids (ACTH co-crystallized with CHCA) inside the deposited
residues were formed while the droplets were levitated.

The data presented in Figure 4.3 indicated that the abundance of solids formed

during the period of time the residues remained levitated in the EDB was dependent on

the magnitude of the net charge imparted onto the original droplets. High ACTH ion

abundance from the IPt, 170 v droplet residues reflected increased amount ACTH co-

crystallized with CHCA relative to the solids in the IPI, 90 V droplet residues. These results

were consistent over a series of 20 experiments. This lead to speculation that the ions

comprising the net charge carried by these droplets were acting as sites for nucleation in
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the condensed phase and they were responsible for causing a reduction in the solubility

of CHCA in the levitated droplet residues. At this stage, it was necessary to develop the

capability to characterize the properties of the initial droplets, their residues that were

levitated in the EDB, and the solids that formed in those residues while they were

levitated. In particular, Coulomb explosion event(s) would have caused loss of solutes,

solvents of low volatility, and net charge from the levitated droplets, and that would have

precluded the determination of the levitated droplet residues' mass and net charge

based only on evaporation of volatile solvents from the initial droplets.

4.5.2 Initial Droplet Volume and Net Charge

The net charge carried by individual droplets dispensed directly onto a

conductive plate increased linearly with IPI (Figure 4.2). The average charge imparted

onto each droplet using a voltage amplitude of 30 V applied to the droplet dispenser

ranged from 37 fC at IPI =50 V, to 437 fC at IPI =250 V.

For single droplets containing radionuclides, the average activity measured was

0.026±0.001% that measured from a 1.000 ul, sample when using a voltage amplitude

of 30 V applied to the piezoelectric crystal of the droplet generator. The average initial

volume of the droplets dispensed was thus 2.6x10-4 ± 1x10-5 ul., or 260 ± 10 pL,

corresponding to a radius of 39.6 ± 0.5 urn, The net charge imparted onto the droplet

did not affect the total volume of solution per droplet dispensed, as determined using

radionuclide scintillation counting.

Based on these measurements, the droplets used in this work were not expected

to undergo Coulomb explosion. The largest net charge carried by droplets used in this

study was -450 fC. The residues of these droplets would have been 12.5±0.5 pL after

the evaporation of all volatile solvents, corresponding to a levitated droplet radius of
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14.4±0.2 urn. For a droplet containing 450 fC, the critical size for Coulomb explosion, R

> [(qef (64n2£oyr 1
] 1/3 is 3.85 urn, where q is the number of elementary charges per

droplet, e the charge of an electron, £0 the vacuum permitivity, y the surface tension

(assume a 100 % glycerol droplet) and R the droplet radius. A 14.4 urn droplet of

glycerol can carry a maximum of 2x107 charges (1250 fC), almost three times the largest

net charge induced onto droplets used in this work.

4.5.3 Droplet Ejection from the EDB

The series of experiments described here were designed to determine the mass

to-net charge ratio of the levitated droplet residues. Individual droplets were created

with either IPf = 50 or 150 V. With only one droplet in the EDB at a time, its trajectory

was observed as a function of the potentials applied to the electrodes of the EDB during

their levitation period and while they were being ejected from the EDB. Next, an IPf ,50v

and an IPf,150v droplet were created and then levitated simultaneously in the EDB. Their

different trajectories were observed to be unaltered relative to the situation when only

one of the droplets was levitated in the EDB (Figure 4.1 inset). Upon ramping the

attractive dc potential applied to the target plate, the droplet created using the lower

potential applied to the induction electrode was removed from the EDB first.

Building on the information learned from the experiments described in the

preceding paragraph, a population of five droplets was then injected into the EDB where

each had been created at IPf = 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200 V respectively. The DC

potential applied to induction electrode was adjusted to 0 V after two minutes of

levitation time, and the voltage applied to the deposition plate was then ramped to higher

values. Upon each ejection and deposition of a single droplet, the DC potential applied

to the target plate was recorded as the deposition potential (DP). This procedure was
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then continued for the remaining four droplets and then the DP values from nine more

sets of five droplets were obtained . A plot of mean DP versus IPt was linear over the

range IPt = 100 to 200 V, indicating that none of these droplets underwent a Coulomb

explosion (Figure 4.4A) . The mass change between the initial droplet and its levitated

residue was therefore able to be determined simply based on evaporation of the volatile

solvents contained in the starting solution only.
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Figure 4.4 Filtering of levitated droplets as a function of their m/z by ejecting them one at
a time from an EDB. The mean deposition potential (DP) measured for droplets created at
different induct ion potentials (IPI) and levitated simultaneously for a population of (A) 5
droplets (ten replicates) and (B) 10 droplets (5 replicates, population consisted of 2
droplets at each IPt) . Presentation of this data as a histogram of the number of droplets
deposited at 15 V intervals created a data set that could be converted into a mass
spectrum (left axis).

The histogram shown on the left hand axis in Figure 4.4A displays the number of

droplets deposited versus the deposition potential. To build the histogram an arbitrary

bin size of 15 V was used to count droplets that were deposited from the EDB. This

presentation format of the data shows five clusters corresponding to the droplets that

were created at each of the five IPt values used, and therefore each cluster represents a

collection of droplets of unique m/z. The droplets created with IPt = 100, 125, 150, 175,

200 V have values of m/z =2.2x101O
, 1.7x109

, 1.3x109
, 1.1x109

, and 905x108 respectively

at the time of ejection from the EDBo The histogram of different m/z droplets created

here can be considered analogous to the time-based histogram of ion arrival at the
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detector of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer in specified time periods that is then

converted to a m/z axis by calibration using ions of known m/z. Therefore, the histogram

represents the raw data for m/z filtering of levitated droplets, which can be construed as

a mass spectrum. The resolution for ejection of levitated droplets from the EDB was

evaluated as 6 using R = [m/z150 / (m/z150 - m/z175)] where m/z150 and m/z175 represent

the m/z values of the IPf,150v and IPf,175V droplets, respectively.

Next, the number of droplets in the EDB was increased to 10 by injecting two

droplets created at each distinct IPf (Figure 4.4B). Droplets with m/z differences in

excess of the resolution for ejection from the EDB were trapped simultaneously and

deposited onto the substrate according to their m/z, in order from highest to lowest m/z.

However, there were two distinct potentials for the deposition of the first versus the

second droplet that had been created using identical conditions. The explanation for this

effect is space charge repulsion between the two droplets that had m/z values that were

within experimental error of being the same, and as a result, both droplets adopted

similar trajectories within the EDB. The result of their repulsive interaction is that the m/z

resolution for droplet ejection degraded due to increased space charqe." For

comparison, space charge effects impact the resolution in a three-dimensional

quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometry when there are> 1x106 ions trapped within

helium bath gas at a total pressure of 1 mTorr,165-167 so space charge in our experiments

was not unexpected because each of the levitated droplets carried a net charge of

-1x106ions.
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Figure 4.5 Measurement of differential chemical processing that occurred within droplets
whose net charge was 140 or 290 fC using a variation of MSn

• (A) MS1
: histogram of the

number of droplets deposited at 15 V DP intervals for a population of 40 droplets, 20 IP"sov
and 20 IP,,2oov. Inset: image of droplets levitated in EDB. (B) Light microscopy of the co
deposited droplets before (1 = 20 IP,,2oov droplets, 2 = 20 IPh5ov) and the same spots
respect ively after vacuum drying (3,4). The bottom right of the images show a sample
spot created from 0.25 ul, delivered by pipette (5). Sample spot regions are outlined by
dotted white circles for guidance (C) MS2: MAlDI-TOF-MS characterization of the solids
formed in the residues of 3. The measured peptide monoisotopic masses are labeled: i =
bradykinin, ii = angiotension II, and iii = angiotension I. No peptide ion signals were
observed for sample spot 4 when it had been targeted by the laser.

4.5.4 EDB-MALDI-MS, a Variation of ME)'l that Enables the Study of Chemistry

within Droplets with Varied Net Charge

Using an aliquot of the multi-component peptide starting solution to load the

droplet generator, 20 IPf.50v droplets and 20 IPf,2oov droplets were created (and injected)

sequentially into the EDB and those two populations levitated simultaneously. After the

last droplet was injected into the EDB, the potential of the induction electrode was

reduced to 0 V. Following a levitation period of 2 minutes the 40 droplets were filtered

according to their m/z upon their ejection from the EDB (Figure 4.5A). Two spots of

material were created during the deposition of droplets from the EDB. One spot was

comprised of the first twenty droplets ejected from the EDB (IP f,50v droplets) , and the
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second spot formed by depositing the remaining twenty levitated droplets (IPt,2oov

droplets) onto a different location of the target plate. These two spots of samples are

identified as region 1 and 2 in the inset of Figure 4.58 , and were comprised of the

droplets of low (lPt,200V) and high (lPt,sov) m/z respectively.
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Figure 4.6 The mean monoisotopic [ACTH + H1 peak height from 50 laser shots fired at
sample spots created from (A) 12 IP,,90v droplets (3 nL) (solid squares) or 12 IP,,17ov
droplets (open squares) and (8) 1.00 ~L deposited by pipette on a stainless steel MALOI
plate that was grounded (open circles) or had +500 V OC applied to it (solid circles). Ion
abundances were measured at increments of the neutral density filter that determines the
laser irradiation.

Evaporation of the solvents of low volatility in a vacuum chamber from these

spots facilitated observation of the solids that had formed in the levitated droplets by light

microscopy (inset 3 and 4, Figure 4.58). Several trials of this experiment were
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performed in which it was verified that the abundance and nature of the solids formed in

the levitated droplets was not dependent on the length of time the droplets were on the

deposition plate. These two spots of sample were targeted with the N2 laser set at an

irradiation threshold of 76 %. Signals corresponding to the three peptides (i: bradykinin,

ii: angiotension II, iii: angiotension I) contained in the solution used to make the droplets

were detected from the spot comprised of IPf,2oov droplets (net charge =290 fC) (Figure

4.5C), but not from the IPf,50v droplets (net charge =140 fC). The signal-to-noise ratio

(SIN) of the ions detected from the 220 amol of angiotension II in the 81.5 urn diameter

sample spot was 11 and only 0.0054 !ll of sample was consumed. For comparison, a

sample spot created by hand pipetting 0.25 ul, (10 fmol angiotension II, 1390 urn

diameter) of solution had a SIN of 37 (Figure 4.5B, region 5). Because the mass

spectrum from the 0.25 ul, sample spot was collected without changing the position of

the laser spot (-200 urn diameter), only -830 amol of angiotension II was irradiated.

This accounts for the 4 times decrease in SIN observed from the 20 droplet sample spot

and therefore essentially identical signals were obtained from that sample spot while

consuming 50 times less sample solution.

The experiment was repeated to prepare fresh sample spots. A sample spot was

created from 12 co-deposited IPf,90V droplets and another sample spot was created from

12 co-deposited IPf,170V droplets. Each of these spots contained 6 fmol ACTH. The laser

output was directed at each of the sample spots and the laser fired 50 times at the

lowest irradiation setting. The ions detected from this set of laser shots were

accumulated as five mass spectra (ten laser shots each). The mean peak height of the

monoisotopic ion, [ACTH + H+] at m/z =2465.2 was evaluated and plotted with an error

of one standard deviation of the mean. The laser irradiation setting was incremented

and the analysis repeated (Figure 4.7A). This set of data shows the peptide ACTH was
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in fact present in all samples, but its detection was dependent on the laser irradiation

energy and the relative quantity of ACTH in these two samples that had co-crystallized

and/or sorbed onto CHCA crystals." The sample with a larger abundance of CHCA

crystals offered a greater crystal volume and/or a larger surface area from which peptide

ions could desorb so at lower threshold laser intensity ion signals for ACTH were able to

be detected.

The importance of net charge in the medium during the period of time nucleation

was allowed to occur versus placing an electrode in a medium to raise its potential

above ground was investigated. Aliquots of a starting solution (1.00 ~L aliquot, 319

frnol/ul, of ACTH deposited) were prepared by pipetting directly onto a plate and

allowed to dry while the plate was either grounded or biased with a DC potential. Note

that in these experiments each aliquot was overall net neutral, and they spread over a

region circular in shape with a diameter of 1.5 mm. Within the area irradiated by the N2

laser that was focussed to a spot size of 200 urn in diameter, there would have been

approximately 6 fmol of material. In measuring the ACTH in these sample spots that

were large relative to the laser spot size, the [ACTH + H+] signal intensity plateaued

because the area of laser irradiation area increases, accessing fresh sample material as

the laser beam attenuation is reduced by a neutral density filter. The ACTH ion signal

intensity then decreased once the laser diameter reached its maximum spot size. The

lack of a separation between laser threshold detection of ACTH in the MALDI-MS of

these samples suggests that there was no difference in those two preparations with

respect to the CHCA crystal abundance or surface area. Note that 150 times more

solution was consumed in acquiring the data in 68 versus that in 6A.
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4.6 DISCUSSION

The abundance of solids formed in levitated droplets of radius -15 urn each

dispensed from the same starting solution was consistently found to be dependent on

the magnitude of the droplet's net charge. These results were obtained using identical

volume aliquots from the same starting solutions. Visual inspection and MALOI-MS

characterization of the levitated droplet residues revealed a substantial increase in the

abundance of CHCA solids in droplet residues that had 290 fC of net charge relative to

the residues that had 140 fC during the period of time they remained levitated in an

EOB. That suggests the supersaturation concentration of a CHCA necessary for it to

form nuclei of the critical size required for spontaneous growth was dependent on the

medium's net charge. When the polarity of the net charge was reversed similar results

were obtained suggesting that the magnitude of the net charge was most significant.

Repetition of these experiments with a different starting solution yielded identical results,

indicating this phenomenon was not dependent on the nature of the peptide being co

crystallized or sorbed onto CHCA crystals. While it is acknowledged that these

observations were made with a single organic acid, CHCA is a simple aromatic organic

acid with no unique properties other than its prominent use as a MALOI matrix. In

consideration of these facts, we have interpreted the results presented herein to mean

that the magnitude of the net excess charge carried by the reaction vessel (a levitated

droplet) can be used to control the abundance of CHCA crystals formed within it.

If the reaction vessel environment is the factor responsible for promotion of

crystal growth, which of its specific properties are the cause and what implications does

this hold for crystal nucleation and growth in general? The net charge carried by liquid

droplets is a population of ions in net excess that reside in the diffuse layer in droplet-air

interface.157 The resultant large electric potential across that interface could impact
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chemical reactions. Macroscopically, the electric field at the levitated droplet-air

interface could be influencing the electrophoretic motion of ions and compounds with

permanent or induced dipoles within the interface. Favorable alignment of molecules by

the electric field into an orientation adopted in a crystal would reduce the energy barrier

for nucleation or possibly promote the growth of a specific crystal morphology.

Nanoscopically, the ions in net excess are the entities responsible for the ordering of

neighbouring molecules, and as such each is a potential site at which nucleation could

occur. The identity of the ions of net excess charge in our work were likely impurity

electrolytes, such as Na+Cr that existed at micromolar concentrations in solutions

containing millimolar concentrations of CHCA. Regardless of the actual identity of the

ions that comprise the net charge, the possibility exists the mechanism for the promotion

of crystal nucleation and growth was heterogeneous. This suggests that the

phenomenon observed here is not specific to CHCA, and could be observed for other

compounds. Accordingly, EOB-MALOI-MS is now being further developed and applied

to investigate the promotion of crystal nucleation and growth in reaction vessels with

varied net charge for other compounds, including other commonly employed MALOI

matrices.
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CHAPTER 5

5 Ion Induced Nucleation in Solution

5.1 CONTEXT

In this chapter the promotion of crystal nucleation and growth observed in the

previous chapter is explored. Samuel Bakhoum, an undergraduate student that I trained

to use the WaSP, performed most of the experiments in this chapter and wrote the

version of the manuscript that this chapter is based on. I was involved in the direction of

Samuel's experiments, some data interpretation, and performed some of the

experiments reported (Figure 5.5).

5.2 ABSTRACT

Nucleation, the packaging of molecules into nanometer size structures is an

elegant example of self-assembly, yet the challenge to describe the process theoretically

and manipulate it experimentally belies its lrnportance.l'" In the laboratory, nucleation is

a key step in the crystallization of proteins and pharmaceutical compound polymorphs,

the formation of high T, superconductors, alloys, and ferroelectrics. The process is

governed by competing energetic tactors.l" some of which can be experimentally

altered to promote crystal growth, such as the addition of a 'seed' particle,"? simulating

mlcroqravlty'" or positioning the nucleation medium in a magnetic field,172 an electric

field173 or a low-gravity envtronrnent.?" Interestingly absent from the arsenal of

experimental techniques is the use of charged entities to promote nucleation in solution,

despite studies that continue to conclusively show the relevance of gas phase ion

induced nucleation.175
-
178 Here we report the capability to shift the mechanism of initial

crystal nucleation and growth in a levitated droplet, from homogeneous, within the
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droplet core, to ion-induced heterogeneous, in the charged diffuse layer at the droplet-air

interface, by variation of the magnitude of the droplet's net excess charge.

5.3 INTRODUCTION

lon-induced nucleation, originally observed by Wilson over a hundred years ago

during his cloud chamber experiments179. 180 and later studied by several investigators

primarily in the gas-phase, 178, 181-183 is the promotion of cluster growth by introducing

discrete charged entities that act as nuclei for condensation of vapours. That promotion

occurs via a reduction in the free energy required for nucleation and growth. For

instance, in the low pressure synthesis of diamond, its formation is rendered favourable

over graphite because gaseous C- reduces the critical radius for crystal nucleation, 176

and the net charge of the resulting cluster promotes further growth of the diamond

nucleus.!"

To extend the study of ion-induced nucleation into the condensed phase, media

that contain a net excess of ions of a single polarity for controlled periods of time must

be experimentally accessible. One such medium is a droplet with net charge, and

electrodynamic levitation techniques allow the suspension of such droplets in a high

dielectric strength environment.

5.4 EXPERIMENTAL

5.4. 1 Starting Solutions

The preparation of the starting solutions used to create the droplets for these

experiments were as follows: i) (6.6 mg) 114 urnoles of NaCI, 12 ul, of glycerol, 388 III

of distilled deionised water; ii) (1.1 mg) 28 urnoles of NaCI, 12 III of glycerol, 388 III of

distilled deionised water; iii) (4.4 mg) 24 urnole of 2,4,6-trihydroxyacetophenone (THAP),
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12 III of glycerol, 40 III of acetone, 50 III of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in distilled

deionised water, 98 III of distilled deionised water, and 200 III of acetonitrile; iv) (0.9

mg) 4.3 urnole of a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA), 12 III of glycerol, 40 III of

acetone, 50 III of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in distilled deionised water, 98 III of distilled

deionised water, and 200 III of acetonitrile.

5.4.2 Droplet Dispensing

A 5 III aliquot of a starting solution was delivered to the reservoir of an ink-jet

style droplet generator (model MJ-AB-01-60, Microfab, Plano, TX, USA). The separation

between the induction electrode and the nozzle of the droplet generator was 2 mm. The

potential applied to this electrode with respect to ground determined the magnitude of

the net charge induced onto each droplet, and the polarity of the applied potential

determined the nature of the induced net charge as either cationic or anionic. The net

charge on individual droplets were measured by dispensing droplets through a 2.5 mm

diameter hole in the induction electrode onto a metal plate connected to an electrometer

(model 6517a, Keithley Instruments, Cleveland, OH). For induction potentials of 100,

150, and 200 V DC, the induced net charge was -135±11, -235±12, and -325±18 fC

respectively. The initial volume of the droplets dispensed was determined by dispensing

a starting solution containing 3.7 MBq 32p labelled orthophosphate directly into a liquid

scintillation vial. Radionuclide decay was measured using a liquid scintillation counter

(lKB Wallac 1217 RackBeta, Fisher Scientific, Montreal, PQ). Based on calibration

using volumes dispensed form an eppindorf pipette, the droplets had an initial volume of

400±20 pl (average radius 45±2 11m).
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5.4.3 Droplet Levitation

The droplets passed through the hole cut in the induction electrode and into a

double-ring electrodynamic balance (EDB). The volatile solvents evaporated within 5

seconds of their formation, and the volume of the levitated droplets shrank to 11±1 pL

(average radius 14 urn), In several experiments, the droplet was immediately

supersaturated, and in others, slow evaporation of the solvents of low volatility allowed

for a slow rate of approach to supersaturation. In addition, Coulomb explosion 185 was

not encountered since the net charge increased linearly with the increase of applied

induction potential (refer to results and discussion section of the previous chapter).

Droplets were trapped and levitated in the EDB for 5 minutes, and then deposited onto a

plate by applying an attractive DC potential to that plate.!"

To determine the conditions at which NaCI nucleation in levitated glycerol

droplets occurred, another set of experiments involved the generation and levitation of a

population of 30 identical droplets, four of which were deposited at 1 hour intervals over

a period of 7 hours in total.

5.4.4 Crystal Growth in a Seeded Vessel

10 droplets were dispensed from the CHCA containing starting solution, each

droplet had an induced net charge of -325 fC. These droplet residues were levitated for

5 min. and then deposited into a growth medium (10 ul.) saturated in CHCA, with the

solvent composition 1:1 v:v acetonitrile:distilled deionized H20 . Following the instant of

the seeding, there was a delay of 1 hour to allow the formation of crystals in the seeded

mediums. The solids in these samples were viewed using an optical microscope.
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5.4.5 Crystal Growth on a Biased Stainless Steel Plate

A stock solution of 10 prnol/ul of renin was prepared in distilled deionized water

with 0.1 % trifluoroacetic acid. CHCA was prepared at 10 mg/ml in 50:50

methanol:acetic acid. 10 III of each solution was mixed in a microcentrifuge tube and

vortexed. The stainless steel plate was connected to a DC power supply of +500 V.

Four 1 III aliquots were deposited on to the plate as four discrete sample spots and

allowed to air dry for 15 minutes. The plate was then grounded and four more 1 III

aliquots were deposited onto the plate and allowed to air dry for 15 minutes. Images of

the sample spots were collected through an optical microscope at 4 and 10 times

magnification.

5.5 RESULTS

Droplets were dispensed from a starting solution containing the compound to be

investigated and an induced net charge was imparted on each droplet. The origin of the

ions that comprised the net excess charge (ionNEc) were either electrolytes added to the

starting solutions or generated by electrolysis.!" These ions, ionNEc, were localized in a

diffuse layer at the droplet-air interface, where they collectively formed an electric

potential that diminished to null in the centre of the droplets.!" Each droplet was

captured and levitated in an electrodynamic balance (EDB).26 The volatile solvents

evaporated leaving behind a glycerol/water droplet of 11±1 pL that retained the solutes

and became supersaturated. Subsequently, droplets were individually deposited on a

glass slide and the droplet residues were examined with optical microscopy.
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b

30 urn

Figure 5.1 Time-lapsed images of two droplet residues deposited side-by-side onto a
glass slide and visualized by optical microscopy: (a) immediately after deposition and (b)
30 min. after deposition.

An important factor that had to be resolved was whether or not the crystals being

grown in the levitated droplets occurred while they were levitated or while they were on

the glass slide , and whether or not those crystals that had grown in the levitated droplets

were altered while in contact with a substrate. Firstly , a t-test was performed on the

diameter of 50 droplet residues measured using a calibrated optical microscope (Motic ,

B5 Professional, Richmond , Be) for each of the three different magnitudes of droplet net

charge used . All droplet residue diameters were identical with 99% confidence level. In

95 % of the droplet levitation trials , crystals were observed to have formed during the

period of levitation and no new crystals were observed to have formed in the droplet
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residue while in contact with the surface of the glass slide up to 4 hours after the time of

deposition. In the remaining 5% of the trials , no crystals were observed to have formed

in the droplet residue while it had remained levitated. In these situations, crystals that did

form after deposition were a result of heterogeneous nucleation at the interface between

the glass slide and the droplet, and their morphology was different than the crystals that

formed within the levitated droplet Similar results were obtained for droplets with net

positive charge. It was evident that once nucleation occurred in a levitated droplet, no

further observable nucleation took place (Figure 5.1). In the droplet residues that formed

solids only after deposition onto a glass slide (Figure 5.1, white arrow), the resultant

crystals were of different morphology than the crystals that formed within the droplet

while it had been levitated (Figure 5.1 , black arrows) .

Alteration of the magnitude of the net charge imparted onto droplets had a

profound effect on the morphology of sodium chloride crystals formed during levitation.

Crystal nucleation and growth of NaCI in levitated droplets was selected because of the

relative simplicity of the system and the certainty with which the identity of the ionsNEc

were CrNEC due to their relative abundance in the starting solution . When droplets

contained net charge of -135±11 fC, the resultant NaCI crystals in 23 droplet residues

were cubic, except one in which the crystal had a dome-shaped morphology (Figure

5.2a). Then the net charge per droplet was increased to -325±18 fC, and the NaCI

crystals observed in 16 out of 19 droplet residues had dome-shaped morphology with

similar radii of curvature (dotted curve in Figure 5.2b) . The similarity in the radii of

curvature suggests that crystal nucleation initiated in the droplet-air interface , which

imposed geometrical constraints on the initial stages of crystal growth. Continued

growth of the crystal allowed it to branch away from the droplet air-interface into the

interior of the levitated droplet. The final size of the crystals in the droplet residues
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suggests that the levitated droplets ' spherical shape was deformed in the latter phases

of crystal growth.

a

30 urn

b

30 urn

15 urn

15 urn

Figure 5.2 Representative images of a, b, c, sodium chloride and d, e 2,3,5
trihydroxyacetophenone (THAP) crystals formed during the period of time droplets w ith
net charge were levitated. The net charge on droplets, which were levitated for 5 min., was
a, d, -135 fC and b, e, -325 fC. Crystal curvature in droplet residues with net charge - 325
fC were similar and indicate that crystal nucleation and init ial growth took place in the
droplet-air interface of the levitated droplet. The glycerol in the THAP co ntaining droplet
residues was evaporated prior to collect ing the images shown, during which there were no
observable changes in the THAP crystals. c (opposite page), Images of droplet residues
deposited at 1 hours intervals. The droplets had net charge of - 135 fC and -350 fC within
which NaCI crystals were f irst observed after 6 and 3 hours of levitation respectively.

The charge from the 2x106 CI"NEC(-325 fC) was responsible for the promotion of

NaCI nucleation to the extent that nucleation in the neutral droplet core, where there

were 4.3x1013 Na' CI" ion pairs, was out-competed. Conversely , in the levitated droplet

residues that had 1x10-6 CI"NEC(-135 fC), nucleation in the droplet-air interface occurred
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only once in 23 trials. This suggests that the location of initial nucleation in a levitated

droplet can be influenced to occur in either the droplet-air interface or in its interior by

control of the magnitude of the net charge induced onto the droplet.
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Figure 5.2 Continued.
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The dome shaped-morphology also suggests that nucleation at the droplet-air

interface occurred prior and at lower solute concentration than that in the droplet 's core.

In order to test for this hypothesis , the sodium chloride concentration was reduced to

below supersaturation in the levitated droplet immediately following the evaporation of

the volatile solvent. Thereafter, these droplets remained levitated for extended periods

of time to allow gradual evaporation of glycerol , causing a slow increase in the NaCI

concentration in each droplet. Crystals were observed after 6 hours in droplets had a

net charge of -135 fC, but only after 3 hours in droplets with a net charge of -350 fC

(Figure 5.2c). The consistent cubic shape of the NaCI crystals in the droplets indicates

that crystal growth was slower than the growing nuclei 's rate of diffusion from the
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droplet-air interface to the droplet core because the slow evaporation of glycerol

governed the process of crystal growth, which became a limiting factor.

Having confirmed that crystal nucleation and growth was exclusive to the

levitated droplets , this hypothesis was then investigated with respect to the nucleation of

a polar organic compound , 2,4,6-trihydroxyacetophenone (THAP). Straight, randomly

oriented and cylindrical crystals (Figure 5.2d) were observed in all 22 levitated droplets

where crystallisation occurred having net charge of -135±11 fC. These crystals were

longer than the diameter of the levitated droplet residues, suggesting their growth

caused significant deformation of the initially spherical levitated droplets. An increase in

the magnitude of the net charge to -325±18 fC resulted in the formation of bundled

cylindrical crystals (Figure 5.2e) in 15 out of 17 trials in which crystallisation occurred.

There were two distinct regions within these crystals . The first region (arrow in Figure

5.2e) consisted of crystals bent along a common radius of curvature conforming to the

curvature of the levitated droplet-air interface (dotted curves in Figure 5.2e). The second

region, apparent in some droplet residues , consisted of tightly packed straight crystals

originating from the mid-point of the curvature , branching into the droplet core. These

results suggest that the location of initial nucleation for small organic molecules having

permanent dipoles can also be controlled within levitated droplets through variation of

the magnitude of the net charge .

Figure 5.3 (Next page) Representative images of a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA)
solids and their abundance that had formed during the period of time droplets were
levitated. The net charge on the droplets was a, -140 fC, b, -235 fC and c, ·325 fC. d,
Dependence of CHCA crystal size and abundance on the magnitude of the droplet's net
charge.
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Crystal nucleat ion and growth of another low molecular weight organ ic

compound , u-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) , was investigated next. In levitated

droplets that had a net charge of -135±11 fC, only solids of CHCA >3.5 urn in dimension

were observed (Figure 5.3a). In addition , CHCA solids that were 1 to 3.5 urn in

dimension were observed in droplets in which the net charge had been increased to -

235±12 fC (Figure 5.3b). An increase in the net charge to -325±18 fC per droplet

resulted in the further production of 20-70 CHCA crystals that were smaller than 1 urn in

dimension , indicative of a nucleation shower!" (Figure 5.3c). These observations were

possible because the rate of CHCA crystal growth was slow following nucleation . The

abundance of CHCA solids >3.5 urn was unaffected by the magnitude of the net charge

on the droplets , whereas the abundance of solids <3.5 urn increased in levitated droplets

whose net charge was ~ -235±12 fC (Figure 5.3d).

a

1----1
500 urn

..1 .. .. .. •.. ."' .

..........

b
d .....

.........

Figure 5.4 Images of the nucleation media that had been initially saturated with CHCA; a
c, control and d-I , seeded at the centre with 10 levitated droplet residues that had a net
charge of -325 fC and dispensed from the CHCA starting solution.

Additional droplet residues containing CHCA were prepared similarly , and upon

their deposition onto a metal plate, the solids of dimension >3.5 urn versus those that

were <3.5 urn were different in appearance ; opaque and smooth edged versus

transparent and sharp edged respectively, which suggested a difference in their
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crystalline nature. Experiments involving seeding of a medium using the nuclei that had

formed in the levitated droplet residues with -325±18 fC of net charge were also

performed . The CHCA crystals grown in the seeded medium were typically 100 11m in

dimension, confirming that CHCA crystals were present in the levitated droplets (Figure

5.4). The images at higher magnification from the Figure 5.4 band e middle and Figure

5.4, c and f, periphery of the secondary media show that crystals formed in the seeded

medium have greater volume than their counterparts in the control medium.

Grounded

4x
magnification

+500 V

Grounded

10x
magnification

+500 V

Figure 5.5 Eight MALDI sample spots created by depositing 4 al iquots of 1 ~ I CHCAlren in
mixture (see text for details) onto the MALDI plate (A-D) grounded and (E-H) at +500 V DC.
The white box denotes the area of each sample spot that was magnified to 10 times
(bottom rows of images).

Additional experiments were performed in which the crystals formed by the

drying of 1 III aliquots of the starting solution while in contact with a stainless steel plate

that was held at 0 and ±500 V dc Figure 5.5. There was no visible difference in the
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abundance or morphology of the resultant (CHCA) crystals. Additional experiments

using ±5000 V dc applied to the stainless steel plate yielded no changes as well. Even

though the properties of the steel plate-droplet interface were affected, the magnitude of

the net charge in the drying droplets would have remained zero regardless of the

potential applied to the plate. These results indicate that the potential of a substrate , at

least up to 5000 V dc relative to ground , did not affect CHCA crystal nucleation and

growth in drying droplets residing on such plates.

c•••• ••••• •• •• •• •• •••••· -,~.• •· '••••• •• •• •• •• ••••• •••• •

b

'[0]
a• •••• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••• •••·.... \•••• •• •• •• •• •• •••• •••• •

Figure 5.4 Depiction of ion-induced nucleation at a droplet-air interface during levitation.
The electrical potential at the droplet-air interface due to the net charge is depicted in red ,
and zero electric potential in the droplet core in green. An ion with net positive charge or
the partial positive charge of a permanent molecular dipole is depicted in blue, and in red ,
an ionNEc. a, Organization of ions (or molecules with permanent dipoles) around each
ionNEc, b, lon-induced nucleation at one of the charge sites. The red arrows indicate re
distribution of ionsNEc for the specific case of a cation combining with a site of net
negative charge. c, lon-induced growth of the nuclei in the droplet-air interface.
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5.6 DISCUSSION

We propose synergistic macroscopic and nanoscopic interactions are

responsible for the promotion of nucleation (Figure 5.6). Net charge of magnitude

>235±12 fC in the droplet-air interface would affect the surface tension.!" Ions and

molecules with permanent or induced dipoles would have time-averaged alignment

along the field lines created by the charged interface. When such oriented species

interact with an ionNEc, there would be local shielding of the surface charge repulsion

and an increase of the droplet-air interface stability, consequently stabilizing the newly

formed nucleus and driving its further growth. In addition, electrostatic interactions

between such species and an ionNEc would be expected to reduce the barrier for

nucleation176, 188 by reducing the size of the nuclei required for spontaneous growth. 189

The resulting nucleus would be heterogeneous, and it would contain a net charge

acquired from the local environment and hence electrostatic repulsion forces would

retain the growing crystal at the droplet-air interface leading to the curved morphology,

provided that the concentration-dependent rate of growth of the nuclei outcompetes the

rate of its diffusion from the droplets air interface to the droplet's core.

A recent modelling study by Zahn190 concerned with the initial steps leading

toward the homogeneous nucleation of NaCI in a supersaturated neutral medium

reported the formation of clusters comprised of 17 to 18 ions that had a net charge

ranging from -4 and +1 elemental charges. Completely desolvated sodium ions,

arranged in the centre of an octahedron of chloride ions, were consistently observed

within these clusters. Zahn speculated such clusters could have been the nuclei that

would have witnessed further growth, with the desolvated sodium ions acting as centres

of stability. We propose that for levitated droplet residues in which the net charge

exceeded -235 fC, the number of ions in a critical nucleus required for spontaneous

growth was reduced to as few as 2 to 4 ions (Figure 5.3). In the case of our results with
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NaCI, CI"NEC would have exerted a net attractive force onto nearby Na+, with the

magnitude of that force dependent on the desolvation of CI"NEC191 and the magnitude of

the droplet's net charge. In contrast, a Na+ in the net neutral droplet core experienced

no net electrostatic force because it was equally surrounded by CI-. Along these lines, a

feature of Zahn's model"? was a reduction of the attraction forces between an ion and

the solvent molecules of its inner co-ordination sphere in order to promote nucleation

within the short time span of 9 ns covered by the computational simulation.

Extrapolating from the results presented herein, ion-induced nucleation could be

relevant for complex biomolecules. In fact, a model predicting the promotion of protein

crystal nucleation and growth at a charged interface has been recently developed .192

Work is ongoing to test the validity of that prediction at charged droplet-air interfaces (to

be performed by Samuel Bakhoum and not reported in this thesis).
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CHAPTER 6

6 Time-of-flight mass spectrometry analysis of ions produced
from adjacent sample spots irradiated simultaneously by a
single 337 nm laser

6.1 CONTEXT

A version of this chapter was originally published as a Letter to the Editor in

Rapid Communications in Mass Spectrometry (Bogan, M. J., Agnes, G. R., 2003, 17,22,

2557-2562). It describes an investigation of the utility of preparing sample spots of very

close proximity for MALOI-TOF-MS analysis. I derived the main hypothesis of this work

while I was preparing arrays of sample spots by WaSP (see Chapter 3). Originally I

found it very frustrating that I could deposit sample spots so close together that when I

would analyze them, two or more sample spots were irradiated by the laser

simultaneously. Eventually, I began to realize that this capability may offer some unique

opportunities for performing MALOI from sample spots that would impact all users of

MALOI-MS. The development of this capability culminated in a full patent "Formation of

microspot arrays and irradiation of same" filed on February 24th
, 2004.

6.2 ABSTRACT

Here we report a preliminary investigation that reveals, using images and mass

spectra, that instead of analyzing single discrete sample spots, the simultaneous

analysis of two discrete sample spots using a single laser can increase the utility of

matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALOI) by providing multiplexed sample

analysis. The results are of interest to a broad spectrum of researchers using mass

spectrometry because a whole new series of experiments can be developed from simply

shifting one's thinking from analyzing a single spot at a time to analyzing multiple spots
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simultaneously. For example, this approach can lead to within spect rum internal mass

calibration, higher throughput analyses, and new ways to study the ionization processes

involved in MALO!.
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Figure 6.1 Hypotheti cal mass spectra of ions that would be detected from MALDI sample
spots, each containing a single analyte (M, N, 0 , P,... ), prepared with different diameters
(Dsample spot) and center-to-center separations (Xc-e), but analyzed using a constant laser
spot size (Dlaser spot).

6.3 INTRODUCTION

MALOI has become a very successful and widely used technique for preparing

gas phase ions of biomolecules for analysis by mass spectrometry in part because the

preparation of discrete crystallized sample spots is so amenab le to high throughput

automated analyses. Early applications of MALOI time-of-flight mass spectrometry

(TOF-MS) in the study of biomolecules using an organic matrix used sample spot sizes

(- 5 rnrrr ) that were much larger than the laser spot diameter (- 10-3 rnrn") used for
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analysis.": 60. 71 Since then, this approach has been almost universally accepted

because by irradiating a single sample spot that was larger than the laser diameter, one

could ensure that only the sample of interest was being probed and sample preparation

using micropipettes was trivial.": 63-65, 129 However, as experienced by most

practitioners of MALOI, even though only a single sample spot is analyzed the large

sample spot does not produce uniform signals over its entire area because of

microheterogeneity in the sarnple.l'" 194 This has lead to the notion of "hot" or "sweet"

spots, small regions within a large sample spot from which large fluxes of analyte ions

are detected. One of the responses to this problem has been to devise new methods

that create smaller sample spots that reduce the need to search for hot spots because

almost the entire sample is irradiated.": 89, 91,106,108,147,195

These approaches have also fulfilled demands for less sample consumption and

the preparation of higher densities of sample spots on a single MALOI plate to increase

throughput. For example, 100x100 urn to 400x400 urn microfabricated silicon picoliter

vials that hold sample dispensed through a piezoelectric droplet generator have been

shown to increase sensitivities 10-50 times relative to dried droplet preparation." Note

that the laser spot diameter used to analyze the samples deposited in the picoliter vials

was -100 urn in diameter and thus it and the sample spots were nearly the same size.

Similarly, the development of microspot sample preparation technique using a picoliter

syringe demonstrated that as little as 20 pi of sample volume could be manipulated to

create sample spots of -100 urn in diameter, enabling the analysis of the contents of a

single red blood cell (-87 fL volume).124 The laser spot size that was used for analysis

was in the shape of an oval, 50 urn x 180 urn, so again the sample spot and laser spot

size were nearly equal.
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Another advantage of small sample spot sizes, high sensitivity, was clearly

demonstrated by the detection of 42 zeptomoles (25000 molecules) of substance P from

a 0.08 mm diameter rnicrospot." That study also revealed that the minimum absolute

detection limit was set by the number of molecules per Ilm2 (>5 molecules). This

suggests that if the sample spot size can be decreased while maintaining the required

analyte density, very high density sample spot arrays can be produced on MALOI plates

for high throughput analyses at high sensitivities while consuming very small volumes of

sample. Recent applications of high density sample spot preparations include the

coupling of separations techniques such as liquid chromatography and capillary

electrophoresis to MALOI for analysis by offline mass spectrornetry'P' 145. 146, 196 and the

spotting of matrix onto a sample for subsequent imaging of the ions on the surface by

mass spectrometry.197-200 As with many other disciplines, there are clear advantages for

MALOI sample preparation to move towards smaller and smaller dimensions, however,

there are also limitations that must be delineated to create a clear understanding of the

optimal applications.

6.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.4.1 Single Laser Simultaneous Irradiation of Adjacent Sample Spots:

Hypothesis

Figure 6.1 A-O compares four hypothetical MALOI-TOF mass spectra that would

be obtained when discrete sample spots of different diameters and center-to-center

separations, each containing a single analyte, were irradiated using a fixed laser spot

size. In reality, the effective irradiation area of an N2 laser in a UV-MALOI ion source

varies from instrument to instrument so, for the purposes of this discussion, the term
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fixed laser spot size refers to the area irradiated by a laser from a single instrument

using identical energy settings.

The first set of conditions described are those utilized in the majority of MALOI

sample spot preparations, a very large sample spot relative to the laser spot size used to

analyze it (Figure 6.1A). For example, a single well from a typical 100 well plate has a

diameter of -2 mm whereas the laser spot size is typically an oval -200 urn x -100 urn,

Figure 6.1B illustrates the opposite extreme, very small sample spots relative to the laser

spot size that are very densely packed. For example, if 20 um diameter sample spots

were created in a two dimensional array with center-to-center separations of 30 urn,

-1.1 x1 05 spots would only fill 1 crrr', Such a sample spot array would be of higher

density than what could be actually analyzed on a single spot basis unless the laser spot

size was reduced to <30 urn in diameter. Assuming a laser diameter of 200 urn, -40

discrete sample spots would be irradiated in a single laser shot, resulting in an extremely

complex mass spectrum (Figure 6.1B). These criteria set the density with which single

sample spots, prepared for discrete analysis, can be packed. Therefore, when the

sample spot size is decreased to near equal or below the laser spot size, the center-to

center separation between adjacent sample spots must be greater than the diameter of

the laser spot to ensure that only a single sample spot is irradiated (Figure 6.1 C). This is

the approach that is presently applied to high density sample spot preparations where

the sample spot size is on the same order of magnitude as the laser spot diameter

because it generates a mass spectrum derived from a single sample SpOt. 106

If only a small number of sample spots can fit within the laser spot size, each

laser shot will simultaneously irradiate several sample spots, yet the complexity of the

spectrum remains manageable. For example, in Figure 6.10 there are only two sample

spots from which ions will be produced and because each sample spot contained a
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single analyte, there would be only two signals in the mass spectrum. Therefore, by

carefully selecting the composition of each sample spot, the complexity of the mass

spectrum can be controlled. The advantage of this approach is that analysis of multiple

sample spots can be performed simultaneously, dramatically impacting throughput. It is

important to note that portions of two adjacent sample spots that are large relative to the

laser spot size (diameters> 200 urn) can also be irradiated simultaneously by a single

laser pulse if their edges approach each other within the laser spot size. It is this

scenario that we will employ to characterize ions created by simultaneously irradiating

adjacent sample spots.

Figure 6.2 Apparatus used to prepare adjacent sample spots. (A) 5 J1L solution reservoir,
(8) piezoelectric droplet generator, (C) drive electronics, (0) stainless steel MALOI plate,
(E) x-y micrometer translation stage.

6.4.2 Adding the Ions from Two Plumes to Collect a Composite Mass Spectrum

A 100 !lM solution of angiotension II in water with 0.1% TFA was prepared. 5!lL

of that solution was added to 35 ul, of methanol and 10 ul, of a 10 mg/mL solution of a-

cyano-4-hydroxy cinnamic acid (CHCA) to create a 10 !lM angiotension II solution. Using

a 2 ul, pipette, 0.5 ul, of that solution was deposited onto a stainless steel MALOI plate

and allowed to dry. Next, 10 ul, of a 10 !lM insulin oxidized chain B solution was

prepared in the same proportions as the angiotension II solution and loaded into an ink-
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jet droplet generator (MJ-AB-01-60, MicroFab Technologies, Inc., Plano, TX, USA)

positioned 2 mm above the stainless steel MALOI plate (Figure 6.2). Single droplets of

-300 pl were delivered around the periphery of the dried 0.5 III angiotension II sample

spot. Once those spots dried , a series of adjacent sample spots had been created and

their digital images were collected (B5, Motic Instruments Inc., Richmond, B.C., Canada)

at 10x and 40x magnification (Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.3 Averaged mass spectra of ions produced when the laser was directed and held
stationary at (A) a 0.5 J.1L dried droplet from a so lution containing 10 J.1M angiotension II
and 50 mM CHCA, (8) a -300 pL dried droplet containing 10 J.1M insulin oxidized chain 8
and 50 mM CHCA, and (C) between the edges of the two adjacent sample spots. Optical
microscopy images of the sample spots are included to orient the actual positions of
where the laser spot (denoted by the white oval, not to scale) had been directed.

Mass spectra from the 0.5 III sample spot (Figure 6.3A) and from one of the 300

pl sample spots around the periphery (Figure 6.3B) were collected using a linear mode

MAlDI-TOF-MS (Perseptive Biosystems Voyager-DE, Framingham , MA, USA). After

each 5.0x102 IlJ laser pulse, a 100 ns delay was implemented before the ions were

extracted into the TOF tube. These two mass spectra each displayed ions of a single
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analyte: angiotension II and insulin oxidized chain B, respective ly. By centering the

focus of the N2 laser spot (an oval -80 J.1m x 40 J.1m) between the edges of the two

sample spots the simultaneous irradiation of adjacent sample spots was performed . In

this case , ions of both analytes were detected (Figure 6.3C), producing a mass spectrum

that was a composite of the two spectra resulting from analyzing each spot individually.
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Figure 6.4 The inter-plume ion-molecule reaction hypothesis. (A) Artist 's rendition of the
expanded desorption plumes at a delay time after they were created when two adjacent
samples were irradiated simultaneously by a single laser pulse. By considering the
center-to-center separation (Xc-c) and the radius of the desorption plumes after a fixed
delay time (Rd, and Rd2 for sample spot 1 and 2, respectively) two different scenarios were
derived: Xc-c is sufficiently (B) large that the two plumes do not overlap, or (C) small to
facilitate plume overlap.The solution used to create the sample spots containing PEG
consisted of 5.0x10-5 M PEG of average molecular weight 1000 amu and 1.0x10-3 M CHCA in
a 99:1 methanol:water solution. The sample spots containing CsCI were made from a
solution consisting of 1.0x10-2 M CsCI and 1.0x10-3 M CHCA in a 99:1 methanol:water
solution. The adjacent sample spots were prepared using the procedure described earlier,
and likewise, images were collected before and after analysis (Figure 6.5).
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Adjacent to each mass spectrum are the images collected before analysis and

after 500 laser shots were directed at the sample. The latter image illustrates that

material was being ablated/desorbed from both sample spots, supporting the data in the

mass spectra. Note that only the first 64 laser shots were averaged to create the mass

spectrum shown in Figure 6.3C. These data demonstrate that ions created from two

discrete sample spots irradiated by a single laser pulse can be analyzed simultaneously.

Moskovets et al. have utilized this type of simultaneous irradiation to improve the

calibration of a MALDI-TOF-MS instrument using adjacent samples prepared with a

vacuum deposition lnterface.i?': 202 A different application could be to increase

throughput by analyzing two or more samples simultaneously. Such an approach may

be useful when positive or negative results are required such as verification of the

presence/absence of a specific molecule.

6.4.3 Delayed Ion Extraction Introduces the Possibility for Inter-plume lon

Molecule Reactions

Figure 6.4A illustrates that a third variable must be taken into consideration when

analyzing adjacent sample spots in close enough proximity to be irradiated

simultaneously with a single laser pulse, the radius of each sample spot's desorption

plume. This parameter is important when implementing a delay time before extraction of

the ions produced after each laser pulse. Matrix molecules expand radially at velocities

on the order of 180-330 m/s.203
. 204 If a 100 ns delay was employed before ion

extraction, each plume would expand radially a distance of 18-33 11m before the electric

field extracts the ions into the field free region of the TOF. Therefore, if the separation

between the edges of the adjacent sample spots is only 20 11m, there is a great potential

for the desorption plumes of the two discrete sample spots to overlap. However, if the
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separation was increased to 200 urn, the extent of plume overlap would be significantly

decreased. Figures 6.48,C depict the impact of the proximity of the adjacent spots

relative to the radii of their respective desorption plumes (depiction based upon a recent

imaging study''") upon the inter-plume overlap.

If such an overlap occurred, it could have an impact on the ions observed in the

mass spectrum because the components of each desorption plume include both ions

and neutrals, creating potential for gas phase ion-molecule reactions to occur. For

example, the plumes for sample spot 1 and sample spot 2 in both Figures 6.48 and 6.4C

are shown to contain an ion M+ and a neutral molecule, respectively (the MALDI matrix

ions and neutrals in both plumes have not been included for simplicity). If the two

plumes overlapped, as in Figure 6.48, the gas phase ion-molecule reaction,

[M+]Plume 1 + [Neutral]plume 2~ [M+ + Neutral]lP (1 )

will occur if the neutral molecule has affinity for M+ and the rate of the reaction is

sufficiently fast that products are generated during the period of time that the two plumes

overlap (IP =inter-plume). If such reactions occurred, the mass spectrum would not be

just a composite of the discrete sample spots because of new ions that could not have

been created by either of the desorption plumes alone. Consideration of the extent of

plume overlap must account for the radial distribution of the components in the plume

that are known to vary with the square root of their mass, whereas the axial velocities of

the matrix and analyte are essentially identical.76, 205 This means that the heavier

analytes tend to be more centrally located and forward peaked whereas the lighter

analytes travel further radially.206

To test this hypothesis we chose the composition of the two sample spots to

mimic the situation described by equation (1). The ion-molecule reaction chosen to
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verify the interaction of adjacent plumes was the gas phase complexation of an alkali

metal ion by a linear polyether, poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG),

[CS+]Plume1 + [PEG neutral] plume 2 ~ [CS++ (PEG)neutral]IP (2)

This reaction was chosen because it has been well studied207-209 by MALDI-TOF

MS and we have studied it in the past using electrospray ion trap MS.21o It has been

shown that the extent of the cationization of neutra l PEG by an alkali metal ion occurring

in the desorption plume of a single sample spot peaks at an optimal delayed extraction

time because of gas phase secondary ionizatlon.?" Therefore, this was a viable ion-

molecule reaction to study because it has been shown to occur in the desorption plume

of a single sample spot. However, in our study, instead of having the source of both the

cations and the neutral polymers being a single desorption plume from a single sample

spot, we separated the two reactants into two sample spots that were irradiated

simultaneou sly and thus only if their desorption plumes overlapped would we see

cationization of the neutral PEG by Cs"

(A) (B) :~

Figure 6.5 Images co llected (A) before and (B) after mass spectra were co llected at
posit ions i, ii, and iii. The black ovals, tha t are not drawn to scale, approximate the laser
spot size at each pos it ion.

Mass spectra were collected at the positions indicated as i, ii, and iii in Figure

6.5B. The black ovals represent the position where the laser spot was directed to collect

each spectrum. By comparing the ions observed in the mass range where the PEG was
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detected, the overlap of the two desorption plumes was ascertained (Figure 6.6). When

the sample containing PEG was analyzed (i), the mass spectrum revealed ions

corresponding to different degrees of polymerization of PEG that were sodiated. Ions

that were potassiated were also observed in small quantities. No sodium or potassium

was added to this sample so their source was the solvents, matrix, or PEG itself. The

mass spectrum of the CsCI containing sample spot (iii) showed no ions for PEG, as

expected. When the edges of the sample spots, separated by 20 urn, were irradiated

simultaneously ions corresponding to sodiated, potassiated, and cesiated PEG were

observed. This suggested that the desorption plumes had overlapped and some neutral

PEG molecules coordinated free Cs", Note that because the affinity of PEG for Cs" is

less than that of Na+ and K+ in the gas phase,"? the Na+ and K+ were not displaced from

the PEG, so any sodiated and potassiated PEG that formed were still detected.

6.5 CONCLUSION

Despite the widespread use of MALDI-TOF-MS over nearly 2.5 decades after it

was introduced, there is still debate over the prevailing ionization mechanisms

involved.58, 59, 80 For example, it has even been suggested that in some cases secondary

reactions in the desorption plume may be so dominant that the primary ionization events

may not be reflected at all in the final ion distribution detected in the mass spectrum."

To ascertain the dominant physical and chemical mechanisms operating in the MALDI

ion source it has been proposed that definitive studies probing the secondary processes

occurring in the desorption plume are necessary.i" The method of simultaneously

irradiating adjacent sample spots with a single laser pulse described here will

complement the existing techniques used to probe gas phase ion-molecule reactions in

the MALDI ion source, such as the use of delayed extraction," two well-timed single
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pulses from two lasers213-215 or two pulses from a single laser.": 213, 216 Overall, it has

been demonstrated that by changing the focus from single sample spot analysis by

MALDI to the analysis of multiple sample spots simultaneously using a single laser

pulse, new avenues of fundamental and applied research can be envisioned.
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Figure 6.6 Averaged mass spectra (16 laser shots) of PEG ions detected at each position
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CHAPTER 7

7 Can Analyte Ion Signal Suppression in MALOI Caused by
Internal Standards be Reduced by using Simultaneous
Irradiation of Adjacent Sample Spots?

7.1 CONTEXT

In this chapter the exploration of the analytical utility of the strategy of

simultaneously irradiating adjacent MALOI sample spots using a single laser pulse

described in Chapter 6 is continued.

7.2 ABSTRACT

In general, the use of internal standards for calibration provides both high mass

accuracy and opportunities for quantitation when performing mass spectrometric

analyses. However, during the analysis of analytes of unknown concentration, analyte

ion signal suppression can often occur as a result of over-spiking the internal standard

when using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALOI-MS).

Here we introduce and test the hypothesis that single laser simultaneous irradiation of

two adjacent MALOI sample spots, one for the analyte and one for the internal

standards, can be used to eliminate analyte ion suppression. A suitable system

exhibiting signal suppression was first developed: a single analyte (substance P, 1.5 IlM)

and two internal standards (angiotension I and renin tetradecapeptide substrate at 15

IlM and 11 IlM, respectively). A discrete MALOI sample spot containing substance P

alone exhibited [substance P + H+] ion abundances -7 times that observed in a sample

spot that contained all three peptides. Next, a piezoelectric droplet dispenser was used

to prepare sets of two adjacent sample spots 100 urn in diameter and separated by 20
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urn. The first sample spot contained substance P and the second contained

angiotension I and renin tetradecapeptide substrate. When these adjacent sample spots

were irradiated simultaneously, the signal suppression of substance P was alleviated.

This result is of potential significance to a broad range of mass spectrometry users

because it supports the theory that analyte ion suppression is dominated by in-plume

processes. These results suggest that the simultaneous irradiation of adjacent sample

spots can be used in a robust pseudo-internal standard calibration method for MALOI

MS as well as improved approaches for imaging of tissues by MALOI-MS.

7.3 INTRODUCTION

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALOI) has not only become a

routine ionization mode in MS laboratories but has established itself as a crucial method

for biochemical research, profoundly impacting the development of proteomic research

because of its high sensitivity and ease of use.53, 109, 217 However, ion suppression has

been observed in many forms during MALOI experiments: matrix ions can suppress low

molecular weight ions and vice versa.i" mixtures of peptides often result in suppression

of specific peptides.i"' 220 and contaminants from sample preparations such as gel

electrophoresis often inhibit analyte ion formatlon.F' In addition to sample preparation

methods that are known to influence peptide ion signal lntenslties.": 222 the ion

suppression effect can mainly be attributed to the gas-phase reactions that occur in the

desorption plume after laser irradiation.59
, 80, 96 For instance, intrinsic properties of

peptides determined by the existence of specific amino acids223 impacts their gas-phase

basicity" thus influencing their likelihood of becoming protonated in an in-plume gas

phase reaction.
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A common scenario in which analyte ion suppression arises is in the use of

internal standards for peptide mapping experiments. In this case, ion suppression can

decrease the sequence coverage obtained and possibly result in failure of protein

identification. To resolve this issue, serial dilution is required to determine the

appropriate amount of internal standard to produce sufficient ion intensities of both the

analyte and the internal standard to perform both the mass calibration and peptide

identification from the same mass spectrum. This approach consumes precious sample

and time. The simplest solution to this problem is to avoid it by using the method of

external standards, where the standard and analyte peptides are located in discrete

sample spots. This method solves the problem of analyte ion signal suppression by

isolating the desorption plumes from the analyte and standard sample spots. However,

it suffers from decreased relative mass accuracies because of mass calibration shifts

that arise from the standard and analyte sample spot being placed on different positions

on the MALDI plate. In accordance, it has been shown that mass accuracies improve as

the distance between the external standard and the analyte sample spots is reduced.202

Here we propose and investigate a hypothesis (Figure 7.1) that signal

suppression effects observed due to internal standards could be reduced by using a

recently introduced strategy, the simultaneous irradiation of two closely spaced sample

spots by a single laser.224 This strategy uses the same approach as the external

standard method, i.e. physically separating the analyte and standard desorption plumes,

but takes advantage of having the samples closely spaced. Figure 7.1 shows the

hypothetical mass spectra collected from discrete sample spots of a two-component

internal standard (Figure 7.1A) and an analyte, composed of a mixture of peptides

(Figure 7.1B). When the two are mixed to create a single sample spot, the internal

standard suppresses the analyte signals, resulting in decreased sequence coverage
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(Figure 7.1 C). If the two sample spots remain discrete , but are irradiated

simultaneously, then a composite mass spectrum containing all ions produced in the two

discrete desorption plumes should result (Figure 7.1 D). Because the analyte was

prepared in a sample spot separate from the standards there should be no impact on the

ionization efficiency of the analyte ions. This hypothesis suggests that a novel method

of calibration could be developed that has characteristics of both internal and external

standard methods of mass calibration for MALOI-MS. This method would take

advantage of the decreased impact of standards interfering with unknown ionization

efficiencies through external calibration offering improved quantitative performance while

simultaneously affording the mass accuracy benefit of an internal calibration method .
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Figure 7.1 The single laser simultaneous irradiation of adjacent sample spots for
reduction of analyte ion suppression hypothesis. Hypothetical mass spectra collected
from single discrete sample spots containing (A) two internal standards (asterisk), (B) a
multi-component analyte (peptides from a proteolytic digest), (C) the analyte spiked with
the internal standards and from (0) two discrete sample spots of (A) and (B)
simultaneously irradiated by a single laser (denoted by dashed circle). Because the ions
are created in separate plumes in (0), the analyte ion signal suppression (arrows)
observed in (C) should be eliminated.

To test the hypothesis, a piezoelectric droplet dispenser was used to create

analyte and externa l calibrant sample spots that were separated by - 20 11m. By
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directing the laser focus to a spot between the two samples, desorption/ionization from

both sample spots occurred simultaneously. The ion abundances measured from such

experiments were studied with a focus on ion signal suppression effects. Implications of

the results with respect to calibration methods in MALOI-MS for application in proteomics

experiments and molecular imaging of tissue are discussed.

7.4 EXPERIMENTAL

7.4.1 Chemicals

The MALOI matrix a-cyano-4-hydroxy cinnamic acid (CHCA), renin substrate

tetradecapeptide (hereafter referred to as renin), substance P, angiotension I,

trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), methanol (MeOH), and acetonitrile (MeCN) were purchased

from Sigma (St. Louis, MI). All chemicals were used without further purification.

Solutions were prepared in H20 with 0.1 % TFA as described in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Composition of solutions used in the signal suppression study. All solutions
were prepared in H20 with 0.1% TFA.

Concentration (IlM)

Peptide Mix1 Mix2 Mix3 Mix4 Mix5 Mix6 SubP Int. St.

1 Angiotension I 15 15 15 15 15 15 0 15

2 Substance P 15 7.5 1.5 0.15 0.015 0.0015 1.5 0

3 Renin 11 11 11 11 11 11 0 11
Ratio

SubstanceP : 1 2 10 100 1000 10000
Angiotension I

7.4.2 Preparation ofAdjacent Sample Spots

Sample spots were prepared using a piezoelectric droplet-on-demand

dispenser (Microfab technologies Ltd., Plano, Texas) fitted with a 40 urn diameter

orifice. A 1.00 III aliquot of a 10 mg/ml CHCA solution (50:50 MeOH:MeCN, 0.1
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% TFA) was added to 9.00 f.1/ of either the ana/yte solution SubP or the internal

standard solution IntSt (Table 1), and 10.00 f.11 of 0.1 % TFA in MeCN. -5 f.11 of

this solution was loaded into the droplet dispenser. At a distance of -2 mm from

the MALOI target, which was mounted on a micrometer translation stage, 10

droplets were dispensed at 1 Hz directly into the same position of the target to

create one sample spot. A second spot was created in a simlar manner after the

translation stage had been moved. The separation between the original sample

spot and the adjacent sample spot was measured using light microscopy. This

was performed to ensure that two distinct adjacent sample spots had been

created, one composed of the co-crystallized matrix and peptide material in one

spot and, in the adjacent spot, co-crystallized matrix and the internal standards.

7.4.3 MALDI Mass Spectrometry

The peptides desorbed from each sample spot were characterized using a

MALOI-TOF-MS (MALOI-LR, Waters Corp., Manchester, UK) in reflectron mode.

The MS was operated with a pulse voltage =2450 V, reflectron voltage =2000 V,

source voltage = 15000 V, and a multichannel plate detector potential difference

of 1800 V. All mass spectra were smoothed twice with a Savitzky-Golay

algorithm with a window size of 3 and then background subtracted.

7.5 RESULTS

To test the hypothesis of whether simultaneous irradiation of adjacent sample

spots would be able to decrease the impact of analyte signal suppression due to internal

standards, a suitable system had to be developed first. The strategy implemented was
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to create a series of solutions (Mix1-Mix6) containing three peptides, two at fixed

concentration (internal standards) and one with decreasing concentrations (Table 7.1).

Oried droplet MALOI sample spots of Mix1-Mix6 were then prepared: a 1.00f.lL aliquot of

the solution was added to 1.00 ul, of a 10.00 mg/ml CHCA prepared in 50:50 MeOH:0.1

% TFA in MeCN. 1.00 ul, of this mixture was spotted onto the MALOI target and allowed

to dry. The ion abundances produced by MALOI of each sample spot were measured by

TOF-MS (Figure 7.2). When the mole ratio of substance P:angiotension I was 1:1 the

ion abundance ratio was 2.5:1 (Figure 7.2A, Mix1), whereas at a mole ratio of 1:10 the

ion abundance ratio was 1:2 (Figure 7.2C, Mix3). At mole ratios >1:10 the substance P

signal was negligible. The ion signal of [substance P + H+] measured from Mix3 was

suppressed by a factor of 5 relative to the spectrum from Mix 1 and was chosen as the

model system.

Two fresh solutions were then prepared that separated the components of Mix3,

one in which the only peptide contained within was substance P (1.5 f.lM) (solution SubP,

Table 1) and another that contained angiotension I (15 f.lM) and renin (11 f.lM) (solution

IntSt). For the remaining experiments, these two solutions, SubP and IntSt, would act as

the analyte and internal standards, respectively. Next, a series of discrete sample spots

of SubP and IntSt were created from 10 droplets each, delivered at 1 Hz by a

piezoelectric droplet dispenser. The ion abundance measured from the SubP sample

spot was -8 times that measured from Mix3 (Figure 7.3) even though they contained the

same absolute number of substance P molecules (4 fmol). This confirmed that the

substance P ion formation was suppressed during the MALOI process by the presence

of about an order of magnitude higher concentration of angiotension I (40 fmol) and

renin (30 fmol).
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Figure 7.2 Mass spectra of the six test solutions described in Table 10.1: (A) Mix1, (B)
Mix2, (C) Mix3, (D) Mix4, (E) Mix5, (F) Mix6. The peptides are labeled as (1) angiotension I,
(2) substance P, and (3) renin.

The droplet dispenser was then used to create a series of sample spots from 10

droplets of the solution SubP separated by 500 urn. Sample spots adjacent to that set

were each created from 10 droplets of the solution IntSt. Light microscopy of the co-

crystallized CHCAlpeptides showed that each sample spot was -100 urn in diameter

and both were contained within a circle of diameter -250 urn with an edge-to-edge

separation of -20 urn (Figure 7.4). The laser was directed at the space in between the

adjacent sample spots to irradiate both sample spots simultaneously. The ion

abundance ratio of substance P:angiotension I measured was 7:1, almost the same

value measured for the discrete samples that had been characterized to generate the
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spectra shown in Figure 7.3, indicating that the suppression of substance Pion

formation was reduced by -88 % (Figure 7.4C).
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Figure 7.3 The mass spectrum in the range of the isotopic pattern of [substance P +
H+] collected from the solutions Mix3 (dashed line) and SubP (solid line), highlighting the
signal suppression that occurred when analyzing Mix3. Both sample spots contained 4
fmol substance P.

Several features of this mass spectrum are worth extra attention. First of all, high

abundances of adducts with Na+ and K+ were detected for substance P. The ratio of

substance P/adduct ion abundances measured from the dried droplets of these solutions

was lower. It is suspected that the bare MALOI plate surrounding the adjacent sample

spots was the source of the adduct ions. Any Na+ and K+ ions ablated from the bare

MALOI plate could have formed adducts in a gas phase reaction with neutral substance

P molecules desorbed during the laser pulse. Although such secondary ion molecule

reactions may inhibit the utility of the simultaneous irradiation procedure, they can likely

be eliminated by using cleaner surfaces, or modified surfaces such as one precoated in

MALOI matrix. Alternatively, strategies may be developed that use surfaces built

specifically to enhance secondary ionization. Nonetheless, these adduct ions represent
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additional ion abundance for substance P that was not included in the ion abundance

ratio with angiotension I originally noted (7:1), thus the suppression may have been

completely eliminated .
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Figure 7.4 (A) Light microscopy of adjacent sample spots prepared by dispensing 10
droplets of solution SubP (left) and lnt. St. (right) onto the MALOI plate. Inset (8) shows
the two sample spots that the mass spectrum of five laser pulses was collected from by
centering the lase r between the two sample spots (C). The peptides are labeled as (1)
angiotension I, (2) substance P, and (3) renin.

Another important feature is that the ion abundances in general were lower than

those measured from the discrete sample spots. This was because the laser was likely

not targeting the entire area of both adjacent sample spots, i.e. only a portion of each

sample spot was being irradiated . This highlights one of the challenges of performing

the simultaneous irradiation experiment using a conventional MALDI-MS instrument, the
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targeting system was built for analyzing sample spots typically >1 mm in diameter and

thus it is very difficult to know whether the laser was exactly targeting the center of the

two adjacent sample spots. The perceived reduction of analyte ion suppression may

have resulted from the laser being positioned over more of the substance P containing

sample spot than the internal standard containing sample spot , thereby produc ing more

substance Pions.
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Figure 7.5 Total ion chromatograms (A,B) measured from the sum of the ions produced
from stepping the MALOI target such that, in effect, the laser focus moved in a straight line
over two pairs of sample spots in Figure 7.4A. Spectra were collected at intervals of 20
J.1m and each data point is the sum of five laser shots. The chromatograms of the ion
intensity for each peptide is plotted in (C) corresponding to TIC (A), and (0) corresponding
TIC (B). The ion intensities in C and 0 correspond to substance P (solid line), renin
(dotted line), and angiontension I (dashed line).

An experiment was designed to overcome this obstacle. The laser intensity

required for threshold ionization of substance P from a discrete sample spot was
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determined. After setting the laser intensity to 10% above that required for threshold

ionization, consecutive mass spectra were collected as the MALDI sample stage was

stepped under the laser focus in such a manner that, in effect, the laser focus travelled

in a straight line across the two adjacent sample spots. The instrument used in this

study is capable of a step size of 20 urn on its X-V translation of the MALDI plate. At

each position the total ion abundance from five laser pulses was summed over the mass

range 1-3000 and plotted as a total ion chromatogram (TIC) (Figure 7.5A,B). The origin

of the x-axis was -50 urn to the left of the SubP sample spot in Figure 7.4B. From the

TIC, the profile of the two adjacent sample spots was very clear. The two maxima in

total signal ion intensity resulted from the laser irradiating each sample spot sequentially.

The ion abundance to the surrounding the maxima in the ranges 0-60 urn and 320-380

urn was a result of irradiating the bare MALOI plate and the edge of the sample spots.

Mass spectra of this region revealed that Na", K+, and matrix ions constituted the total

ion signal in this region.

By plotting chromatograms using just the ion signal intensity collected for each

specific ion contained in the two sample spots, information regarding the contribution of

each peptide ion to the total ion signal at each specific position was extracted (Figure

7.5C,D). For example, the two maxima at -150 urn and 250 urn in the Figure 7.5A

corresponded with the peak ion abundances obtained for substance P and the internal

standards in Figure 7.5C, respectively. Thus the two peaks represent the center of the

two sample spots and the distance between the two peaks -100 urn, represents the

approximate center-to-center separation of the two sample spots. This data also

showed that there was a small region of overlap (-20 urn) between the ion

chromatograms where signals from both sample spots were measured, and that those

signals were 5-10 times lower than the peak ion abundances (Figure 7.5C).
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The profile measured for different pairs of sample spots displayed similar

characteristics. For example, Figure 7.5D showed the two maxima corresponding to the

two sample spots but an increase in the size of the overlap region, -100 urn, with

increased ion abundances was measured. This variability could have resulted from the

non-uniform morphology of the sample spots resulting in a smaller spacing between the

two sample spots. The spacing produced by this method of sample spot preparation

varied by <10 urn and thus this could not account for the increase in the overlap region

size of -80 urn, Therefore it is likely that the orientation of the laser relative to the

sample spots or non-uniform distribution of the analyte within the sample spots caused

the variability observed. The challenge is that conventional MALDI-MS instruments are

not designed with this type of high-fidelity positioning of the laser in mind, and the exact

positioning of the laser was not known. For example, if the two data sets were collected

with the laser at a different position relative to the center of the sample spots, as

suggested by the insets 1 and 2 of Figure 7.5C,D, a smaller overlap region would result

from path 1 and a larger overlap region would result from path 2. Nonetheless, the

analyte suppression by the standard ions was reduced whenever adjacent sample spots,

one containing the analyte and one containing the standard ions, were irradiated

simultaneously.

The alleviation analyte ion signal suppression by internal standards using the

simultaneous irradiation of adjacent sample spots demonstrated, provides impetus for

further characterization of this strategy as a new calibration method for MALDI-MS. In

this approach, the calibration standards are desorbed/ionized in the same laser pulse as

the analyte and then detected in the same mass spectrum as the analytes, thereby

potentially minimizing mass calibration error compared to performing an external

standardization. To explore this notion, the average mass accuracy of the substance P
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m/z measurement was calculated for the internal standard sample (Mix3) and from

samples that were simultaneously irradiated using only the two peptides angiotension I

and renin, resulting in 31 and 46 ppm, respectively. Although the mass accuracy

obtained from the simultaneous irradiation method was less than that obtained from the

internal standard calibration method, it was 2.5 times more accurate than the external

standard mass calibration (114 ppm). Therefore this new calibration method based on

the simultaneous irradiation of two samples offers the advantages of both external

(reduced ion suppression) and internal standard calibration (high mass accuracy).

Furthermore, this strategy can be used in existing commercial MALOI-TOF-MS

instruments, is simple to implement, can be adapted to fit into pre-existing sample

preparation procedures, and is cost efficient. However, at this stage of development,

low ion signal intensities limit the utility of this strategy. Low signal intensities were

observed because a small area of the two sample spots was simultaneously irradiated.

To increase the size of the area of the two sample spots that is simultaneously

irradiated, the sample spots could be moved closer together or the area that the laser

irradiates could be increased by defocusing the laser.

The single laser simultaneous irradiation of adjacent MALOI sample spots also

has implications for the emerging field of imaging mass spectrometry using MALOI

Ms. 194
, 199.200 For example, when a tissue is covered in a uniform layer of MALOI matrix

and irradiated by the laser, the ion signals of peptides or proteins present in the tissue at

low abundances are likely to be suppressed because of in-plume processes. The data

presented here shows that instead of applying a uniform layer of matrix onto the tissue,

arrays of matrix spots <20 urn in diameter could be formed on the tissue and then

irradiated using a defocused laser. This would allow any small localization of low

abundance peptides or proteins to become ionized because they would be processed in

their own desorption plume and thereby not have to compete during in-plume processes
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with the higher abundant ones surrounding them. Thus ions produced from an array of

tiny sample spots on a tissue will be more representative of the surface than a uniform

coating of matrix because, in the latter preparation there is a greater probability of in

plume analyte ion suppression.

7.6 CONCLUSION

The simultaneous irradiation of adjacent sample spots was shown to be a viable

strategy for reducing analyte ion signal suppression due to internal standards. This

provides impetus for further characterization of this strategy as a calibration method for

MALOI-MS that exhibits the positive characteristics of both internal and external

calibrations. To help achieve this goal, next generation MALOI instruments could be

designed with a user-interface that provides higher fidelity control in the x-y translation

« 10 urn increments) and targeting feedback of the laser output interacting with the

MALOI sample spot.
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CHAPTER 8

8 Structural Characterization of cytidine 5'
triphosphate:phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase using
Limited Proteolysis and MALDI-MS
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8.1 CONTEXT

This chapter describes MALDI-TOF-MS characterization of the peptides

produced by the a-chymotrypsin proteolysis of the protein cytidine 5'-

triphosphate:phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase, CCT. It will serve as an introduction to

the next chapter describing analysis of CCT in other forms using capillary liquid

chromatography and a new MALDI-TOF-MS instrument equipped with both linear and

reflectron modes. These studies of CCT by mass spectrometry started as an effort to

provide Dr. Cornell with the actual molecular weight of the intact molecule . Upon

reviewing her previous studies of CCT, it was recognized that a great deal of information

could be obtained about this system using the limited proteolysis protocols that had

already been developed . Dr. Cornell performed all of the proteolysis and gel
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electrophoresis experiments, and contributed to data interpretation. I performed all

MALDI-TOF-MS work, interpreted the data, and wrote this manuscript.

8.2 ABSTRACT

Cytidine 5'-triphosphate:phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase (CCT) is a 367

amino acid membrane protein that regulates phosphatidylcholine synthesis in animal

cells. It is an intracellular amphitropic enzyme, that is, it reversibly binds to nuclear

membrane lipids in a process that regulates its function. Neither its inactive soluble

(CCT367,sol) or its active membrane-bound (CCT367,mem) forms have been

crystallized. Because the structures in their entirety are not known, many questions

remain regarding the full mechanism by which CCT's function is regulated. As a result,

other methods such as limited proteolysis monitored by gel electrophoresis have been

used to learn about the domain structure of CCT and its interaction with membrane

lipids. Work with synthetic peptides has shown that, at minimum, residues 236-288

(domain M) form an a-helix that binds to the membrane. The structure of domain M in

CCT367,sol is unknown but it has been implicated as being involved in autoinhibitory

inter-domain interaction with domain C (residues 74-236). Here the peptide fragments

ranging in mass from 1-42 kDa produced by a-chymotrypsin limited proteolysis of

CCT367,sol were characterized using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass

spectrometry (MALDI-MS), providing further insight into its domain structure, state of

posttranslational modification, and inter-domain interactions. Identification of >100

peptides and phosphopeptides revealed that rat CCT a-isoform was highly

phosphorylated, with an average of -6 sites >90 % phosphorylated. With regards to

domain M/C interactions, immediate protease access to domain M amino acids F234
,

y240, F263 suggested that they were not buried by tight interactions with other domains.
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Immediate cleavage at amino acid F285was not observed on intact CCT367,sol but was

observed at longer digestion times implying that the region surrounding amino acid F285

in domain M may be involved in the autoinhibitory interaction that renders CCT367,sol

inactive. Further investigation into the role of the C-terminal end of domain M in the

autoinhibitory mechanism of CCT367,sol is warranted.

8.3 INTRODUCTION

The key feature classifying CCT is its membrane regulated activity (Figure

8.1).225 There are three known types of amphitropic proteins and they are classified by

the moiety with which they bind to the membrane: lipid clamps, covalent lipid anchors,

and amphipathic helices.226. 227 It has been shown by proteolysis, mutaqenesls.F'' 229

lipid photolabelling, and work with synthetic peptides that CCT uses an internal -60

residue region (-236-299) as the primary membrane binding domain (domain M).230-233

The structure of this domain complexed to a mimetic detergent was solved by 2D-NMR

and in its membrane-associated form it forms a continuous a-helix, flanked by turns on

each end.231 The structure of domain M in the soluble form is unknown. So far, the

exact extent of the amino acid residues comprising domain M has not been conclusively

identified. A mutant of CCT not containing domain M formed by expressing amino acids

1-236 (CCT<:1236) was active in the soluble form and its activity was not regulated by

mernbranesi" whereas a CCT mutant 1-312 had activity similar to full length CCT.235

This data supports the notion that an autoinhibitory interaction requiring amino acids

237-312 occurs in CCT367,sol that renders the catalytic site inactive.235 Upon

membrane-binding this inhibitory interaction is removed and CCT activity increases.225

This reversible membrane binding forms the basis of CCT's postulated regulatory

mechanism234.235 and is in turn regulated by the nature of the membrane itself25, 227. 233.
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236-239 and the state of phosphorylation of domain P in CCT.229
, 240 The exact deta ils of

this doma in dissociation model for CCT activity have not been fully elucidated because

no high-resolution three-dimensional structures exist for this protein in the forms

CCT367,sol, CCT367,mem or CCT~236 .
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Figure 8.1 Amino acid sequence and (A) domain structure of CCT. (B) A postulated
domain dissociation model of membrane regulation of CCT activity.

X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) exper iments

remain the primary choice for determinat ion of the high-resolut ion three-d imens ional

structure of proteins. However, limitations in equipment and expertise, coupled with

challenges in obtaining protein crystals for X-ray crystallography or concentrated

solutions for NMR, often renders these methods inaccessible.?" In the case of CCT, it
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exists as a 84 kDa dimer and thereby presents an extreme challenge for solving its

structure via multidimensional NMR. Thus, complementary methods of probing protein

structure are employed. Limited proteolysis , also known as partial or controlled

proteolysis , offers much lower resolution information about the structure of proteins but

can provide very valuable information regarding tertiary structure through carefu lly

designed and executed experiments.

In order to retrieve structural information through proteolytic digestion , the

reaction must be limited in some way. Limitation of the proteolytic reaction is achieved

by alteration of the reaction conditions (time, temperature, pH, ionic strength) and/or by

ensuring the target protein is in a native state .242
• 243 Native state limited proteolysis is a

powerful tool for probing the higher order structure of proteins because it provides

information on the surface accessibility of particular peptide bonds of the folded protein .

In this case higher order structure and not primary sequence, as in the fully denatured

case required for peptide mapping experiments , is the main determinant of the site of

initial bond cleavage. In the case of native globular protein structures, limited proteolysis

can identify flexible surface loops, and in the case of multidomain proteins , such

experiments expose mobile hinge regions between the domains. Thus, the reaction

typically yields a nicked species that retains its overall fold under non-denaturing

conditions for most single domain proteins and potentially separates the individual

domains for multi-domain proteins. Furthermore, protein structures are dynamic,

undergoing conformational changes between different functional states. These

structural changes can transform accessible residues into residues that become buried

within the hydrophobic interior of the protein and vice versa . Hence for proteins of

unknown structure, limited proteolysis is useful for monitoring protein surface regions ,

ligand-induced conformational changes, domain boundaries and protein

unfolding/refolding.
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Limited proteolysis studies are typically performed using gel electrophores is to

separate the resultant peptides or protein domains by mass.r" Much of what has been

learned so far about the domain structure of CCT225. 227. 237, 244 using limited proteolysis

monitored by gel electrophoresis and other approaches is summarized in Figure 8.1 .

The N-terminus (domain N, 1-73) houses the nuclear localization signal. The residues

-74-236 constitute the catalytic domain (domain C), although the exact structure of the

catalyt ic site is unknown.P' Domain M, an a-helix within the residues 236-299, is used

sense to bind to membranes.230-233, 236 The C-terminal tail includes 16 serine residues

that are phosphorylated to varying degrees (315-367 , domain p).228, 229, 238, 240, 245 There

is no assigned function for the residues 300-314 . CCT exists as a homodimer as a

result of undefined intermolecular interactions believed to primarily involve domain N+C

in the dimer interface.r" :247

Limited a-chymotrypsin proteolysis of CCT monitored using gel electrophoresis

has shown that the digestion progressed as follows: 42(CCT) ---.. 39 ---.. 35 ---.. 30 ---.. 28 ---..

26 kDa.230 An anti-body raised against an N-terminal peptide revealed that all major

bands contained fragments with the N-terminus of the protein inclusive. Further

confirmation was received when an antibody directed against the C terminus only

reacted with the whole CCT and none of the fragments in this mass range. Based on

molecular mass estimations of the high mass fragments observed in the gels and the

specificity of a-chymotrypsin (Y=W=F>L>M), it was postulated that the cut sites near the

C terminus were F338, L303, F263, y 240, and y224. However, the low resolution and mass

accuracy (1 kDa error) of the gel electrophoresis did not allow for absolute determination

of the sites actually cleaved because there are numerous additional eligible cut sites in

the C terminus that would produce fragments with similar molecular masses (i.e. F334 ,

L31\ L299, F234, L230, L221
, y 216). Nonetheless , these data suggested that CCT has a
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bipartite structure with a tightly folded globular N-terminal domain of approximately 28

kDa linked to a more loosely folded and protease accessible C-terminal domain.

The development of mass spectrometric approaches for rapid peptide and

protein characterization allows limited proteolysis experiments to be performed with

much higher mass resolution and reproducibility. As a result of these advantages,

several groups have used the approach to learn about protein domain structure in

solution as well as structural changes upon denaturation and ligand binding.248-252

Described herein are experiments utilizing MALDI-MS analysis of peptides produced

from limited proteolysis experiments that provide a more accurate picture of the domain

structure of CCT367,sol. The identification of peptide fragments <10 kDa afforded by

MALDI-MS that were inaccessible in gel electrophoresis experiments revealed that the

N-terminal region of domain M was immediately accessible to the protease whereas the

C-terminal end was only rendered accessible at later time points. With regards to sites

of contact between domain M and the N+C domain (see Figure 8.1), our results have

implicated involvement of the C-terminal region past residue F263 of domain M and

involving residues <309. This new insight into the domain dissociation model of CCT

activation provides impetus to further explore the function of the C-terminal end of

domain M and the role of residues 300-314 in autoinhibition of the catalytic domain.

8.4 EXPERIMENTAL

8.4. 1 GGT Limited Proteolysis and Gel Electrophoresis

Recombinant rat CCT a-isoform was purified from a baculovirus expression

system using the method of Friesen et al.234 as modified by Davies et al.253 The

chymotrypsin digestion method has been described in detail previously.230,236 Briefly,

the reaction contained -4-8 !lM CCT and a 1/150 weight ratio of a-chymotrypsin to CCT.
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Aliquots of the reaction mixture were transferred after 0, 30, 60, 120, and 240 seconds to

vials containing phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), to quench the reaction. Samples

were boiled for 3 min in Laemmli sample buffer containing 4 % SOS and 2 % p

mercaptoethanol. Proteins and peptides were separated on a 12 % polyacrylamide gel,

operated at a constant voltage of 200 V, using the method of Laemmli. 254 The gels were

fixed and then stained with silver. 255

8.4.2 Mass Spectrometry

Trifluoracetic acid (TFA), acetonitrile (ACN) and the MALOI matrices a-cyano-4

hydroxy cinnamic acid (CHCA) and 3,5-dimethoxy cinnamic acid (sinapinic acid), were

purchased from Sigma. All mass spectra were collected using a Perseptive Biosystems

Voyager-DE MALDI-TOF-MS (Framingham, MA, USA) operating in linear mode with

delayed extraction. The digestion mixture (1.0 ~I) was mixed with 3.0 ~I of sinapinic acid

matrix (10 mg/ml in deionized water:ACN:2.5 % TFA in deionized water, 60:30:10). An

aliquot of 1.0 ~I was delivered to a gold-plated MALOI sample plate and allowed to dry at

room temperature. The mass spectra of the lower molecular weight C-terminal

fragments were collected with the accelerating voltage =20 kV, grid voltage =93.7 %,

guide wire voltage = 0.010 %, delay time = 50 ns, N2 laser power set at 380 ~J/pulse,

and the low mass gate set at 1 kDa. Mass spectra of the higher molecular weight N

terminal fragments were collected with the accelerating voltage = 25 kV, grid voltage =

88.0 %, guide wire voltage =0.030 %, delay time =350 ns, N2 laser power set at 500

~J/pulse, and the low mass gate set at 12 kOa. A mass standard kit (MS-CAL 1, Sigma,

St. Louis, MO) was used on a daily basis for external mass calibration. All mass spectra

shown are the averages of 256 laser shots and were smoothed using a 5 data point

boxcar average.
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8.5 RESULTS

8.5. 1 The C-terminal End of Domain M is Protease Inaccessible in Intact GCT

Analysis of the CCT367,sol digests by MALDI-TOF-MS increased the certainty

with which the cut sites could be assigned and enabled verification or modification of the

original gel electrophoresis-proposed cuts (Figure 8.2). The region of the mass

spectrum and gel electrophoresis shown covers the range of 23.5-43.5 kDa. The mass

spectrum showed that a-chymotrypsin rapidly cleaved C-terminal amino acids L351, F338,

L311, F263, y240, F234, y225 and y216 to create high molecular weight peptides 1M-L351, 1M

F338, 1M_L311, 1M_F263, 1M_y240, 1M_F234, 1M_y225, and 1M_y216 (Figure 8.28). The mass

errors for the peptides detected in the in the mass spectrum, calculated as the difference

between the theoretical average mass and the detected average mass, were <0.2%. In

the mass spectrum, the breadth of the ion peaks for the peptides 1M_F338, 1M_L351, and

1M_D367 was due to differential phosphorylation of CCT in domain P. The nature of these

phosphorylations will be discussed later. Of the originally proposed cut sites, the mass

spectral data confirmed four (F338, y263, y240, and y225), adjusted another (L303 to L311)

and identified two new cut sites (L351, F234) previously unrecognized in the gels.

The ion intensity in the mass spectrum and the gel band intensity of the peptide

1M_y225, produced by cleavage at y225, increased as the digestion progressed. y225 is

situated between domain C and domain M in what has been hypothesized as a flexible

hinge-type region connecting the two domains. Even after 240 s of proteolysis, when

the intensities of the larger peptides had decreased by a factor of ten in the mass

spectrum, the intensity of [1M_y225 + W] was still increasing (Figure 8.2E). As suggested

in the past, this supports the hypothesis that CCT367,sol exists in a bipartite structure

because the peptide bonds in 1M_y225 are protease inaccessible relative to those C

terminal to y225.230
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Figure 8.2 MALOI-TOF mass spectra and gel electrophoresis of the high mass peptides
produced by the proteolysis of CCT in its soluble form by a-chymotrypsin after (A) Os, (B)
30s, (C) 60s, (0) 120s, and (E) 240s. All peptides start from the N-terminus and extend to
the amino acid labeled (the cut site), for example ~263 represents the peptide 'M_F263

•

Cleavage did occur on the N-terminal side of y 225, e.g. to generate the peptide

' M_y216 (Figure 8.2). In fact , as the digestion progressed to 240 s, the a-chymotrypsin

gained accessibility as far as y 173 towards the N-terminus into the catalytic domain

cleaving at y 191 and F182. However, the peptide's abundances were low. This data

supports the notion that domain Nand C constitute a tightly folded globular structure.

Cleavage at the CCT N-terminus was also observed at later time points . Because of the

paucity of a-chymotrypsin sites in this region this protease is not ideal for analysis of the

conformation of the N terminal domain . Future work will employ an alternative protease

to investigate the N-terminus.

The second feature of importance observed in the gel electrophoresis and mass

spectrometry data was the low relative rate of cleavage of peptide bonds which would

have created peptides in the range of -30-35 kDa, between the peptides l M_F263and ' M-
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L311 (Figure 8.3). This was surprising given that this region, which spans from V264 to

M31o
, contains 11 potential cut sites with no observable rates of cleavage. Assuming that

all peptides have similar sensitivities in the MALOI process, the peptides observed in the

mass spectrum provide a representation of the peptide bonds that experienced the

highest rate of cleavage by a-chymotrypsin. Therefore, one explanation is that in the

native CCT367,sol fold these a-chymotrypsin sites are buried.
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Figure 8.3 MALOI mass spectra of peptides detected in the mass range 24-45 kOa
following a 60 s a-chymotrypsin showing no evidence of the peptide 1M_p85 (32.8 kOa).

The apparent protection of these peptide bonds may be a very important issue

with respect to the autoinhibition of CCT367,sol because interdomain contact sites are

not known. Furthermore, the role of residues 300-314 is completely undefined. Perhaps

this region also contacts domain C and is displaced by membrane-binding. If the

protection of these peptide bonds can be shown to be a result of an interaction with

domain C that renders CCT367,sol inactive, a great advance in the understanding of

CCT activation would be imminent.
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Figure 8.4 Peptides comprising portions of the C-terminal half of CCT detected (solid
lines) in the mass range 1.720 kDa by MALDI-MS after a 240 s digestion of CCT367,sol.
Peptides detected at low abundance are denoted by * and undetected peptides by dashed
lines. The arrows above the amino acid sequence point out eligible peptide bonds for
which no measurable rate of cleavage was measured.
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8.5.2 Insights into Interdomain Contact Sites via Low Molecular Weight Peptides

The limited proteolysis of eeT produces many peptides that have masses <

10,000 Da. Peptides in this mass range are less easily monitored using the gel

electrophoresis methodology. MALDI-MS analysis, in contrast, has the highest mass

accuracies in this mass range and thus access to a great deal of new information about

eeT structure was made available by analyzing these peptides. Figure 8.4 shows all of

the peptides identified «0.2 % average mass errors based on monoisotopic theoretical

masses) over the mass range 1.7 - 20 kDa. The data is presented in a simplified

manner. No phosphorylated peptides are shown, only the different peptides based

strictly on amino acid sequence. Some clarification is required if structural information is

to be inferred from this proteolytic data. First of all, the peptides F338_L351, T226_F234, A217_

y225, K183_y191, and S174_F182 were denoted as not detected because they fall in the

region of the MALDI-MS spectrum that is dominated by matrix ions and clusters thereof.

Therefore, the information about these peptides was not used to infer structural

information about eeT. The very low abundance of the peptides A217_y240 and A217_F263

can be justified by the fact that they span the hypothesized hinge region of eeT. One of

the most rapidly cleaved sites, y225, resides between A217_y240 and A217_F263 thus the

likelihood of a-chymotrypsin cleaving before and after y225 before it actually cleaves at

y225 was very low. The very low abundance of the peptides containing y225 as their e

terminus implies that a-chymotrypsin prefers to cleave at y216 before traveling towards

the N-terminus.

Other peptides not detected in the mass spectrum must be accounted for as well.

The peptide S286_L311 most likely was not detected because there were nine eligible cut

sites between S286 and L311. If a-chymotrypsin were to cleave anyone of those sites,

S286_L311 would not be detected. The peptides produced by cleavage at those sites are
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not detected because their abundance would be very low. The absence of the peptides

1235_F263 and H241_F263 from the mass spectra is, as of yet , unexplained although it could

simply be due to signal suppression. However, the absence of these peptides in the

spectrum is odd because the three sites requ iring cleavage to produce these peptides

are cleaved quite rapidly as displayed in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. Nonetheless, Figure 8.5

shows that numerous other peptides were detected as a result of cleavage at F285 (T226_

F285
accessib le

+
N+C

Y225

a-chymo
cut at Y225

•
~

/
P

F285 inaccess ib le

N+C

Y225

Figure 8.5 A model depicting the change in accessibility of site F285 after proteolytic
cleavage on its N-terminal side (in th is case at Y225) implicating the involvement of this
region in the autoinhibitory interaction. Domains are identified by their letters N,C,M, and
P.

With regards to the role of the C-termin al end of domain M in CCT interdomain

contacts , the most important observation was the detection of peptides produced by

cleavage at F285, V264_ F285 and H241_F285. Recall that peptide 1M_F285, mass =32.8 kDa

was not observed in the gel or MALDI-MS characterization of these samples whereas

1M_F263 and 1M_L311 were . As mentioned earlier, this implies that F285 and the amino

acids around it are protease inaccessible in native CCT. Because only small secondary

peptides were detected with C-termini at F285, it is proposed that F285 becomes

accessible only after cleavage at the hinge between domains C and M (Figure 8.5). The

interaction between domain N/C and domain M is noncovalent (i.e. weak and

dissociable) and cleavage of the peptide backbone anywhere in the hinge region would

release the non-covalent linkage of doma in M with domain C. Domain separation is a
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commonly experienced phenomenon observed during limited proteolysis.241-243 Thus, it

is conceivable that access to cut sites in domain M is enhanced upon relase of the non-

covalent linkage and a cut at F285would be plausible.
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Figure 8.6 MALOI mass spectra of CCT367,sol peptides detected (A) in the mass range 24
45 kOa following a 1.5 min Arg-C digestion and (B) in the mass range 2.8-7.5 kOa following
a 10 min digestion. Note the absence a peak corresponding to 1M_R283 (32.6 kOa) in (A).

8.5.3 Further Evidence of the role of C-Terminal End of Domain M: Digestion of

CCT367,sol by Arg-C

To gain further insight, several proteases (Trypsin, Glu-C, Lys-C, Arg-C) and

CNBr were surveyed as potential candidates based on the degree of usefulness of the
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potential data that would be obtained from digestion CCT367,sol with each of them (i.e.

are the cut sites in pertinent positions). Arg-C was determined to be the most useful

because CCT had a few strategically positioned potential cut sites in this region (R245
,

R283
, R309

) , while also having potential cut sites in the hinge region (R223
) and domain P

(R328
, R335

, R353
) . For comparison , a-chymotrypsin has 21 eligible cut sites C-terminal to

R223
. Thus the digestion pattern produced by Arg-C was expected to be less complex.

The time course digestion of CCT367,sol by Arg-C revealed burial of the C-terminal end

of domain M in intact CCT, as the peptide M1_R283 was not detected (Figure 8.6A). This

mass spectrum also revealed that the N-terminus of CCT was protease accessible.

Beyond the scope of this manuscript , this observation will be discussed in future work .
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Figure 8.7 The predicted C-terminal peptide fragments from a complete digestion of CCT
by a-chymotrypsin and the actual peptide fragments detected by MALOI-TOF-MS. The
arrows above the amino acid sequence indicate eligible peptide bonds for a-chymotrypsin
cleavage.

In accordance with the a-chymotrypsin data, at longer time points after a cut in

the hinge-region around residue 225, lower molecular weight peptides were detected

indicating cleavage at the C-terminal end of domain M. In this case, R223 was cleaved in
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the hinge region, releasing any non-covalent linkage between domain M and C. This

provided access to R 283 to generate G224_R283, V246_R283, and E284_R309 (Figure 8.68).

8.5.4 Domain P Phosphorylated Peptides

The limited proteolysis of CCT367,sol also provided a great deal of information

regarding the degree of its post-translational modification and further evidence

supporting the hypothesis regarding the interdomain interaction. The a-chymotrypsin

digestion of CCT on the C-terminal side of y225 demonstrated in Figure 8.2, which shows

the largest N-terminal derived peptides, also produced a corresponding collection of

smaller C-terminal derived peptides. The C-terminus houses domain P, a region known

to contain a high degree of differential serine phosphorylation in CCT.245 Within the

residues 309-367 of domain P, there are 5 eligible cut sites for a-chymotrypsin

proteolysis, denoted by arrows in Figure 8.7. The peptide bonds are cleaved on the C

terminal side of the amino acid, resulting in 14 potential peptides with distinct amino acid

sequences if domain P were digested to completion. Fifteen peptides were identified

with an average mass difference of ±0.006% from their theoretical average mass (Table

8.1). The number of peptides detected was larger than the number expected based on

the amino acid sequence because the peptides were actually phosphopeptides with

differing degrees of phosphorylation. In fact, only 5 of the 15 potential peptides with

distinct amino acid sequences were detected, but they existed as several sets of peaks,

separated by 80 Da for each additional serine phosphorylation (Figure 8.8).

Identification of these low molecular weight phosphopeptides, revealed that the sites

within domain P cleaved by a-chymotrypsin after a 60 s digestion were L311
, F338

, and

L351. These cut sites correlated with those determined previously using the N-terminal

inclusive high molecular weight peptides.
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Sequence analysis of reverse-phase high performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC) purified radioactive peptides from 32P04-labeled, baculovirus-expressed CCT

digested by trypsin, has revealed that all 16 serines within the 55 C-terminal residues

(domain P) are phosphorylated.i" Out of a population of CCT molecules, not every

molecule has all serines phosphorylated at one time, but Macdonald and Kent

determined that there were six serines (315, 319, 329, 331, 343, and 362)

phosphorylated >90% of the time while the rest were 50-75% phosphorylated.i'"
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Figure 8.8 MALOI-TOF mass spectra of the C-terminal phosphopeptides produced from a
a-chymotrypsin proteolytic digestion of CCT367,soi for 0, 30, and .60 s. The amino acid
sequence that the fragment spans and the degree of phosphorylation of each individual
peptide are labelled. All spectra are normalized to the phosphopeptide 3395 _0367 + HP03•

Although this methodology provides quantitative measure of the phosphorylation,

it is very time consuming. Because the MALDI-TOF-MS data of CCT limited proteolysis

contained multiple peptides with differing degrees of phosphorylation in a single mass

spectrum, a rapid semi-quantitative method to determine the extent of phosphorylation of

CCT could be devised. An important note regarding this proposed method is that the

high abundance of phosphorylation in domain P eliminates the need to perform special

purification steps for phosphopeptide detection. For example, because the peptide S339_
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0 367 contains multiple serines that are likely >50% phosphorylated, detection of its

phosphorylated forms becomes facile. Figure 8.8 shows that the phosphorylated

peptides actually give larger signals relative to some non-phosphorylated peptides, likely

due to their high abundance. This is in contrast to many proteins that, after proteolytic

digestion, may produce a single phosphopeptide that has only one site that is

phosphorylated at <10%. As a result, great efforts have been directed towards the

development of both sample preparation and instrumental means of characterizing such

low abundance phosphopeptides.256-261 Thus, the phosphopeptides of CCT provide a

unique opportunity to develop a rapid semi-quantitative method to characterize the

degree of phosphorylation of a protein.

Table 8.1 Theoretical and measured masses of the actual phosphopeptides observed in
the MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of CCT367,sol, including the potential, expected, and
measured degree of phosphorylation of each.

Domain P peptides with
Detected Protonated Peptide Fragments

Degree of
potential serine Phosphorylation

phosphorylation sites # Theoretical' Measured % mass Normalized
% A B Cdepicted P04 m/z m/z difference signal

312QAI~PKQ~PSSSPTHER 4 6316.45 6316.3 0.002 0.21974 21.9
~P~PS.FRWPF~GKTS.P~ 5 6396.43 6396.4 0.001 0.28168 28.0 16 >6 5.5
S.PAS.LS.RCKAVTCDl~E 6 6476.41 6476.4 0.000 0.28452 28.4
DEED367

7 6556.36 6557.4 0.016 0.21742 21.7

312QAI~PKQ~PSSSPTHER 4 4534.55 4535.2 0.014 0.20715 36.3
SPSPSFRWPFSGKTSPSS 5 4614.53 4615.3 0.016 0.17569 30.8 14 >5 5.0
~PAS.L351 - - - 6 4694.51 4694.7 0.004 0.18880 32.9

312QAI~PKQ~PSSSPTHER
2 3267.29 3266.9 0.012 0.25374 35.7

~P~PS.FRWPF338 3 3347.27 3347.4 0.004 0.23743 33.4 8 >4 3.0
4 3427.25 3427.2 0.001 0.21971 30.9

339SGKTSPSSSPASLSRC
0 2988.21 2988.4 0.006 0.44257 21.1

- KAVTCDl~EDEED367 1 3068.19 3068.4 0.007 1 47.7 8 >2 1.1
2 3148.17 3148.3 0.004 0.65248 31.1

352s.RCKAVTCDl~EDEED 0 1800.93 1801.1 0.009 0.38433 54.7
2 >1 0.5367 1 1880.91 1880.9 0.001 0.31828 45.3

A: Potential, based on the total number of serines in the peptide amino acid sequence.
B: MacDonald method, baculovirus-expressed CCT purified by MacDonald methodi"
C: Friesen method, baculovirus-expressed CCT purified by Friesen method?'
§ >90% phosphorylated as determined by MacDonald and Kent,245 the rest ~50-60%.
1 the theoretical average mass calculated using the amino acid sequence plus phosphorylations.
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Figure 8.9 The mass spectrum of a 240s digestion of CCT367,sol. The inset depicts the
identification of the peptide fragments of differing degrees of phosphorylation.

The number of phosphates on each peptide was calculated by the mass shift (80

mass-to-charge (m/z) units per phosphate) from the theoretical mass of the

unphosphorylated peptide. For example, in the mass spectrum the peptide L351_0367,

with only two eligible sites of phosphorylation, was observed to have either zero or one

phosphate. Peptides encompassing the entire domain P, such as Q312_0367, contained

all of the eligible sites of phosphorylation so multiple phosphopeptides were observed

(Q312_036 + 4-7P04) . The relative signal intensities of the protonated C-terminal

phosphopeptides detected were tabulated and used to calculate the average degree of

phosphorylation for each peptide (Table 8.1). This was accomplished by normalizing

each group of phosphopeptide signals for a distinct amino acid sequence (Le. Q312_0367)
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and then using the normalized values to calculate the percentage of phosphopeptides

with each degree of phosphorylation. These percentages were then used to calculate a

measured average degree of phosphorylation for the amino acid sequence. Table 8.1

compares the MALDI-MS measured degree of phosphorylation of each peptide and

values calculated based on Macdonald and Kent's data with the potential degree of

phosphorylation if all serines were phosphorylated. In general, the MALDI-MS values

were -1 phosphorylation less than the values measured by MacDonald and Kene45 for

baculovirus-expressed GGT that was purified by a different procedure than we used.

This implies that phosphatase activity was suppressed to similar degrees during both

purification protocols.

In addition to these low molecular weight peptides derived from domain Palone,

we have detected phosphopeptides in the 10-17 kDa range which span domain M+P.

These were also detected earlier by Johnson et a/. who tentatively assigned them based

on "gel mass", antibody reactivity and N-terminal sequencing of the largest and smallest

fragments in this region.232 The identity of this collection of bands was more precisely

defined by MALDI-MS (Figure 8.9). The bands in this region were composed of many

peptides, some of which contained portions of domain P. The differing degrees of

phosphorylation separated their masses by only 80 Da so the multiple peptide bands in

this region appear smeared together. The inset of Figure 8.9 shows the mass spectrum

extending from -13-17 kDa. The capability of the mass spectrometer to resolve the

collection of peptides within this region enabled their definitive assignment: 226T_F338, 2351_

L351, 226T_L351, 2351_D367, and 226T_D367 (in their phosphorylated states). For instance, note

that these peptides span from near the hinge region, cut at y225 or F234 by a

chymotrypsin, all the way into domain P. This means that they all contain domain M, as

predicted by the antibody work. 232 This data supports the hypothesis presented in

Figure 8.6 that cleavage of the peptide backbone in the hinge region occurs early
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enough in the digestion to release domain M+P from domain N+C, increasing access to

the originally buried F285
.

8.6 CONCLUSIONS

MALDI-MS has been used to identify the peptides produced when a highly

phosphorylated amphitropic enzyme, CCT, in its inactive soluble form (CCT367,sol) was

subjected to time-course limited proteolysis by a-chymotrypsin and Arg-C. The majority

of peptides produced spanned the membrane-binding domain and the phosphorylated

domain at the C-terminal end, suggesting the catalytic domain was quite resistant to

proteolysis under the conditions used. A hypothesis implicating an inter-domain

interaction between the C-terminal end of domain M in the region surrounding F285
,

possibly out to residue 308, with domain N/C as a key component of the autoinhibition

mechanism of CCT367,sol was developed. The differentially phosphorylated peptides

derived from domain P were identified, enabling the average degree of peptide

phosphorylation to be determined directly from the MALDI-MS data. This showed that

the Friesen purification protocol of baculovirus-expressed CCT contains roughly the

same phosphorylation pattern as the Macdonald method. Most importantly, the fact that

both preparations are heterogeneously phosphorylated will influence future efforts to

crystallize CCT.
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CHAPTER 9

9 Changes in Interdomain, Domain-membrane and Intersubunit
Interactions Associated with the Membrane-Regulation of
CTP:phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase Activity Measured
by Limited Proteolysis, Capillary Liquid Chromatography,
and Offline MALDI-MS

9.1 CONTEXT

This chapter continues work designed to gain insight into the structural aspects

of CCT and thus reference to chapter 8 may be required. Here data collected from two

other forms of CCT, the membrane-bound form and a mutant missing domain M+P, are

compared directly against data collected from CCT367,sol. Dr. Cornell performed all of

the proteolysis and gel electrophoresis experiments, and contributed to data

interpretation. I performed all capillary liquid chromatography (caplC) and MAlDI-TOF-

MS work, interpreted the data, and wrote this manuscript. Several experiments involving

various antibodies were excluded to maintain focus on the mass spectrometric analyses.

9.2 ABSTRACT

Interdomain, domain-membrane, and intersubunit interactions of a homodimeric

amphitropic phosphorylated membrane protein, cytidine 5'-triphosphate:phosphocholine

cytidylyltransferase (CCT), were probed by studying three forms of CCT: the full 367

residue soluble form CCT367,sol, its membrane bound form CCT367,mem, and a

mutant consisting of residues 1-236, CCT~236, that does not contain the membrane-

binding domain (domain M). Many studies using these CCT forms have been conducted

because they provide an accurate model for studying CCT membrane regulated activity,

however, they have never been subjected to concurrent limited proteolysis. Peptides

produced from the a-chymotrypsin and Arg-C limited proteolysis of each form were
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identified using gel electrophoresis and capillary liquid chromatography coupled offline to

matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS). A lucid

display of protease accessibility of the peptide backbone of each form was generated by

tallying the number of peptides detected that resulted from cleavage at each eligible cut

site. This display, hereafter termed a peptide bond accessibility map (PBAM), was

employed because display of the> 1000 mass spectra collected as a result of analyzing

each form at multiple time points for both proteases using both linear and reflectron

MALDI-MS was not possible. The PBAMs revealed new information regarding the

protease accessibility of the N-terminal domain residues 1-75 (domain N), upon

membrane binding, suggesting a conformational change involving this structurally

uncharacterized domain upon membrane binding. A protease resistant core of CCT was

identified (residues -80-151). Upon membrane binding residues 234,240,263, and 285

were rendered protease inaccessible, confirming the hypothesis that these residues

exist within the domain M of CCT367,mem. The C-terminal phosphorylated domain was

highly accessible in the CCT367,sol and CCT367,mem. From these data, a new model

that situates the other domains of CCT around domain C in both the soluble and

membrane-bound forms was developed.

9.3 INTRODUCTION

Cytidine 5'-triphosphate:phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase (CCT) is a 367

amino acid membrane protein that regulates phosphatidylcholine synthesis in animal

cells.262 It is an intracellular amphitropic enzyme, that is, it reversibly binds to nuclear

membrane lipids in a process that regulates its function.225 Although conformational

changes are known to occur upon membrane-binding,236,247 neither its inactive soluble

(CCT367,sol) or its active membrane-bound (CCT367,mem) forms have been
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crystallized. The x-ray structure of a different cytidylyltransferase (glycerolphosphate

cytidylyltransferase; GCT), which is homologous to the catalytic domain (domain C) of

CCT (residues 78-210), showed that this fold exists as a homodimer. In conjunction with

mutagenesis studies this data has also provided for visualization of the two motifs,

HXGH (residues 88-92) and RTEGISTS (residues 196-203) that are used in the binding

and transition state stabilization of CCT's substrate, 5'-cytidine triphosphate (CTP).263

The relative positions of domains N, M and P with respect to this catalytic core remain

unknown and any insights gained in this regard will facilitate the elucidation of the full

mechanism by which CCT's function is regulated. Previous studies of the peptides

produced from the limited proteolysis of CCT367,sol by a-chymotrypsin have provided

insights into its domain structuref" (Figure 9.1A), contributing to the working model the

membrane-induced domain dissociation redgulation of CCT's activity (Figure 9.1B).

Here three forms of CCT were studied to build a more comprehensive model of

membrane regulated CCT activation (Figure 9.1). Two of the forms studied, CCT367,sol

and CCT367,mem, have been subjected to a large number of studies from several

research groupS.225, 228-233, 235, 236, 238-240, 245, 246, 262 The third form of CCT studied,

CCT~236, lacks domain M or P and is a mimic of the conformation of full length CCT in

the presence of activating lipids. CCT~236 was found to have membrane independent

activity234 and has been used to show that only subtle changes in the catalytic domain

occur upon membrane binding.236

The principal goal of this study was to identify all the differences in accessibility

to two proteases, a-chymotrypsin and Arg-C, for the three forms of CCT. This

information would allow us to build a model of changes in inter-domain, inter-subunit and

domain-membrane interactions that accompany the activation of CCT by membrane

binding. Previous limited proteolysis work has been use to map the CCT domain
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structure and to link functions to CCT dornains.F" 230, 232, 236 However a thorough

documentation of the protease accessib ility changes that accompany membrane binding

has never been presented .

A domain N

1 73

N

domain C
catalysis

domain M domain P
lipid binding phosphory lation

236 300 315 367

~---.L_lt--; C

No Xmembrane
binding

p

w
1i

Inactive soluble
homodimer
CCT367,sol

N+C N+C

Active soluble
homod imer
CCT~236, so l

B

Figure 9.1 (A) The domain structure of CCT. (B) The three forms CCT studied to learn
about the domain dissociation model of CCT's membrane regulated activity. The
structures are artistic impressions of the current knowledge of the domain structure of
CCT in each form. Each domain is labelled by its corresponding letter. The two forms of
CCT367,sol are shown to emphasize that the organization of the domains is not known, i.e.
numerous variations could be drawn for CCT367,sol and CCT367,mem. Because CCT~236

contains only domain N+C, believed to be globular in structure, its depiction is the
simplest.
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Figure 9.2 A schematic describing limited proteolysis experiments performed in
conjuction with capt.c offline MAlDI-MS analysis.

The technique of MAlOI-MS is gaining popularity in studies of biomolecular

structure and function because its higher mass accuracy and reproducibility provides

detailed information, especially concerning low molecular weight peptldes , that

complements gel electrophoresis data.248, 250-252, 264-266 Here a limited

proteolysis/capillary liquid chromatography (caplC)/MAlOI-MS approach was applied to

the three forms of CCT (Figure 9.2). The peptides produced were identified by MALO1-

MS both after separation by caplC and standard dried droplet preparation of the raw
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samples. The caplC preparations were characterized to ensure that no peptides were

undetected because of signal suppression. The dried droplet samples, because they

contain all the peptides produced in the limited proteolysis, were prone to signal

suppresslon"? however this approach produced data that was very amenable to direct

visualization of differentially produced peptides by direct comparison. Because samples

were withdrawn from the digestion mixture at different times, data providing information

about the relative rates of cleavage of specific residues was also isolated.

9.4 EXPERIMENTAL

9.4. 1 Proteolysis and Gel Electrophoresis

Recombinant rat CCT a-isoform was purified from a baculovirus expression

system using the method of Friesen et al.234 as modified by Davies et al.253 CCTLl236

was prepared, expressed and purified as described by Taneva et al.236 To prepare

CCT367,mem, sonicated egg phosphatidylglycerol (PG) vesicles were prepared as

describedf" and mixed at 100-fold molar excess over CCT 5 minutes prior to initiation of

proteolysis reactions.

The chymotrypsin digestion method has been described in detail previously.P"

236 Briefly, the reaction contained -12 ~M CCT and a 1/250 weight ratio of a

chymotrypsin to CCT. Aliquots of the reaction mixture were transferred after <10 s, 20 s,

1 min, 2 min, and 5 min to vials containing phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), to

quench the reaction. Similarly, Arg-C samples were transferred after <10 s, 1.5 min and

10 min. Samples were boiled for 3 min in laemmli sample buffer containing 4 % SDS

and 2 % ~-mercaptoethanol. Proteins and peptides were separated on a 12 %

polyacrylamide gel, operated at a constant voltage of 200 V, using the method of
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laemmli.254 The gels were fixed and then stained with silver.255 20 III aliquots of the

reaction mixtures were reserved for MAlDI-MS studies.

9.4.2 Capillary Liquid Chromatography

Capillary liquid chromatographic separation of the peptides was performed using

a CaplC System (Waters Technologies, Milford, MA) with a Symmetry300 C18 , 5 urn

packing diameter, 0.32 I. D. x 150 mm length column. The following conditions were

applied during the run: injection volume 5.0 Ill, flow rate 5.00 Ill,/min gradient: Solution

A = 0.1% TFA in ACN, Solution B = H20; 0 min: 10% A - 90% B; 80 min: 43% A - 57%

B; 100 min 40% A - 60%; 120 min 40% A - 60%. The flow exiting from the caplC

column was directed into a prototype device (lC-MAlDlprep module, Waters

Technologies, Milford, MA) that automatically deposits the eluent onto a MAlDI target.

In this device the solution was directed through a small orifice in a heated chamber into

which 15 psi of N2 was delivered. The solution was aerosolized as it exited the orifice

and was delivered by the N2 flow onto the MAlDI target plate precoated in CHCA matrix

(lC-MAlDlprep Target CHCA ALPS Micromass, Waters Technologies, Milford MA).

The instrument was synchronized with the caplC to deposit the eluent onto the MAlDI

plate at 5 minute intervals. This concentrated aliquots of 25 III of eluent onto discrete

spots on the target plate -1 mm in diameter, creating an archive of the

chromatographically separated peptides fractionated into different positions on the

MAlDI plate.

9.4.3 Mass Spectrometry

The MAlDI matrices a-cyano-4-hydroxy cinnamic acid (CHCA) and 3,5

dimethoxy cinnamic acid (sinapinic acid), trifluoracetic acid (TFA), acetonitrile (ACN)

were purchased from Sigma. Digestion mixtures were first prepared for MAlDI analysis
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by mixing 1.0 III with 1.0 III of sinapinic acid matrix (10 mg/ml in acetonitrile:0.25 %

trifluoroacetic acid in distilled deionized water, 60:40). An aliquot of 1.0 III was delivered

to the target plate and allowed to dry at room temperature. Mass standards aldolase,

cytochrome C, apomyoglobin, bovine insulin, ACTH 18-39, renin, and angiotension I

were used for external calibration daily. Mass spectra were collected on a MAlDI-TOF

MS operated in linear or reflectron mode with delayed extraction (MAlDI-lR, Waters

Technologies, Milford, MA). For all samples the source voltage was operated at 15 kV

and the detector at 1.8 kV. The large number of peptides in each sample span a mass

range of 1-42 kDa for CCT367,sol and CCT367,mem and 1-27 kDa for CCT~236, so

mass spectra were collected from each sample using three different sets of conditions

that optimized the pulse voltage and reflectron voltage to obtain the highest sensitivity

and resolution for peptides detected in each mass range: 1-7 kDa, 2-15 kDa, and 10-50

kDa. The reflectron was only operated for peptide ions < 5000 m/z. Mass spectra of the

peptides covering the entire mass range were collected in linear mode.

Each form of CCT had four time points of limited proteolysis for both a

chymotrypsin and Arg-C and three mass spectra were collected from each sample

preparation for each time point: dried droplet with CHCA or SA matrix and caplC

fractionation deposited onto a preprepared CHCA target. This resulted in 72 mass

spectra collected for each form of CCT for the caplC preparation alone. Each mass

spectrum was the sum of at least 200 laser shots. Peptides were identified by

comparison of the measured mono isotopic or average mass with theoretical

monoisotopic or average masses generated via in sllico digest using a web-based

program offered by the University of California at San Francisco, MS Digest

(http://prospector.ucsf.edu/ucsfhtmI4.0/msdigest.htm).
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9.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

9.5. 1 MALDI Mass Spectra Reveal Differential Peptide Production from the

Limited Proteolysis of the Three Forms of GGT

The successful expression and purification of CCT~236 was confirmed by

MALDI-MS determination of the molecular weight of the intact mutant: 26798.32

theoretical average mass, 26796.87 measured. MALDI-MS (Figure A9.1 and A8.2) and

gel electrophoresis (Figure A9.3) analysis of the high molecular weight peptides from

each time point are shown in the appendix. Figure 9.3 shows a clear example of the

differences between CCT~236 and full length CCT. None of the peptides detected in

the CCT367,sol sample that extend from the N-terminus to anywhere in domain M or P

CM-y240, 1M_F263, 1M-L31 ', 1M_F338, 1M-L35\ 1M_D367) were detected in the CCT~236

sample (i.e. no peptides of m/z > 27 kDa detected). In contrast, 1M_N236 was only

detected in CCT~236 because a-chymotrypsin does not cleave at N residues, instead a

cut at F234 was preferred in CCT367,sol.

Figure 9.4 shows a typical example of the mass spectra collected from the

fractions prepared by capLC-MALDlprep, in this case the 1 minute digestion of

CCT367,mem. By collecting the data in reflectron mode high mass accuracy was

assured (typically <10 ppm for m/z < 3000). Mass spectra collected from dried droplets

prepared from 1 J..lL aliquots of peptides produced after <10 s digestion of CCT~236,

CCT367,sol and CCT367,mem by a-chymotrypsin are shown in Figure 9.5. As with the

higher molecular weight peptides, the difference between CCT367,sol and CCT~236

was the absence of domain M and P peptides, Q352_D367and S339_D367, in the CCT~236

mass spectrum. The peptides detected in the CCT~236 mass spectrum, T226_N236

(monoisotopic mass 1235.664, detected 1235.630) and A217_N236 (monoisotopic mass

2350.274, detected 2350.37) were not detected in the CCT367,sol spectrum because
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N236 is not an eligible cut site for a-chymotrypsin. The peptides in this region detected

for CCT367,sol reveal that cut sites in the C-terminal tail, 352 and 339, are immediately

accessible creating the peptides Q352_0367 and 8339_0367. The spectra for CCT367,sol

and CCT367,mem were nearly identical, with the only difference being the detection of

the low abundance peptide R42
_y 59 in the CCT367,mem spectrum. After a 1 minute

digestion, this difference is even more enhanced (Figure A9.4). Full interpretation of

these differences will be reserved until the all differences in peptide bond accessibility

are identified and plotted as a P8AM.
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Figure 9.3 Mass spectra of peptides > 24 kDa produced from a 20 sa-chymotrypsin
limited proteolysis of (A) CCT367,sol (offset by 3500 on the y-axis) and (B) CCTL\236.

Another example of mass spectral display of differential production of peptides

from the limited proteolysis of the different forms is shown in Figure 9.6. These mass

spectra were collected in linear mode so the mass accuracy was reduced to -10-30

ppm, reducing the ability to conclusively identify the peptides. Nonetheless, there are

several differences that are very clear, such as the presence of peptides resulting from

cuts at y240, F263
, and F285 in domain M that exist in CCT367,sol (Figure 9.68) but not in
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GGT~236 or GGT367,mem (Figure 9.6 A and G, respectively). Unfortunately, there were

4 peptides in the GGT367,mem sample that were not assignable. These peptides may

provide very important insights into GGT structure, such as additional unknown post-

translational modification, disulfide linkages, or they may simply be contaminants.

Future work utilizing tandem mass spectrometry will identify these unknown peptides.

Further example of differential peptide production detected in the Arg-G limited

proteolysis by MALDI-MS is depicted in Figure A9.5.

Table 9.1 CCT forms studied and their hypothesized interactions. The underlined
sequence is common to all three forms.

Interactions based on
Hypothesized Structural Domains

None

None

M+
membrane

Homodimer
NzCj/CzN j

or
NjCj/CzNz

Homodimer
NzCj/CzNj

or
NjCj/CzNz

Homodimer
NzCj/CzNj

or
NjCj/CzNz

Inter- Domain-
subunit membrane

Inter-domain

N/C

N/C
(autoinhibition

released)

N/C,
M+N/C

(autoinhibitory)

SequenceCCT Form

CCT367,sol

CCTL1236,sol

CCT367,mem

MDAQSSAKVN SRKRRKEVPGW
PNGATEEDGI PSKVQRCAV~

LRQPAPFSDE IEVDFSKPyvll
RVTMEEACRG TPCERPVRVY~

ADGIFDLFHS GHARALMQAK.!.22.
NLFPNTYLIV GVCSDELTHN"2 0

------- FKGFTVMNEN ERYDAVQHCR.!.i9.
YVDEVVRNAP WTLTPEFLAE~

HRIDFVAHDD IPYSSAGSD~

VYKHIKEAGM FAPTQRTEGI 2 00

STSDIITRIV RDYDVYARRN~

LQRGYTAKEL NVSFINEKKY24 0

------- HLQERVDKVK KKVKDVEEKS2 6 0

KEFVQKVEEK SIDLIQKWEE 2 80

KSREFIGSFL EMFGPEGALK30 0

HMLKEGKGRM LQAISPKQSP32 0

SSSPTHERSP SPSFRWPFSG340

KTSPSSSPAS LSRCKAVTCD3 60

ISEDEED 36 7
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Figure 9.4 An example of mass spectra collected in reflectron mode from various caplC
fractions of the peptides produced from a 1 minute digestion of CCT367,mem: (A) 25-30,
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9.5.2 Peptide Bond Accessibility Maps (PBAMs): Visualizing Differential

Proteolytic Digestion of GGT Forms

To effectively present data collected on the protease accessibility to peptide

bonds in the three forms of eeT a simple, yet informative, representation format for the

data had to be developed because the vast quantity of data associated with these

experiments inhibits the presentation of the >1000 mass spectra collected. This was

achieved by tabulating all the peptides detected from all mass spectra for all forms and

then calculating the number of peptides detected that resulted from cutting at a specific

position in the eeT peptide backbone. For example, if the peptides detected from the

limited proteolysis of one form were were 1-225, 1-217, 1-240, 226-240, and 217-225,

the peptide between y225 and T226 would receive a peptide bond accessibility value of 3.

This manner of processing the data produced lucid visual display of the differential

proteolytic access to the peptide bonds in each of the three eeT forms. These peptide

bond accessibility maps (PBAMs) assisted in visualization of the relative accessibility of

the specific domains of eeT and how they may interact with each other (Table 9.1).

This has resulted in proposed modifications of the working model for eeT activation.

Figure 9.7 shows the PBAM for all four time points of the a-chymotrypsin limited

proteolysis of all three eeT forms. Data are derived from peptides in the 1-7 kDa mass

range and include mass spectra from both the dried droplet and the capl.C preparations.

The simplest manner of interpreting these figures is to envision that each value

represents a cut by the protease and thus the higher the value, the more accessible the

peptide bond was at that specific time point. The majority of the peptide backbone is not

eligible for a-chymotrypsin cleavage so those residues receive values of zero. Recall

that the amino acid sequence of eeTil236 ends at residue 236 so no values were

plotted past that residue for the eeTil236 PBAMs. The Arg-e limited proteolysis data
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was subjected to similar processing but only CCT367,sol and CCT367,mem were

studied (Figure 9.8).
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Figure 9.7 Peptide bond accessibility maps (PBAM'S) generated from the t ime-course
limited proteolysis of the three forms of CCT. (A) <10s, (B) 20s (C) 1 min (0) 5 min . The
region of the amino acid sequence associated with domain M is identified in (B). All
367,sol and 367,mem PBAM 's are offset on the y-axis by 6 and 12, respectively.

9.5.3 Domain N is Protease Accessible

The PBAM from the first time point of the limited proteolysis provides information

most consistent with the native structures because only primary cuts have occurred.

The access ibility to the peptide backbone , at residues 41 and 59, measured in domain N

near the N-terminus in CCT367,mem and CCT~236 was not expected (Figure 9.7).

Both these structures, according to the domain dissociation model (Table 9.1 ), would be

free of autoinhibitory interactions with domain C. Domain N+C are known to play an
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essential role in the interaction that maintains the homodimeric structure of CCT,246. 247

whereas the role of domain N in any inter-subunit or interdomain interactions is

unknown. Comparison of the peptides produced by the limited proteolysis of

CCT367,sol and CCT~236 provide more insight into interactions involving domain Nand

C. Sites that are less accessible in the inhibited CCT367,soi form might be involved in

inhibitory inter-domain interactions. This data implicates the potential involvement of

domain N in an interaction associated with autoinhibition of CCT367,sol.

The Arg-C PBAM demonstrated slightly different behaviour because the

selectivity of Arg-C (C-terminal to R residues) is different than a-chymotrypsin so

different peptide bonds were eligible for cleavage. Figure 9.8A shows that while domain

P was highly accessible in both forms, CCT367,sol exhibited N-terminus accessibility at

residues R12 and R14, whereas CCT367,mem was accessible at R12 only. After 10

minutes CCT367,mem showed increased Arg-C accessibility for a series of residues

(R36, R42, R61, R69) in domain N (Figure 9.8C). From this data we can conclude that

domain N is not part of a protease insensitive core in either CCT367,sol or

CCT367,mem. Furthermore, it can be speculated that the N-terminal residues 1-14 are

likely not involved in autoinhibition, although residues beyond R14 and at least up to R69

may be involved in an interaction associated with autoinhibition, or at least one that is

modified upon membrane binding. How these data correlate with the previous

demonstration that the N-terminus houses the nuclear localization signal within residues

8_28244.267.268 is unknown.

9.5.4 Protease Accessibility of Domain C, the Catalytic Core of CCT

Domain C is typically designated as residues 73-236. Figure 9.7A shows that

immediate protease access to the C-terminal end of domain N was granted in all CCT
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forms at y225. After 20 seconds, access to y173, y182, F191, and Y 216 was achieved in all

forms whereas W151 was accessible in CCT367,sol and CCT~236. Conversely, the

PBAMs constructed from both a-chymotrypsin and Arg-C show that the region between

residues 80-151 was very resistant to cleavage in all forms. After 5 minutes of a

chymotrypsin digestion, this region finally succumbs to proteolysis in all forms because

the structures would be largely dissected by many secondary cuts (Figure 9.70). From

the conserved protease accessibility to domain C in all forms we conclude that there are

no major conformational changes in the catalytic core upon membrane binding.

Furthermore, the higher relative accessibility of the C-terminal end of domain C suggests

that these residues exist in folds surrounding the interior catalytic core, perhaps mainly

composed of the N-terminal residues of domain C. Has been hypothesized to offer

hinge-link connectivity of the peptide backbone between domain M and C.230

9.5.5 Domain M-membrane Interaction

Whereas increased peptide accessibility in CCTmem vs. CCTsol is a marker for

inter-domain interactions, decreased peptide accessibility in CCTmem is a marker of a

region involved in membrane binding. Such a feature arises in the a-chymotrypsin

PBAM after 20 seconds of digestion (Figure 9.7B). A collection of residues, F234, y240,

F263, and F285were accessible in CCT367,sol but not in CCT367,mem. This collection of

residues exists in the proposed membrane-binding ampipathic a-helix of CCT.230-232

Thus these residues were rendered inaccessible to proteolysis due to burial in the

membrane. After 5 minutes of digestion the originally protected residues F234 and y240

became accessible to a-chymotrypsin, and R245 became accessible to Arg-C after 10

minutes. These residues are at the N-terminal end of domain M. The C-terminal end of

domain M exists somewhere between F285, which is protected from a-chymotrypsin,

and R309, which is accessible to Arg-C in CCT367,mem (Figure 9.8).
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Figure 9.8 Peptide bond accessibility maps generated to compare the Arg-C proteolytic
digestion of CCT367,sol and CCT367,mem for (A) <10 s, (B) 1.5 min (C) 10 min. 367,mem
PBAM 's are offset on the y-axis by 6.

9.5.6 Domain P is not Involved in Membrane-Binding

CCT367,soi and CCT367,mem both exhibited immediate a-chymotrypsin and

Arg-C accessibility to the peptide backbone in domain P at sites R309
, L31

\ R328
, R335

,

F338
, L35 \ and R353 (Figure 9.7A). No change in accessibility was observed , as almost
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every PBAM showed near identical patterns of high accessibility in domain P. From

these data we conclude that domain P exists in a highly accessible and likely

unstructured form when it is highly phosphorylated (see Chapter 8). This is in contrast to

a recent proposal that the final 57 residues of the C-terminus of CCT housed a second

lipid-activation domain arrived at by monitoring the activity of a CCT mutant that had

residues 257-309 excised and the C-terminus fused to the remainder at residue 256

(CCTil257_309).238 The data collected here suggests that residues F234 and y240 play

key roles in the lipid activation mechanism of CCT, as evidenced by their protease

inaccessibility in CCT367,mem. Thus it is possible that the lipid activation observed for

(CCTil257-309) was a result of the residues 234-256 and not the 57 residues of the C

terminus.

9.6 DISCUSSION

9.6. 1 A New Working Model of GeT Membrane Regulated Activation

Previous MALDI-MS characterization of the limited proteolysis of CCT367,sol

implicated the C-terminal end of domain M as being likely involved in an autoinhibitory

interaction because of a lack of immediate protease accessibility to cut sites in this

region (Chapter 7). Coupled with the new information garnered here regarding the

immediate protease accessibility of domain N in CCTil236 and CCT367,mem, it is

proposed that an interaction occurring between the C-terminal end of domain M with

domain N that blocks access to the catalytic site is the source of autoinhibition in

CCT367,sol.

Referring back to Table 9.1, the similarity between CCT367,mem and CCTil236

is that they are both active because the autoinhibitory interactions that occur in

CCT367,soi are not present in either form. Thus, the increased peptide bond
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accessibility in domain N measured in the case of CCTLl236, can be explained by the

complete absence of domain M from the structure. In the case of CCT367,mem, the

increased accessibility can be explained by the lipid-induced conformational change that

releases the autoinhibitory interaction in CCT367,sol by increasing the a-helical content

of domain M and inserting it into the membrane to form CCT367,mem. Release of the

proposed domain M / domain N interaction would correlate with the changes in protease

accessibility measured for CCT367,sol and CCT367,mem: domain N would change from

protease inaccessible to accessible and domain M would change from accessible to

inaccessible (because of burial in the membrane). The specific conformation changes

that are associated with this interaction cannot be elucidated from the current data and it

is possible that another explanation exists for the differential protease accessibility.

One of the key components of fulfilling the principle goal of developing a model of

the changes in inter-domain, inter-subunit and domain membrane interactions that

accompany the activation of CCT by membrane binding was to determine the positions

of the other domains of CCT relative to domain C. Figure 9.9 depicts the new working

model developed from the mass spectrometric data in conjunction with past data on

CCT structure and function. To fit the protease accessibility data, a proposed structure

for CCTLl236 required increased access to the N-terminal domain relative to CCT367,sol

and thus, in contrast to its depiction in Figure 9.1, it should not be depicted as part of a

protease resistant core with domain C (Figure 9.9A). A key piece of knowledge required

to position domain N was that a disulfide cross-link can be formed between the cystine

37 pair in the domain N's of the two subunits (hereafter referred to as N1 and N2) of the

CCT hornodirner.?" Thus, N1 must be positioned within close proximity of N2 in the

proposed structure (Figure 9.9A).
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Figure 9.9 Proposed structures of (A) CCT~236, (8 ) CCT367,sol, and (C) CCT367,mem in
the membrane-regulated domain dissociation working model of CCT activity based on
current mass spectrometric work and previous studies of CCT. Subcript numbers
differentiate features of the domains of the two subunits comprising the homodimer.
Domain M, extends back into the page on the membrane. The substrate CTP is shown
occupying one active site in CCT367,mem , another active site would be positioned on the
back side of C2• Cut sites determined protease accessible after <10 s digestion with either
a-chymotrypsin or Arg -C are also labelled.

CCT367,sol exhibited peptide bond accessibilities near the N-terminus , in the C-

terminal end of domain C, the N-terminal end of domain M and throughout domain P,

whereas it did not exhibit accessibility in domain N like CCT~236 . These data coupled

with the previous implication that the C-terminal end of domain M is protected in

CCT367 ,sol has lead to the proposal that the C-terminal end of domain M interacts with
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domain N, rendering both protease inaccessible in CCT367,sol (Figure 9.9B). It is

important to note that domain M is not a-helical in CCT367,sol and that upon membrane

binding the a-helical content of CCT increases due to the conformational change of

domain to an a-helix. 236 Domain M has also been shown to involved in an autoinhibitory

interaction in CCT367,sol that decreases CCT activity, although the details of the

interaction were not identified.234 It is proposed that the interaction between the C

terminal end of domain M and domain N shown in Figure 9.9B participates in the

autoinhibition of CCT367,sol. Thus the position of the active site on domain C would be

beneath domain MIN. This proposal satisfies the requisite activity measured for

CCT~236. 234

CCT~236 is a model of domain Nand C in CCT367,mem. The conserved

protease accessibility measured for domain Nand C in both forms suggests little

conformational change for these domains upon membrane binding. However, to satisfy

the insertion of domain M into the membrane, the interaction between domain N and the

C-terminal end of domain M must be broken (Figure 9.9C). This satisfies the measured

decreases in protease accessibility to residues 234-285, maintainenance of accessibility

to domain P, increases in accessibility to domain N, while rendering the active site

accessible to CTP.

One last component of the model must be satisfied. The disulfide linkage

observed in the soluble forms of CCT was not observed in the membrane bound form.

236 This conformational change in domain N may be accounted for by the changes due

the modification of its interaction with domain M proposed here. Alternatively this could

be explained by a small rotation of domain C in each subunit in opposite directions, as

depicted by the inset of Figure 9.9B. Such a conformational change may be stimulated

by the insertion of the two domain M's into the membrane.
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9.6.2 Overall Applicability of MALDI-MS to the Study of Amphitropic Proteins

This study of the amphitropic nature of CCT by MALDI-MS is quite complex

because the complete structure of CCT in both its soluble and membrane bound forms is

unknown. Therefore correlations between protected cut sites and conformations are

based upon the limited knowledge of this system gained in other studies. If such a study

were performed on an amphitropic protein whose crystal structure has been solved in

the soluble form, the relative accessibilities of the peptide bonds in the soluble form

could be justified with a high degree of confidence.

An example of such a protein is cytosolic phospholipase A2 (cPLA2) , an important

lipase that initiates the biosynthesis of prostaglandins, leukotrienes, and platelet

activating factor. 269 This enzyme uses an N-terminal Ca2+-dependent lipid-binding

domain that colocalizes the catalytic domain with its membrane substrate."? The

structure of the soluble form of cPLA2 revealed that it contained an amphipathic 'lid' that

was 'closed' and it was suggested that upon membrane-binding a more open

conformation is obtained.269 Because the crystal structure of the membrane-bound form

cannot be obtained, analysis of the peptides produced from limited proteolysis by

MALDI-MS may verify this hypothesis. By comparing the results obtained when the

protein is membrane-bound to those obtained in the soluble form, it may be possible to

generate a very clear model of the structure in the membrane-bound form. It may then

be possible to create a general model of how that type of amphitropic protein, whether it

uses an amphipathic helix, lipid clamp or covalent lipid anchor, situates itself when

bound to a membrane. This model could then be applied to other amphitropic proteins

and, because of the speed with which the MALDI-MS data can be accumulated and

analyzed, the understanding of the amphitropic nature of many proteins could be

developed quite rapidly.
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9.7 CONCLUSIONS

The peptides produced from the limited proteolysis of three forms of CCT were

separated by caplC and identified with offline MALOI-MS. Residues within the first 15

amino acids at the N-terminus of CCT were shown to be protease accessible in all three

forms of CCT. The N-terminal domain, domain N was protease accessible in CCT~236

and CCT367,sol and thus it does not reside in the protease resistant core (residues -80

151). The C-terminal end of domain C was found to be protease accessible in all forms

of CCT, supporting the hypothesis that this region acts as a "hinge" between domain C

and M. Residues F234
, y240, F263

, and F285 were found to be protease accessible in

CCT367,sol but not in CCT367,mem, supporting the hypothesis that they exist in the a

helix the inserts into the membrane, domain M. Many sites in domain P were readily

accessible in CCT367,sol and CCT367,mem, suggesting it exists in mutually

unstructured forms. A new model that situates the other domains of CCT around

domain C in both the soluble and membrane-bound forms was developed. The major

feature of the new model is a proposed interaction between domain N and the C terminal

end of domain M that inhibits the activity of CCT367,sol by blocking access to the

catalytic site. Further study of this model using higher resolution structural probes such

as the use of chemical crossllnkers,"" 272 covalent modifications273 or

hydrogen/deuterium exchange274 coupled with mass spectrometry will help elucidate the

exact mechanism of the membrane-regulated domain dissociation model of CCT activity.
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9.8 APPENDIX
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Figure A9.1 Mass spectra of peptides >15 kDa produced by the limited proteolysis of
CCT367,sol after (A) <10 5, (B) 20 5, (C) 1 min, and (D) 5 min.
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Figure A9.2 Mass spectra of peptides >15 kDa produced by the limited proteolysis of
CCTa236 after (A) <10 s, (B) 20 s, (C) 1 min, and (D) 5 min.
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Figure A9.4 Mass spectra of peptides produced from a 1 min digestion of CCT367,sol
(dotted line) and CCT367,mem (solid line) bya-chymotryspin. This spectrum shows the
clear difference in access between domain N and domain M in the two forms.
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CHAPTER 10

10 Preliminary Investigation of the Coupling of Capillary Liquid
Chromatography to MALDI-MS using Off-line Wall-less
Sample Preparation of a Fractionated Peptide

10.1 CONTEXT

The work described in this chapter was initiated by the acquisition of the

prototype caplC-MAlOlprep instrument from Waters Technologies Inc. The goal was to

explore some of the capabilities and limitations of using WaSP to couple caplC and

MAlOI-MS using a fractionated CeT peptide. The limited proteolysis work was

performed by Dr. Rosemary Cornell.

10.2 ABSTRACT

Wall-less sample preparation (WaSP) is methodology that utilizes electrodynamic

levitation technology to control the trajectories of picoliter volume charged droplets,

enabling them to be deposited on a target plate for subsequent analysis. Here the

significant potential of using WaSP as a post-column pre-concentrating interface

between capillary liquid chromatography (caplC) and a target plate for off-line matrix-

assisted laser desorption/ionization (MAlOI) mass spectrometry (MS) is established.

Using a fraction from the caplC separation of peptides produced by the proteolytic

digestion of the protein cytidine 5'-triphosphate:phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase,

MALOI sample spots were prepared using the dried droplet method, direct piezoelectric

droplet dispensing, and the processing of piezo-dispensed droplets by WaSP. The

sample spot morphology was investigated using light microscopy and peptide ion

abundances produced by MAlOI were measured using time-of-flight MS. Sample spots

prepared by WaSP, exhibited an increase in analyte density of -50 times that achieved
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by the dried droplet method resulting in a 5 times increase in ion abundance observed

for the peptide contained in the fraction while consuming 4 times less solution (260 nl).

At this stage of development, a flow rate of -50 nl/min could be accommodated

successfully but implementation of general strateg ies for coupling caplC to MAlOI , such

as a heated interface , will increase the flow rate able to be accommodated in the future .
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Figure 10.1 The experimental approach to compare the preparation of a caplC
fractionated peptide using (A) a dried droplet, (B) a droplet dispenser, and (C) a droplet
dispenser in conjunction with electrodynamic WaSP processing. The time elapsed for a
single droplet to be dispensed until its impact with the MAlDI plate in (B) and (C) is
labelled as t1 and t2• The inset of (C) is an artistic impression of the lengthened oscillatory
trajectory of the droplets passing through the EDB that causes h to be greater than t-.

10.3 INTRODUCTION

CaplC is widely used in laboratories involved in the analysis of peptides and

proteins , especially those in the proteomics area. CaplC columns have inner diameters
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< 500 urn and flow rates spanning a few ul/rnin down to the nl/min range. Capable of

being coupled to a wide range of detectors such as UV, fluorescence and

electrochemical detectors, it seemed natural that for proteomics initiatives caplC be

coupled to mass spectrometry. Because the column eluent was liquid, initial efforts were

directed towards coupling caplC with electrospray (ES) ionization. Using micro or nano

dimension electrospray ion sources,275-277 flow rates of 20 to 2000 nl/min could be

accommodated,277.278 creating a highly sensitive lC-MS method for peptide analysis.

However, the ES ion source is relatively sensitive to impurities and solvent conditions,

rendering it incompatible with some liquid chromatography gradient elution conditions.

Thus, caplC has been coupled to MALO I in an off-line manner to take advantage

of the differences between ES and MAlO1.129. 195.279.280 It is somewhat more challenging

to couple caplC to MAlOI because the sample must first be dried onto a solid surface

before it can be analyzed. However, several advantages are gained by this approach

including (1) those inherent to MAlOI: greater tolerance to impurities, compatibility with

TOF mass spectrometers (inexpensive), and spectral simplicity and (2) those resulting

from the "archival" of the sample on the MAlOI target: temporal constraints of the lC

separation are not imposed, facile reanalysis of old separations, opportunity for on-probe

manipulations of target analytes (e.g. desalting, dephosphorylation). The column

effluent has been collected offline as a series of discrete sample spots,281 from a

piezodispenser,89.282 in a continuous streak, 196.283 by ES deposition.i'" through a heated

nebulizer"? and using hanging droplets in a heated interface.279 Each of these

approaches can be used with one or both general approaches that can be applied with

respect to the matrix, either mixing online with the column effluent prior to deposition or

deposition of the effluent onto a pre-prepared matrix surface.

Here the possibility of using wall-less sample preparation (WaSP) as a post

column pre-concentrating interface between caplC and the MALOI target will be
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explored by comparing the results of preparing a peptide fractionated by caplC using

three methods (Figure 10.1). WaSP is methodology that electrodynamically processes

picoliter volume charged droplets dispensed from a droplet-on-demand piezoelectric

droplet dispenser prior to their deposition on a target plate for subsequent analysis. If

the droplets are composed of biomolecules and a volatile solvent such as water, with

their levitation, solute concentration factors of >102 can be achieved within seconds

through evaporation. The benefit of such an interface would be that much of the solvent

is evaporated from the droplets during the electrodynamic manipulation of their

trajectories and not on the MAlOI plate, enabling the preparation of sample spots highly

concentrated in the analyte.

Using WaSP to couple caplC to MAlOI necessitates the capability of operating

in a mode that electrodynamically processes and delivers droplets to the MAlOI plate

with sufficient speed to accommodate the flow rates required for efficient caplC

separations. Here we devise and evaluate the application of such a mode to the

analysis of peptides separated using capillary lC. The method of mixing the matrix with

the peptide prior to deposition will be used exclusively.

10.4 EXPERIMENTAL

10.4.1 Proteolysis

Cytidine 5'-triphosphate:phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase (CCT)

was purified from Sprague-Dawley rat liver cytosol using the method of Weinhold et al.285

with rnodlticatlons.i" The peptides were produced by a 60 second reaction period of 3

prnol/ul, CCT with a-chymotrypsin using a digestion method that has been described in

detail previously.P? The reaction was stopped after one minute by adding

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) which inhibits a-chymotrypsin activity.
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10.4.2 Liquid Chromatography

Capillary liquid chromatographic separation of the peptides was

performed using a CaplC System (Waters Technologies, Milford, MA) with a

Symmetry300 C18 , 5 urn packing diameter, 0.32 I. D. x 150 mm length column. The

following conditions were applied during the run: injection volume 2.0 ul, flow rate 5.00

flLlmin, gradient: Solution A =0.1% TFA in ACN, Solution B =H20 0 min, 3% A - 97%

B, 90 min, 43% A - 57% B. Fractions were collected in microcentrifuge tubes at 5

minute intervals, 25 ul per fraction, 18 fractions in total. The fraction corresponding to

40-45 minutes (fraction 40-45) was singled out for additional processing using a

piezoelectric droplet dispenser (Figure 10.1 B) and wall-less sample preparation (Figure

10.1C). This fraction contained the peptide T226
_y 240 (TAKElNVSFINEKKY, protonated

monoisotopic mass = 1783.96). This peptide was also observed in fraction 45-50

minutes at -25 % the signal intensity of fraction 40-45. A total of 6 pmol CCT (5 fll

injection volume) was loaded onto the column. The actual concentration of the peptide

was estimated by assuming 75 % of the total amount of peptide was in fraction 40-45.

The original 5 fll injection was diluted to 25 ul in the fraction so the concentration of T226
_

y240 in fraction 40-45 was -180 frnol/ul, if the proteolytic digestion went to completion.

However this was not a complete digestion so this value represents the maximum

concentration of the peptide in fraction 40-45.

10.4.3 MALDI Mass Spectrometry

Each fraction was prepared first as a dried droplet (Figure 10.1A). A 1.00 ul

aliquot of the fraction was added to 1.00 ul of a solution containing 10.0 mg/ml o-cyano

4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) prepared in 50:50 MeOH:0.1 % TFA in acetonitrile.
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1.00 III of this mixture was spotted onto the MAlDI target and allowed to dry. The

peptides in each fraction were identified using MAlDI-TOF-MS (MAlDI-lR, Waters

Technologies, Milford, MA). In linear mode a pulse voltage of 925 V was applied. For

reflectron mode, the pulse voltage was 2450 V and the reflectron voltage was 2000 V.

In both modes the source voltage was 15000 V and the multichannel plate detector was

operated at 1800 V.

10.4.4 Piezoelectric Droplet Dispensing

Droplets were created at rates of 3, 10, and 50 Hz using a piezoelectric droplet

on-demand dispenser (Microfab technologies Ltd., Plano, Texas) fitted with a 40 urn

diameter orifice (Figure 10.1B). The solution used to create the droplets was prepared

from the caplC fraction 40-45. A 1.00 III aliquot of the CHCA solution was added to

9.00 III fraction 40-45, and -5 III of this solution was loaded into the droplet dispenser.

At a distance of -2 mm from the MAlDI target, 1000 droplets were dispensed at 3, 10,

or 50 Hz directly onto the stainless steel target plate. This created three distinct sample

spots composed of the co-crystallized matrix and peptide material from 1000 droplets in

each spot.

10.4.5 Wall-less Sample Preparation

Using the same starting solution as in the piezoelectric droplet dispensing,

sample spots composed of the co-crystallized matrix and peptide material were also

created by WaSP processing, with each replicate involving 1000 droplets, at 3, 10, and

50 Hz (Figure 10.1C). WaSP methodology has been described in detail previously.!": 164

Briefly, an electrode, referred to as the induction electrode, was positioned 3 mm from

the orifice of the droplet dispenser. Variation of the DC potential applied to the induction
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electrode (IPf, the induction potential during droplet formation) proportionally varied the

magnitude of the image charge imparted onto the forming droplets. An electrodynamic

balance (EDB) was used to levitate the charged droplets. A 60 Hz AC potential applied

to both ring electrodes provided a radial restoring force and a DC field was used to offset

gravity. By modifying the electric fields the droplet trajectories can be manipulated such

that they are ejected from the EDB and captured onto a remote tarqet.!": 164 Here,

during droplet formation, one of two induction electrode potentials were used: IPf = 90 V

or IPf = 170 V. The specific electrode conditions for the WaSP mode used for droplet

processing are described in the results section.

10.5 RESULTS

10.5.1 Rapid WaSP Processing of Droplets Containing Matrix and Peptide

Previous demonstrations of WaSP have focused on the delivery of single

droplets at a time, from a population levitated in an EDB, to a remote target.147, 164 This

was achieved by modifying the potential applied to the remote target to attract the

droplets out of the EDB (Figure 10.2A). In forming arrays of droplets using this mode,

note that only the droplet ejection step was repeated, no new droplets were introduced

into the population. Once levitated, the population of droplets was trapped for a delay

time from minutes to hours in length before they were deposited, depending on

evaporation rates from the levitated droplets. With respect to time, the DC potential

applied to the remote target was dynamic, either increasing to attract droplets out of the

EDB or decreasing to collapse the population back into the EDB so this mode will

hereafter be termed "dynamic" mode. Dynamic mode WaSP is generally not amenable

to coupling with LC because it would not be able to accommodate the flow rates

required.
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Figure 10.2 Two modes of WaSP. (A) Dynamic electric fields. (B) Static electric fields
operated with 1 Hz droplet dispensing (proposed LC coupling mode)

If a flow rate of up to 5 ilL/min could be accommodated , gradient elution of

peptides by caplC could be performed routinely . This would require 300 pl droplets to

be processed by WaSP at a rate of -280 Hz. To approach this rate of droplet delivery

through WaSP, a second mode that has been developed was utilized (Figure 10.2B).164

Previously, single droplets were created (IPf =20 V) at a frequency of 1 Hz while the AC

field applied to the ring electrodes (ACtrap) = 2700 V with the potential applied to the

target plate (DP) was set at 200 V. This caused each droplet to be briefly trapped in the

EDB, allowing the methano l contained in the droplets to evaporate . Within a period of

time <1 s, each droplet was injected into the EDB, briefly levitated, and ejected along the

z axis at x = y = O. By moving the MAlDI plate between each droplet generation event,

an array of deposited droplets was formed. Note that when operating in this mode the

electric fields were not changed over time, thus this mode will be referred to as "static" or

caplC coupling mode.

Here, the static mode of WaSP operat ion was modified to create conditions that

would simulate coupling to capl C. First droplets were processed with IPf =90 V, DP =

1000 V, and ACtrap = 2100 V. Instead of translating the plate between each droplet

depos ition, multiple droplets were deposited on a single position thereby concentrating

the sample. Droplets created from a solution containing <180 frnol/ul, of the CCT
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peptide T226
_y 240 and 1.0 mg/ml of CHCA matrix were dispensed at 3, 10, and 50 Hz,

corresponding to flow rates of 47, 156, and 780 nL/min respectively . Figure 10.3A

shows light microscopy of the co-crystallized sample spots produced with varied droplet

dispensing rates and numbers of droplets deposited . Note that when delivered at 3 Hz,

1000 droplets are contained within the same area as 100 droplets (-190 11m diameter).

This represents an increase in analyte density of an order of magnitude . When the rate

of droplet dispensing was increased to 10Hz and 50 Hz, the diameter of the sample

spot increased to -230 11m and -600 11m, respectively.

Figure 10.3 Light microscopy of CHCA crystals in sample spots prepared from droplets
created with IPI =(A) 90 V or (8) 170 V. (i) 100 droplets, 3 Hz; (ii) 1000 droplets 3 Hz; (iii)
1000 droplets, 10 Hz; (iv) 1000 droplets, 50 Hz.

Next, droplets were processed with IPf = 170 V, DP = 1000 V, and ACtrap =

1450 V because previous WaSP work with droplets containing CHCA matrix, peptides

and glycerol that were levitated for minutes had shown promotion of CHCA/peptide co-
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crystallization. If the promotion of nucleation could be controlled in this instance, higher

sensitivities may be achieved. Droplets were prepared at the same dispensing rates and

numbers as for the IPt = 90 V droplets. The light microscopy of the sample spots

created from these droplets showed subtle differences between the two (Figure 10.3B).

For example, for the sample spot prepared by processing 1000 droplets at 3 Hz, it

appeared as though some of the droplets were not deposited directly on top of each

other so the size of the sample spot cannot be compared to the corresponding IPt =90 V

sample spot.

Comparison of droplets processed at 10 Hz (Figures 10.3Aiii, 10.3Biii, lO.4B),

showed that direct droplet dispensing produced a sample spot almost twice as large in

diameter as the WaSP processed sample spots (420 um vs. 230 urn). Because the

analyte density is a function of the square of the radius, the density of the WaSP

processed sample spot was increased by at least 3 times. The cause of the increased

sample spot size for direct droplet dispensing is not directly evident from the light

microscopy images shown. During droplet deposition onto the target plate, when the

droplets were not processed by WaSP they accumulated on the target plate to form a

larger droplet. The WaSP processed droplets, however, experienced longer trajectories

when being delivered to the MALDI plate because they were manipulated by the

oscillating electric field of the EDB (Figure 10.1C inset). This oscillation not only

increased the time allowed for evaporation of solvent, it actually enhanced the

evaporation because it has been shown that this oscillatory motion of droplets in an EDB

increases the rate of solvent evaporation.l" Thus, the WaSP processed droplets

prepared sample smaller spots, and based on the optical images of those spots, they

also had higher density crystal formation than those dispensed directly onto the stainless

steel MALDI target plate at the same frequencies.
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Figure 10.4 Light microscopy of CHCA crystals in sample spots prepared from 1000
droplets dispensed directly onto the stainless steel MALOI target plate at (A) 3 Hz, (B) 10
Hz, and (C) 50 Hz.

In previous WaSP work, light microscopy has shown that the most important

factor impacting the proximity with which droplets could be co-deposited was ensuring

that only a single droplet was ejected from the EDB at anyone tlrne.!" If more than one

droplet was ejected at a time, space charge caused the droplets to be deposited more

erratically, which decreased the sample concentration in anyone area relative to when

only a single droplet was ejected at anyone time. Here, when the frequency was

increased to 50 Hz, patterns developed in the deposition positions of the WaSP

processed droplets created at both IPI's (Figure 10.3Aiv and 10.3Biv). Specific positions

of -20-30 urn were preferential for droplet deposition. For the IPI = 90 V droplets , nine of

these distinct regions were observed , whereas the IPI = 170 V droplets created 13-14

distinct regions. Because the droplets were being ejected at 10 ms intervals and the

droplets carrying higher net charge were impacted more, it was likely that space charge

between the charged droplets was influencing the deposition positions as observed in

the past using dynamic mode WaSP. When the number of droplets was increased to

2000, there were still only 13-14 distinct depos ition positions. This suggests that this

space charge focusing of the droplet trajectories could provide very large concentration

factors of the LC column eluent, forming multiple discrete sample spots while operat ing

at very high droplet dispensing rates. By creat ing several different sample spots from a
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single fraction of column eluent, this strategy would enable several different on-probe

manipulations to be performed on the same fraction.

10.5.2 MALDI-MS

Comparison of the intensity of the [T226_y240 + H+] ion detected by MAlOI-MS of

the sample spots in Figure 10.3 and 8.4 revealed that WaSP processing of fraction 40

45 produced higher ion intensities than direct deposition from the droplet dispenser onto

the MAlOI plate. This is a direct result of the increased analyte density produced by

preparing smaller sample spots from an identical aliquot of starting solution. Figure 10.5

shows that the most efficient sample preparation was achieved by WaSP processing of

1000 droplets at 3 Hz with either IPt = 90 V or IPt = 170 V. As mentioned earlier, this

corresponds to a flow rate of only 47 nLlmin. The caplC system we have employed

here is only capable of performing a gradient elution at flow rates of > 1.00 ~Llmin and

thus a gradient separation of peptides produced by proteolysis could not be

accommodated under these WaSP operating conditions.

Another interesting observation from the mass spectra in Figure 10.5 is that there

was no enhancement of the peptide ion intensity when higher net charge was delivered

to the droplets. In fact, at 10Hz, a higher signal was observed for droplets created with

lower net charge than for high net charge. In the past, the threshold ionization level

required obtain ion signals of suitable signal-to-noise ratio from dynamic mode WaSP

sample spots has been shown to be dependent on the magnitude of net charge induced

into each droplet for droplets containing MAlOI matrix, peptides, and glycerol (Chapter

4). Because there was no glycerol in the droplets used in this study, the droplets may

have experienced Coulombic explosion as the solvent evaporated. This would have

dispersed the analyte and decreased the sensitivity. If the droplets did not experience

Coulombic explosions, it suggests that the promotion of nucleation induced by the net
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charge of droplet may occur on a time scale >333 ms. It also suggests that the

concentration of the initial droplet into a highly supersaturated mixture after a period of

levitation >333 ms is important to the promotion of nucleation mechanism.
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Figure 10.5 Reflectron mode MALOI mass spectra of the peptide T226
- y240 collected

from an LC fraction (40-45 minutes) prepared at three different droplet dispensing speeds
using (A) direct deposition onto the target plate from a piezodispenser or wall-less sample
preparation of droplets being formed with (8) IPf = 90 V and (C) IPf = 170 V.

When compared to the dried droplet preparation of fraction 40-45, WaSP

processing of droplets created at either IPf produced higher ion intensity (Figure 10.6).

The Na+ and K+ adducts detected in Figure 10.68 may have arisen because WaSP

droplet processing could also concentrate impurities that may be present in the starting

solution or introduced by the droplet dispenser. However, they also could have arisen

simply because of the higher sensitivity from WaSP droplet processing because there
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was insufficient signal intensity to observe adduct ions in similar proportion in Figure
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Figure 10.6 Reflectron mode MALOI mass spectra of the peptide r 26
_y 240 (protonated

monoisotopic mass 1783.9) collected from an LC fraction (40-45 minutes) prepared using
(A) a 1.00 J.LL dried droplet «90 fmol) and (B) 1000 droplets (260 nL, <40 fmol) processed
by wall-less sample preparation (IPf =170 V). Insets depict the isotopic resolution, note y
axis scale on insets.

10.6 DISCUSSION

10.6.1 Analyte Density of Sample Spots Created by WaSP

The value of developing a capLClWaSP/MALDI target interface, becomes

apparent when the typical analyte density achievable for different sample preparation

techniques is compared with those of WaSP. Analyte density is used because it has

been predicted that the absolute detection limit in MALDI is dependent on the number of
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molecules/urn" occupying the sample spot targeted (5 molecules/urn" being the limit of

detection)." Analyte density of a MAlOI sample spot can be evaluated as,

analyte density =d =(CanalyteVNa)ltn? eqn.1

Where, Canalyte =the concentration in the analyte:matrix mixture (M), V =volume

of mixture delivered to the target, N, =Avogadro's number, t = thickness of the dried

sample spot, and r = radius of the dried sample spot. Often, to compare two different

preparations, the same starting solution would be used so Canalyte would be constant. It

will be assumed that the same thickness is achieved in both preparations. Thus, the two

critical factors remaining would be the volume consumed and the resulting sample spot

radius (eqn. 2).

d1= (Cana,yteN1Na)/t11tr/ d2 = (Canalyte2V2Na)/h1tr/

d1/d2 =[(Cana,yteN1Na)/t11tr/l I [(Canalyte2V2Na)/t21tr/l

=V1r/N2r/ eqn. 2

For example, dried droplets prepared by pipette delivering a 1.00 ul, aliquot of

the analyte:matrix mixture (CHCA was prepared at 10 mg/ml in 50:50 methanol:acetic

acid and mixed 1:1 with 0.1 % TFA in water) onto a stainless steel MAlOI target resulted

in sample spots -2.0 mm in diameter, an area of -3x105 flm2 (Table 10.1) A single

sample spot prepared by delivering a single -300 pi droplet to the MAlOI target by

WaSP is typically 20 urn in diameter, corresponding to an area of -3x102 flm2. If both

spots were created from a solution that contained a peptide at 1 nM concentration, 6x108

molecules would be in the pipette delivered spot and -2x105 molecules would be in the

WaSP sample spot. This corresponds to analyte densities of 200 and 575

molecules/urn". In this simple example the WaSP sample spot exhibits an analyte

density of -3 times that observed for the pipette preparation and thus, based on this

calculation, it appears that the sensitivity from a WaSP sample spot should be higher
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than the pipette delivered spot. Importantly, this would be achieved with 3333 times less

volume (300 pi) and therefore less molecules would be consumed overall.

As impressive as the results of this calculation may seem, pipette delivery of

sample aliquots to MALOI targets is by no means the only sample preparation method

available. Table 10.1 summarizes similar calculations for increasing numbers of droplets

prepared by WaSP as well as the use of a hydrophobic anchor. The use of hydrophobic

anchors can concentrate volumes as large as 10 IlL onto a -1000 urn radius area. This

system would produce an analyte density of -1900 molecules/urn" using the solution

discussed above, -3 times the calculated value for a single droplet from WaSP.

However, this raises the issue of the sample loading capabilities available to WaSP, i.e.

multiple droplets can be deposited onto the MAlOI target in the same sample spot. This

approach has been used for systems employing piezoceramic droplet dispensing

devices to deliver sample material to a MAlOI target.66
, 88-91 If 100 droplets processed by

WaSP can be delivered to create a sample spot with 100 urn diameter, an analyte

density of -2300 molecules/urn" could be achieved. This would be slightly higher than

the density achieved using the hydrophobic anchor while consuming only 30 nl, 333

times less than the 10 IlL required using the hydrophobic anchors. If larger numbers of

droplets could be concentrated into a similar area, even larger gains in analyte density

could be achieved. This is an important result when the efficiency of MAlOI is

considered. It has been shown using radionuclides that when the analyte ion signal is

depleted, -70 % of the analyte still remains in the sample spot in a form that is not

efficiently desorbed." Thus, once issues concerning MAlOI matrixlanalyte co

crystallization and ionization efficiency are resolved, it will be very advantageous to

prepare um-sized or smaller sample spots while consuming the smallest volume

possible.
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The MALOI-MS data collected here coincide with the predictions that WaSP can

prepare sample spots with higher analyte density than the dried droplet method. For

example, using equation 2 we can obtain an estimate of the analyte densities in the

sample spots that generated the mass spectra in Figure 10.6. Here the concentration

terms must be re-introduced because the fraction was manipulated when the matrix was

added. Taking d1 as the analyte density in the WaSP sample spot and d2 as the analyte

density in the dried droplet, the estimated increase in the analyte density for the WaSP

sample spot was d1/d2 = 50. The intensity of the [T226_y240 + H+] ion in the WaSP sample

spot was -5 times that measured from the dried droplet. It is likely that the ion intensity

difference does not directly correlate with the analyte density difference of the sample

because of the assumptions made in the density calculation. For instance, the thickness

of the samples may differ or the eligible surface area of the crystals to be irradiated may

not be uniform between the two preparations. Furthermore, the ionization efficiency for

the different sample preparations may not be identical and thus it is suggested that a

term (K) needs to be introduced into eqn. 2 to account for these factors when comparing

the ion abundances produced from different MALOI sample spot preparations, resulting

in eqn. 3.
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d1/d2 =K1V1r/IK2V2r/ eqn.2

Nonetheless, it appears that the data collected here supports the notion that

analyte ion density is a crucial parameter and thus the prediction that small sample spots

with sufficient analyte density may prove to be the most effective approach to achieving

a decrease in the absolute detection limit in MAlOI-MS should be further investigated.

On that note, if a calculation is performed where the predicted analyte density of 5

rnolecules/urn" for the absolute limit of detection is used, an estimate of the lowest

concentration of a peptide in a solution that can be prepared as a single 300 pi droplet

by WaSP and still provide a useful ion abundance can be estimated as -9 pM (Table

10.1, italics). This would amount to total consumption of 1570 molecules. If multiple

droplet co-deposition is used, measurable ion current could be obtained from even lower

concentration starting solutions. For example, if 100 droplets were deposited into the

same size area created by the single droplet, a solution of 90 fM could be analyzed.

One of the challenges in achieving this goal in practice is the targeting of such small

sample spots reproducibly using conventional MAlOI instruments.

10.7 CONCLUSION

The preliminary investigation of coupling caplC to MAlOI using WaSP has

shown significant potential for this strategy. Sample spots created by WaSP processing

of droplets from a fraction collected from the caplC separation of peptides produced by

the proteolytic digestion of the protein CCT produced higher analyte densities and

improved peptide ion abundances relative to corresponding dried droplet and

piezoelectric droplet dispenser preparations. However, at this stage of development, a

flow rate of only -50 nl/min could be accommodated successfully but implementation of

general strategies for coupling caplC to MAlOI will increase the flow rate
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accommodated. This could include heating the EOB chamber, introducing a heated N2

gas flow, and heating the MALOI plate to increase the rate of solvent evaporation, as

well as the use of MALOI target plates that are pre-coated with MALOI matrix. To

accommodate higher flow rates, the column eluent could also be split, or a droplet

dispenser with a flow-through design could be utilized." This would enable sample to

be archived both on the MALOI plate and in the liquid form for subsequent

complementary detection or manipulations. Furthermore, to expedite development,

computerized control of the MALOI target plate translation and the potentials applied to

the EOB electrodes, all synchronized to the droplet generation event, should be

implemented.
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Chapter 11

11 Where Does WaSP Fit in the -omics Environment?

Genomics
Proteomics
Peptidomics
Metabolomics
Metabonomics
Cellomics
Organomics
Vector-omics
Regulomics
Toxicogenomics
Nutrigenomics
Cytomics
Lipidomics

A quick scan through titles of the results list of a search on Scifinder Scholar for

the research topic "omics" reveals that in the short time since the report of the human

genome we have certainly entered into what some have called "The New -'omics'

Era".286 There are manuscripts focusing on the "omics" of specific pathways or subcellar

systems such as mltochondrion.i'" describing the impacts of "omics" on in silico

biology,288 declaring the newest "omics" sclences.f" and even one announcing a specific

science such as carbohydrate analysis preparing to "enter" the "omics" era.290 There is

even a journal that has titled itself OMICS: A journal of integrative biology. Accumulating

and analyzing the information gathered by each of these "omics" using bioinformatics

has created a multifaceted approach to the study of organisms termed systems biology.

A point has been reached where entire research centers are being designed and built to

achieve the grand goals of systems biology. At the core of each these "omics" is the

novel bioanalytical technology being developed to increase the efficiency with which

information can be gathered and processed. As a result these demands are strongly
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influencing the progress and directions of analytical chemistry. As introduced here,

WaSP is a new tool for analytical chemists and thus it is worthwhile to put the technology

in perspective with respect to the current "-omics" environment.

My visit in the summer of 2004 to the American Society for Mass Spectrometry's

Meeting on Mass Spectrometry and Allied topics and the 2004 Canadian Society for

Chemistry Conference provided the opportunity to discuss the potential of WaSP with a

diverse range of colleagues. It has become clear that WaSP fits into the 'omics' era as

another enabling technology with the potential to perform some very unique

experiments. From an applications perspective, at this point in its development the

highest degree of potential has been demonstrated for proteomics. The ability to

prepare sample spots for MAlOI-MS with equivalent sensitivities but well over an order

of magnitude less sample consumption will prove useful in the analysis of precious

protein/peptide samples. Furthermore, it is now well established that it is essential that

some form of separations be performed on the raw samples being analyzed from

specific proteomes thus, if WaSP is to be successfully developed for proteomics

applications in the future, it must be capable of being coupled to separation

technologies. Accordingly, the preliminary data collected here established that WaSP

may act as a viable alternative for coupling caplC with offline-MAlD!. WaSP's

capabilities of low volume sample consumption and small spot size may be able to

resolve the issue of loss of liquid chromatographic resolution when coupling caplC to

MALO!.

Another important future application lies in the development of the routine

methodology of the single laser simultaneous irradiation of adjacent MAlOI sample

spots. To attain its full potential, such a development would require the further

advancements in the laser technology of next-generation of MAlDI instruments.

Progress is already being made with respect to this issue. For example, Mclean,
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Sharrod, and Russell presented work at the ASMS 2004 meeting on creating a flat

topped laser beam profile to replace the gaussian profile typically encountered.i" Once

fully established, the multiplexed analysis afforded by single laser simultaneous

irradiation will be integral to the analytical chemistry regarding the imaging of tissues by

MALDI-MS, mass calibration of MALDI-MS, and studies of secondary ionization in

MALD!. In fact, at the ASMS 2004 meeting, Erb, Owens, and Hanton presented a poster

utilizing the two spot irradiation approach discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 to study the

gas-phase cationization of poly(ethylene glycol),292 signifying that at least one of the

strategies developed in this thesis is also being investigated by one other research

group.

Now, admittedly, the notion that the major perceived benefits of WaSP lie in the

realm of proteomics comes from the author's own bias. WaSP was developed by a

mass spectroscopist interested in biological problem solving thus its development has

been streamlined towards these goals. If this technology were exposed to leaders in

other fields I am certain that many additional, and possibly novel applications will result.

As an example, recent work from Dr. Agnes' group by Allen Haddrell, in collaboration

with researchers from St. Paul's Hospital, have developed the methodology to enable

study of single particle-single cell interactions that mimic the deposition of suspended

tropospheric particles onto the surface of the lung. At this point no mass spectrometric

approaches are being used: immunocytohistochemistry is being used to visualize the

upregulation CD54 in dosed cells. A long term goal certainly would see this project

translate into a single cell proteomics experiment, but for now, the recent successes in

this project and the widespread interest suggests that a long path lies ahead for WaSP,

with many stones yet to be picked up and rubbed clean.
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11.1 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

As a result of the biased development of WaSP, it is undeniable that the

strongest potential for WaSP lies in the unforeseen fundamental research yet to be

performed. A very important factor in the potential of this strategy is that it does not

preclude the typical experiments that have been performed in an electrodynamic

balance in the past. Before this work, there were no biomolecular studies performed in

an EDB. Thus, an array of pre-designed experiments remains untapped, i.e. by applying

MAlDI-MS to the challenges previously approached by EDB studies, further insights

may be gained. Figure 11.1 displays a selection of the types of chemical and physical

processes that have been studied in the EDB in the past. Specifically, preliminary work I

performed that was not included in this thesis on the study of Coulombic explosions of

single droplets suggests that great potential lies in the use of WaSP to gain insights into

the mechanisms controlling solute, charge and mass separations that occur as a result

of a fission event. At present, Samuel Bakhoum is performing experiments to achieve

these goals.

Overall, the experiments presented here have created a basis for future

experiments utilizing offline MAlDI-MS detection of the components contained in

levitated droplets. With regard to further development of WaSP for MAlDI-MS of

biomolecules, it is the author's opinion that full automation of all steps in WaSP (droplet

dispensing, droplet trapping, trajectory manipulation, and target rastering) is necessary.

Once achieved, this will greatly facilitate studies investigating caplC-offline MAlDI-MS

coupling capabilities, sytematic studies of droplet matrixlanalyte composition and net

charge designed to optimize MAlDI-MS sensitivity and possibly even sampling of the

products of Coulomb explosion of single droplets into the orifice of a mass spectrometer

equipped with an atmospheric pressure gas sampling interface.
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Figure 11.1 Examples of levitated droplet processing in an electrodynamic balance .
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